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Editor's Note – Research and Management
In my opinion, natural resource conservation requires adequate doses of 2 components: research and
management. Interestingly, at least to me, researchers and managers sometimes don't seem to speak the same
language, or at least don't care to speak with each other. Research is sometimes touted as an elite search for the
truth, pursuit of knowledge, not to be tainted by political influences like social desires. "Applied" research is
sometimes viewed as the lesser of the 2 siblings, with "pure" research holding the loftier perch. Spin-offs from pure
research are generally useful – resealable, plastic lunch bags and powdered orange drinks came from the space
exploration program, and penicillin had no practical use when it was first discovered. Why would a researcher need
to get involved in management?
Management can be similarly elevated in an individual's perspective so as to ascend to the apex of the
"truly noble" pedestal. After all, net gun captures and translocations did not arise from years of intense research;
they were the result of inspired managers that suggested that we should just try it. These innovations have played
prominently in our successful restoration efforts, and they did not require National Science Foundation grants, years
of research, or gobs of loot to verify the obvious.
My professional background includes both research and managerial experience. I spent 3 years as an intern
studying black bears (Ursus americana), another 2 years studying bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) for my graduate
work, and the next 12 years studying turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo), mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), and elk
(Cervus elaphus) as a research biologist. My career then changed track, and for the past 13 years I have been
involved in the management of these and other species. I have noted a few contrasts between researchers and
managers during this time.
As a research biologist, editors encouraged me to include information regarding "management
implications" in the concluding section of a research publication. This was an exercise that pulled me away from the
"pure" science and made me think about how my research could be used. What many researchers seem to use this
section of a report to do, however, often strays from the stated intent. "Management implications" sections could
often be renamed as "what I want to study next and why you should fund it." Admitting that our research has any
application in the dirty, real world can be disturbing, or even worse, admitting that our research really has no
application at all!
As a manager, I have also noticed that we are often asked, by a host of individuals and organizations, to
identify our "research needs." Articulating a true research need can be difficult, especially if one attempts to
integrate decades of wildlife research on any given topic. Rarely is our question as discrete as "How much water
does a male bighorn sheep use in captivity if the ambient temperature averages 27º C and varies <10%?" Trying to
describe the need to know how many water developments are necessary to support a bighorn sheep population
within a particular mountain range is exacerbated by factors as widely ranging as that habitat occupied by the
bighorn sheep, the predator abundance within that habitat, and the influence of global climate change. There is
much literature already published on many topics, and assimilating all that information can be difficult.
Consequently, when a manager identifies a research need, it is generally better described as "what I don't know
about my situation right now." Managers can be relatively unwilling to admit that a research project conducted in
another state can have applicability in his state, or that a lamb:ewe ratio obtained in the management unit next door
could have any relation to his unit. The public routinely reinforces the doubt that information from elsewhere
probably doesn't apply here – unless it agrees with their preconceived notions!
Yet used together, research and management (and researchers and managers) can further conservation
dramatically. The Desert Bighorn Council is a mix of managers and researchers. The discussions that we have at
our meetings are productive because they identify the application of the important research that is being conducted
in our current management situations and identify our common research needs. The Western Association of Fish
and Wildlife Agencies established the Wild Sheep Working Group that continues to identify the best management
practices associated with wild sheep conservation. I don't believe it is a coincidence that the leadership and
membership of that committee are often selected from the active membership of the Desert Bighorn Council.
Research and management – we need them both to guide wildlife conservation. Communicating this
information is an important role that the Desert Bighorn Council Transactions played historically and continues to
play today. As you read the manuscripts in this volume, I believe you will agree.
-- Brian Wakeling
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Dedications
Lives are precious things, and what we choose to spend them on speaks to our values and the things we
most hold dear. In our lives, we are fortunate to encounter special people that make a difference professionally
and personally. There have been several special people that made a difference in bighorn sheep management
that have ended their mortal careers since the last Desert Bighorn Council Transactions went to press. We
dedicate this volume to their memories.
Michael D. Hobson
1948–2012
Long-time Desert Bighorn Council member Mike Hobson passed
away on August 7, 2012. Mike was born in the south Texas community of
Edinburg on July 12, 1948. He began his collegiate studies at Pan American
College and later graduated from Texas A&M University with a B.S. in
Wildlife Management in 1971. Mike married his high school sweetheart,
Hamila, in 1970 and was happily married for over 42 years. Together they
raised 2 successful sons, Michael Jr. and Joshua.
Mike began his professional career with Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department (TPWD) as a summer intern for the Wildlife Division during the
summers of 1968 and 1969. In 1973, he was hired full-time as a Fish and
Wildlife Technician on the Chaparral Wildlife Management Area. He later
served as a Regulatory Biologist for Duval, Jim Hogg, Webb, and Zapata
counties. During this period he helped pioneer a newly emerging helicopter
survey technique for the development of white-tailed deer harvest
recommendations on private lands. Mike was placed in charge of the
Division’s experimental buck permit program in Webb County (1974–1978)
that included oversight of 4 high-volume check stations. These stations
produced some of the first age-weight data for South Texas buck harvests
that was used to fine tune a deer harvest-habitat management system that
remains in place today. Mike participated in numerous South Texas deercapture operations for restocking depleted ranges in East Texas and
neighboring Tamaulipas, Mexico.
Mike is well remembered by his South Texas comrades for his
ability to nimbly scale great heights to the nests of bald eagles to band chicks
and then rappel to ground safely. In the late 1970s, Mike was placed on
special assignment with the Canadian Fish and Wildlife Service to work in
the Northwest Territories where he was part of team that banded over 96,000 snow geese in a 6-week period. In 1985 and 1986,
antlerless deer hunting on the 44,000 ac Tomas Ranch in Duval County was placed under Mike’s supervision, representing the
Department’s first large-scale lease of private lands for the promotion of public hunting opportunity. In 1986, Mike was promoted to
District Leader of the Trans-Pecos District. From 1989–1995, he supervised the management of Black Gap and Sierra Diablo Wildlife
Management Areas. Of special significance, Mike helped guide the first Texas desert bighorn sheep hunt in 1988 following an 83 year
hunting prohibition. He retired from TPWD in 2005 after 32 years of dedicated service. In 2009, Mike received the Texas Chapter of
The Wildlife Society’s "Outstanding Achievement Award" and was recognized by the Desert Bighorn Council in 2011 with an Honor
Plaque for his efforts in helping to restore desert bighorn sheep in Texas.
Mike devoted his entire career to the restoration, conservation, and management of the natural resources of Texas and
mentored hundreds of us while in the process. He was a highly dedicated professional with a proven track record in applying wildlife
conservation principals where it mattered most, on the ground. He consistently demonstrated initiative and commitment throughout
his career and practiced a work ethic that is unmatched by most others in the profession. A friend summed it up best, "Mike was oldcut. He always led by example and expected no less of his staff than of himself. No job was too low, too dirty, or too toilsome for him
to pitch in shoulder-to-shoulder with his troops. Mike’s dedication to the resource along with his persistence in doing the job right is
what set him apart from most others in the profession. More important was the value he placed on God, family, country, and friends.
While many spend their career building a resume, Mike spent his building a legacy that is reflected on the landscape and on
those of us left behind using the skills and qualities he passed on to us. The path leading to the easy way out is crowded and the line
long. Rest assured, Mike Hobson is on the other trail and is first in line. Well done Mike.
– Clay E. Brewer
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Lanny Owen Wilson
1937–2012

Lanny was born in Colby Kansas on August 8, 1937. He lived many places
including Kansas, Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Wyoming, and Idaho. He graduated
from Cheyenne (Wyoming) High School. He married the love of his life, Colleen, in
1959.
He received his Bachelor of Science degree in Wildlife Management from the
University of Wyoming and his Masters from Utah State University. This was the first
bighorn sheep study in Utah which proved the presence of bighorn sheep in
Canyonlands. He went to work for the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in the
Burley District in the 1960s as a wildlife biologist. From the district level, he moved on
to BLM state office Wildlife Program lead positions in New Mexico and Idaho. He
retired from the BLM in 1994, after serving as Area Manager for the Cottonwood
Idaho BLM office.
He was ever a staunch, vocal proponent of wild sheep. He served in various
capacities over a 14-year span in the Desert Bighorn Council, from 1971 through 1985.
He served as Vice Chair, Secretary-Treasurer, Technical Staff member, and Chair. He
was instrumental in starting the Hansen Memorial Fund, which has since morphed into
the Hansen-Welles Memorial Fund, from which the Council makes grants to worthy
students. He was lead author on several papers dealing with guidelines for capturing
and re-establishing desert bighorn sheep, bighorn sheep reintroductions in southwestern
Utah, habitat requirements and management recommendations for desert bighorn
sheep, and desert bighorn sheep research and management biases.
He was an expert on bighorn sheep management and was instrumental in
establishing and researching bighorn sheep populations in several states, as well as in
Canada and Mexico. He was founder and charter president of the University of Wyoming chapter of The Wildlife Society, a charter
member of the Foundation for North American Wild Sheep (now Wild Sheep Foundation), and elected to the scientific honorary
Sigma Xi.
He was recipient of numerous awards, including the North American Wild Sheep Outstanding Achievement Award and the
Idaho Wildlife Society’s Professional Wildlifer Award. And he was instrumental in promoting Cap-Chur guns in lieu of drugs,
instituting the first Governor’s auction tag (for bighorn sheep) in Wyoming, and preventing introductions of exotic animals on public
lands in New Mexico.
Hunting and the outdoors were his passion. His retirement years were spent hunting and enhancing his 70 acres of habitat for
wildlife (mostly elk) at Cottonwood, and coaching Little League, Babe Ruth, and high school baseball.
He is survived by his wife of 52 years, Colleen, and children Justin, Megan, and Sean.
He died July 24, 2012, in Spokane, Washington, from a series of complications following open heart surgery on July 3 to
replace 2 of 4 stents installed during quadruple bypass surgery 17 years ago after his heart attack.
Lanny will be remembered for his determined, often very vocal support of bighorn sheep and other wildlife, many times in
the face of hostile opponents, including the domestic sheep industry. He was opinionated and fought for what he believed in. On the
path of wildlife management, Lanny has left more than a few footprints.
–Rick Brigham and Dick Weaver
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Prevalence of Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae in
desert bighorn sheep in Arizona
Anne E. Justice-Allen,1 Clint J. Luedtke,1 Matthew Overstreet,2
James W. Cain III,3 and Thomas R. Stephenson2
1
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2

Department of Fish, Wildlife and Conservation Ecology,
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003, USA
3

U.S. Geological Survey, New Mexico Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, and
Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Ecology,
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Abstract

To assess the potential for an epizootic of pneumonia to result from either natural
immigration or translocation, we compared the seroprevalence to Mycoplasma
ovipneumoniae in several populations of desert bighorn sheep in Arizona. We
collected blood samples and nasal or oropharyngeal swabs from 124 desert
bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) from 6 populations in Arizona in 2009
and 2010. M. ovipneumoniae organisms were detected by PCR in 22%, whereas
antibodies to M. ovipneumoniae were detected in 47% of tested bighorn sheep.
Mycoplasma antibodies were not found in 2 of 6 populations, indicating some
bighorn sheep populations in Arizona are naïve to this bacterium. In contrast,
others had seroprevalence rates up to 80%. We were able to compare
seroprevalence rates and titers over time in 9 individuals (7 individuals included
in the 124 bighorn sheep sampled in 2009 and 2010, and 2 individuals originally
captured in 2006). Antibody titers persisted for 12 months in individuals from the
Kofa National Wildlife Refuge (n = 7) while antibody titers appeared to decline in
the Kanab Creek population (n = 2). M. ovipneumoniae is present or has been
present in several, but not all, populations of bighorn sheep in Arizona. The
results demonstrate the importance of routine health testing for future
translocation efforts to reduce disease risk for naive populations.
Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 51:1–10

Key words

epizootic, mycoplasmas, Ovis canadensis nelsoni, pneumonia, seroprevalence,
translocation

Infectious
diseases,
especially
pneumonia, influence bighorn sheep (Ovis
canadensis) populations in the USA. and
Canada (Rudolph et al. 2007, Besser et al.
2008, Weiser et al. 2009, Cassaigne et al.

2010). In 2010, epizootics of pneumonia in
9 herds in 5 states killed about 900 bighorn
sheep, about 1% of the total number of
bighorn sheep in the western United States
and Canada (Wild Sheep Working Group,
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Western Association of Fish and Wildlife
Agencies [WSWG-WAFWA] 2010, Besser
et al. 2012b). Mortality rates ranged from 5
to 95% (WSWG-WAFWA 2010, Besser et
al. 2012b). Several organisms have been
associated with outbreaks of pneumonia in
bighorn sheep, and it is likely that multiple
agents are involved in many outbreaks
(Dassanayake et al. 2010, Wolfe et al.
2010). One likely causative agent is
Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae (Rudolph et al.
2007, Besser et al. 2008, Dassanayake et al.
2010, Besser et al. 2012a). In 2009, the
Wildlife Health Committee (WHC) of
WAFWA introduced a set of guidelines for
assessing and monitoring the health status of
wild sheep populations as part of
translocation management and for general
population monitoring (WAFWA 2009).
From June 2009–November 2010, the
Arizona Game and Fish Department
(AGFD) participated in the capture of desert
bighorn sheep (O. c. nelsoni) in 6
geographic areas of Arizona; consistent with
WAFWA guidelines, biological samples
were collected for disease and health
assessment. We compared the prevalence
rates for infectious diseases in general, and
for M. ovipneumoniae specifically, between
the bighorn sheep populations in Arizona to
evaluate the disease risk that might be
associated with translocation.

Study Areas
We sampled desert bighorn sheep for
disease prevalence in 6 areas in Arizona
(Figure 1). Study areas included Kanab
Creek in northern Arizona; Martinez Lake,
Yuma Proving Grounds (YPG), and Kofa
National Wildlife Refuge (KNWR) in
southwestern Arizona; the Black Mountains
in northwestern Arizona; and the
Superstition Mountains in central Arizona
(Figure 1).
Kanab Creek runs south from Utah
to the Grand Canyon and water is readily

available from permanent and perennial
springs. The elevation ranges from 760 m to
1,650 m. The dominant vegetation types are
the Intermountain Basins Mixed Salt Desert
Scrub and Intermountain Basins Mixed
Semi-desert Steppe (Arizona Game and Fish
Department 2012). The mean winter high
temperature is 8.5°C and the mean high
summer temperature is 35.0°C (Western
Regional Climate Center 2012). A seasonal
pattern of cattle grazing occurs in some
portions of the habitat at low stocking rates.
The KNWR, YPG, and Martinez Lake are in
southwestern
Arizona.
Southwestern
Arizona is composed of rugged mountain
ranges separated by broad valleys. Elevation
ranges from 400 m to 1,449 m on KNWR.
The elevation range is somewhat broader for
YPG and Martinez Lake with the lower limit
at 20 m and peaks as high as 1,467 m.
Annual precipitation across KNWR
averages 17.7 cm (Western Regional
Climate Center 2011). Annual average
precipitation is lower at YPG and Martinez
Lake (9.3 cm; Western Regional Climate
Center 2011). Average daily high
temperatures are 15.4°C in winter and
31.8°C in summer for KNWR; average daily
high temps are 6.3°C in winter and 41.4°C
in summer for YPG and Martinez Lake
(Western Regional Climate Center 2011).
Sonora-Mojave Creosotebush-White Bursage Desert Scrub and Sonoran PaloverdeMixed Cacti are intermingled as the
predominant vegetation types (Arizona
Game Fish Department 2012). In the region,
surface water is scarce except for the
Colorado River; there are a few perennial
springs, and ephemeral rock pools. A
number of water catchments have been
developed in the past 20 years. Areas of
agricultural use are present along the
Colorado River to the west and the Gila
River to the south and east. Some domestic
sheep grazing occurs on hay fields in the
winter.
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Figure 1. Locations of 6 populations of desert bighorn sheep tested for Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae in Arizona
during 2009–2010.
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The
Black
Mountains
in
northwestern Arizona range from 195 m to
1,510 m; the Colorado River flows along the
western side of the range. The climate of the
area is quite variable with the annual
precipitation averaging 14 cm on the
western side of the range compared to 27 cm
on the eastern side (Western Regional
Climate Center 2011). The mean high
temperature is 17.6°C in January and 43.8°C
in July near the Colorado River; the mean
temperatures are slightly lower on the
eastern side of the range (Western Regional
Climate Center 2011). The vegetation
communities consist of Sonora-Mohave
Creosotebush-White Bursage in the lower
elevations, Sonora Mid-elevation Desert
Scrub on the western side of the range and
Mohave mid-elevation mixed desert scrub
on the eastern side of the range (Arizona
Game Fish Department 2012).
The Superstition Mountains and
adjacent Salt River Canyon have an average
annual precipitation of 31 cm, a mean high
of 15°C in winter, and a mean high of 40°C
in the summer. The primary vegetation
communities are Sonoran Paloverde-Mixed
Cacti, Apacherian-Chihuahuan Mesquite
Upland Scrub, and Mogollon Chaparral
along a climbing elevation gradient (Arizona
Game and Fish Department 2012). A
domestic sheep driveway is present along
the western edge of the bighorn sheep
habitat.

Materials and Methods
One hundred twenty-four desert
bighorn sheep were captured by helicopter
with a net gun on 10 occasions from 6
different populations. From June 2009 to
November 2012 we captured and sampled
bighorn sheep in Kanab Creek (n = 11),
YPG (n = 15), KNWR (n = 43), Martinez
Lake (n = 12), and Superstition Mountains
(n = 32). Eleven animals from the Black
Mountains in the vicinity of U. S. Highway

93 were sampled during collar replacement
efforts in November 2010.
Except for the bighorn sheep
captured in the Black Mountains where
bighorn sheep were processed at their
capture site, all the animals were ferried by
helicopter to a base station for processing
after capture. Vital signs were monitored
periodically during handling. When an
animal’s body temperature exceeded 40 °C,
cold water and ice packs were applied
externally, and subcutaneous or intravenous
fluids were administered. No major wounds
or injuries occurred during the captures;
minor abrasions and lacerations were treated
by cleaning with disinfectants and
application of topical antibiotics. Two
mortalities occurred during the capture in
the Superstition Mountains.
We collected blood and swabs, either
nasopharyngeal or oropharyngeal, from each
animal; swabs were not collected from the
Black Mountains, YPG populations, and 2
animals showing signs of contagious
ecthyma in the Superstition Mountains.
After collection, all samples were kept in
insulated containers with gel ice packs. All
swabs were shipped overnight to the
Washington Animal Disease Diagnostic
Laboratory (WADDL) on gel ice packs.
Swabs were processed by first culturing in
liquid media and then testing with
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to detect
the presence of M. ovipneumoniae
organisms (Besser et al. 2008, Weiser et al.
2012).
Blood was centrifuged and separated
within 24 hours. Serum was either shipped
within 48 hours or stored at -70°C until
shipment overnight on gel ice packs.
Detection of antibodies (positive or
negative)
to
Infectious
Bovine
Rhinotracheitis (IBR), Bovine Respiratory
Syncytial Virus (BRSV), and Parainfluenza
3 (PI3) was determined by virus
neutralization, to Bluetongue Virus (BTV)
was determined by competitive enzyme-
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linked immunosorbent assay (cELISA), and
to Epizootic Hemorrhagic Disease (EHD)
was
determined
by
agar
gel
immunodiffusion using National Animal
Health Laboratory Network standard
protocols. Detection of antibodies (positive,
negative, or indeterminate) to M.
ovipneumoniae was determined using a
blocking enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (WADDL 2011). Samples with less
than 40% inhibition were considered
negative. Samples with inhibition greater
than or equal to 50% were considered
positive. Samples with 40–50% inhibition
were considered indeterminate by the
laboratory and for the purposes of
calculating seroprevalence were considered
negative. In studies with domestic sheep and
bighorn sheep, 50% inhibition of the ELISA
by test sera represents the 95% confidence
level for sheep (both domestic and bighorn
sheep) defined as negative in the validation
protocol.
The confidence interval for the
seroprevalence rate of each population was
calculated
based
on
the
normal
approximation of a binomial distribution or
based on the exact distribution depending on
sample size (Thrusfield 2005:243). The size
of the reference population for each area
was based on survey data and population
estimates made by the Arizona Game and
Fish Department for each of the study areas.
This estimate was then used to determine the
probability of detecting disease given the
size of the sample for the Superstition
Mountains and Black Mountains (Thrusfield
2005). The χ2 test was used to compare the
seroprevalence rates between groups.

Results
Bighorn sheep populations in the
Black and Superstition mountains did not
possess antibodies for M. ovipneumoniae
(Table 1). Because the Black Mountains
support about 1,000 bighorn sheep and the

5

Superstition Mountains support about 400,
the seroprevalence could be no greater than
24% and 8.5%, respectively (Thrusfield
2005:240). The seroprevalence in the
remaining 4 groups ranged from 58% (95%
CI = 28–85%) testing positive in the YPG
population to 82% (95% CI = 43–95%)
testing positive in the Kanab Creek
population (Table 1). The Kofa population
seroprevalence in 2009 (76%, 95% CI = 63–
89%) and in 2010 (57%, 95% CI = 18–90%)
did not differ (P = 0.57, Table 2). In 3 of 4
populations tested, M. ovipneumoniae
organisms were detected in swab samples
(Table 1). Mycoplasma organisms were
detected in 45% of the Kanab Creek bighorn
sheep, the only population where
oropharyngeal swabs were used. Nasal
swabs yield 50–100% more positives than
oropharyngeal swabs (Washington Animal
Disease Diagnostic Laboratory 2011). The
Superstition Mountains population tested
negative on both titer and swab tests. The
number of animals with positive swabs was
about 43% in each of the seropositive
populations (Table 1).
The 11 bighorn sheep tested from the
Martinez Lake population and the 17
bighorn sheep tested from KNWR were
positive for exposure to PI3 and BRSV
(Table 3). The remaining populations varied
in seroprevalence for BRSV from 87% in
the YPG population to 28% in the
Superstition Mountains population. A
similar level of variability was seen for PI3
with 73% testing positive in the Kanab
Creek population and 46% testing positive
in the YPG population. No bighorn sheep
tested positive for exposure to IBR. Two
populations demonstrated exposure to EHD
and BTV: Martinez Lake (8%) and
Superstition Mountains (59%).

Discussion
Bighorn sheep populations in the
western United States have been negatively
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Table 1. Summary of Mycoplasma testing for
desert bighorn sheep from 6 populations in
Arizona, 2009–2010.
Percent
positive
titers (n
tested)

Percent
positive
swabs (n
tested)

Martinez Lake

72.7 (11)

41.6 (12)

Yuma Proving Grounds

58.3 (12)

NTa

Kofa NWR 2009

75.6 (41)

NT

Kofa NWR 2010

57.1 (7)

42.8 (7)

0 (32)

0 (30)

81.8 (11)

45.4 (11)b

0 (11)

NT

Population

Superstition Mountains
Kanab Creek
Black Mountains
a
b

NT = Not tested
Oral-pharyngeal swabs collected instead of nasal
swabs. Nasal swabs yield 50–100% more positives
than oral-pharyngeal swabs.

influenced by disease, habitat degradation,
competition with livestock, and degradation
of wildlife movement corridors since the late
1800s (Welsh and Bunch 1983, Jansen et al.
2006, Arizona Game and Fish Department
2009, Clifford 2009, Besser et al. 2012b).
Psoroptic scabies, contagious ecthyma,
pneumonia, and mycoplasma conjunctivitis
have caused population decreases in desert
bighorn sheep in Arizona (Welsh and Bunch
1983, Jansen et al. 2006, Arizona Game and
Fish Department unpublished data).
Population declines in bighorn sheep have
been more frequently associated with
outbreaks of pneumonia than any other
disease syndrome (Clifford et al. 2009,
Cassaigne et al. 2010, Besser et al. 2012b).
Outbreaks of pneumonia in Rocky Mountain
bighorn sheep (O. c. canadensis) have been
well documented (Rudolph et al. 2007,
Besser et al. 2008, Weiser et al. 2009, Wolfe
et al. 2010). There are fewer records of
pneumonia outbreaks in desert bighorn

sheep (Cassaigne et al. 2010). In December
2005, coughing bighorn sheep were
observed in the Kanab Creek area of
Arizona;
a
subsequent
assessment
documented a population decline in
association with the isolation of Pasteurella
spp. and M. ovipneumoniae.
The initiation of a disease outbreak is
the result of the interaction of host,
pathogen, and environmental factors.
Wehausen and Ramey (2011) described the
process in 5 steps when discussing the
probability of an outbreak occurring as the
result of domestic sheep interacting with
bighorn sheep. The same 5 steps could also
describe the probability of an outbreak
occurring as the result of a wandering
bighorn sheep or translocation event. Yet,
the probability of a wandering bighorn sheep
carrying a pathogen to an adjacent bighorn
sheep population is lower than the
probability of domestic sheep carrying a
pathogen (Clifford et al. 2009, Wehausen
and Ramey 2011, Besser et al. 2012a). Also,
the probability of translocated bighorn sheep
carrying a pathogen could be markedly
higher than that of a wandering bighorn
sheep (Besser et al. 2012b). The probability
of translocated animals transferring pathogens is also likely to be higher than for
wandering animals because translocation
can result in an increased shedding of
pathogens (WAFWA 2009, Weiser et al.
2009). Our finding of 2 populations testing
negative for exposure to M. ovipneumoniae
provides justification for the WAFWA
WHC recommendations that agencies
routinely test both donor and recipient
populations
for
bighorn
sheep
translocations.
The Arizona Game and Fish
Department has used translocations since
1959 to augment existing populations and
reestablish locally extirpated populations
(Wakeling 2007). We chose to compare the
prevalence of M. ovipneumoniae in bighorn
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Table 2. Antibody titers to M. ovipneumoniae by year sampled in desert bighorn sheep from Kanab Creek
and Kofa National Wildlife Refuge, Arizona.
Population

Year

n Tested

n Detected

% Detected

Kanab Creek

2006
2009

11
11

10
9

91
82

Kofa National
Wildlife Refuge

2001
2009
2010

23
41
7

6
31
4

26
76
58

Table 3. Summary of serology testing for viral diseases expressed as percentage of samples testing positive for
desert bighorn sheep in 6 populations of Arizona, 2009–2010.
Population (n tested)

PI3

BRSV

IBR

EHD/BTV

Martinez Lake (11)

100

100

0

8.3

Yuma Proving Grounds (15)

46

86.7

NT

Kofa National Wildlife Refuge (17)

100

100

0

0

Superstition Mountains (32)

65.6

28

0

59.4

Kanab Creek (11)

72.7

81.8

0

NT

70

30

0

0

Black Mountains (10)
a

a

0

NT = not tested

sheep populations of Arizona because of the
availability of a serological and PCR tests
and because it had been identified in an
outbreak in the Kanab Creek population.
Mycoplasmas possess characteristics which
allow a high rate of strain variability
(Lysnyansky et al. 2001, Flitman-Tene et al.
2003). M. ovipneumoniae has been
consistently isolated from bighorn sheep in
outbreaks and while attempts to induce
pneumonia by inoculating young bighorn
sheep have been unsuccessful, mycoplasmas
are known to depress the immune system
and increase the severity of disease in the
presence of other organisms (Razin et al.
1998, Besser et al. 2008, Dassanayake et al.
2010, Besser et al. 2012a).
The
seroprevalence
of
M.
ovipneumoniae varied from 0–80% in the
tested populations. Organisms were also
detected in populations which were

seropositive; no organisms were recovered
from populations which were seronegative.
While the sample size for the Black
Mountains population was small and
seropositive animals could have been
missed, the Superstition Mountains sample
size is sufficient to conclude that the
population has probably not been recently
exposed to M. ovipneumoniae.
It is uncertain whether the presence
of M. ovipneumoniae has contributed to
significant morbidity or mortality in any of
the desert bighorn sheep populations in
Arizona. Signs of pneumonia and respiratory
disease were reported in the Kanab Creek
population in 2005 and subsequent testing
found M. ovipneumoniae organisms in 8 of
11 bighorn sheep, a 73% prevalence rate,
and pathogenic biovariants of Mannheimia
haemolytica in 2 of 11 bighorn sheep
(Arizona Game and Fish Department,
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unpublished data). In 2009, this population
continued to test positive for both of these
organisms and seroprevalence remained
high for M. ovipneumoniae. While no signs
of respiratory disease have been noted, this
population has not returned to the historical
numbers found before the decline observed
in 2003 (Arizona Game and Fish
Department 2009). Two animals from the
2005 assessment were recaptured in 2009.
One was seronegative in 2005 and the other
was seropositive; in 2009, both were
seropositve which suggests continued
exposure to the organism. No M.
ovipneumoniae organisms were detected in
either animal in 2005 or 2009 which is not
unexpected given the difficulty in
recovering the organism with oropharyngeal
swabs (Besser et al. 2008, Washington
Animal Disease Diagnostic Laboratory
2011).
The KNWR population experienced
a dramatic population decline between the
2000 and 2003 surveys. At about the same
time, mountains lions (Puma concolor) were
detected on the refuge. However, there was
also an apparent increase in the number of
animals testing positive for exposure to M.
ovipneumoniae with 6 of 23 (26%, 95% CI
= 8% to 44%) testing positive in 2001 and
26 of 33 testing positive in 2009 (79%, 95%
CI = 63% to 89%) with the same ELISA test
at the same diagnostic laboratory (the 2001
test was performed on banked serum, Table
2). Given that the sample sizes are
comparable and of adequate size, this
suggests an increase in the number of
animals being exposed (P ≤ 0.0001).
The
results
support
the
recommendations of the WAFWA WHC for
the routine monitoring of populations for
which translocation will be used as a
management tool. One of the major
limitations of this study is the small and
inconsistent sample sizes, emphasizing the
recommendation for statistically meaningful
sample size for surveillance. However, the

populations for which there is an adequate
sample size also demonstrate a significant
difference in exposure to M. ovipneumoniae
based on both culture and serology. To
confidently
manage
bighorn
sheep
populations with translocation, agencies
should maintain statistically meaningful
sample sizes; accurate population and
demographic surveys are required to
determine adequate sample sizes for disease
monitoring. Natural animal movement,
microbial strain shifts, and exposure to
livestock could result in a change in the
microflora of a population and agencies
should incorporate regular testing of
proposed donor and recipient populations in
their management plans. Population declines
have been documented in 2 of the bighorn
sheep populations studied and we speculate
exposure to this organism has contributed to
the decline; in Kanab Creek, bighorn sheep
were observed with signs of pneumonia and
bronchopneumonia was found on gross
necropsy of 1 animal.
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Movement and survival of translocated
Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep in
central Arizona
Thomas C. McCall and Erin Brown
Arizona Game and Fish Department, Region 2,
3500 S. Lake Mary Road, Flagstaff, AZ 86001
Abstract

We investigated survival and distances moved by translocated Rocky Mountain
bighorn sheep (RMBS; Ovis canadensis canadensis) in central Arizona to
determine translocation success and risk of interbreeding with existing desert
bighorn sheep (DBS; O. c. mexicana). During 2005–2007, 78 RMBS (24M, 54F)
captured near Morenci, Arizona in Game Management Unit (Unit) 27 were
released near Camp Verde into West Clear Creek in Unit 6A. Each RMBS was
ear-tagged and 29 were fitted with radiocollars (2M, 27F). The mean maximum
straight-line distance moved by sheep was 37.6 km (range = 0.8–188.0 km). There
was no difference (P = 0.52) in the mean maximum distance moved among years,
and there was no difference (P = 0.18) in the maximum distance moved between
males and females. The longest straight-line distance moved was 188.0 km by a
2-year-old female. Movements of RMBS in central Arizona following
translocation seem sufficient to allow for interbreeding with DBS.
Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 51:11–16

Key words

Arizona, movements, Ovis canadensis canadensis, Rocky Mountain bighorn
sheep, subspecies, survival, telemetry, translocation

Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep
(RMBS; Ovis canadensis canadensis) have
been in Arizona since at least 1971. In 1964,
RMBS from Alberta were translocated to
New Mexico along the New Mexico–
Arizona border (Larsen 1971, Ogren 1957).
Some of these animals moved west into
Arizona as early as 1971(Apache County
Independent News 1971). The Arizona
Game and Fish Department (AGFD) later
supplemented
this
population
with
additional RMBS in 1979 and 1980
(Heffelfinger et al. 1995). Through genetic
analyses, Latch et al. (2005) demonstrated

that these RMBS moved west along the Salt
River drainage in south-central Arizona into
the southern part of Game Management Unit
(Unit) 23 during 1971 to 2002.
In the early 2000s, there was
considerable interest in establishing
additional populations of RMBS in Arizona.
Release of RMBS in the area of West Clear
Creek was consistent with the AGFD’s
Strategic Plan (AGFD 2006). This plan
stated that the Department wanted to
establish RMBS in suitable habitat that is
distinct from habitats occupied by desert
bighorn sheep (DBS; O. c. mexicana).
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Bighorn sheep occupied West Clear Creek
historically, but there is no clear evidence
indicating which subspecies. AGFD
believed that RMBS were an appropriate
subspecies for this area based on the
Department’s information of the habitat
needs of each subspecies (AGFD 2007). In
addition, the RMBS population near
Morenci, Arizona was experiencing a high
number of collisions with vehicles (160
collisions from 1996 to 2005; Wakeling et
al. 2007), and AGFD was considering
translocation options to reduce this
population and likelihood for further
collisions.
We investigated the subsequent
movement of RMBS translocated to West
Clear Creek from Morenci to determine if
post-release movements were of sufficient
distance and direction to potentially breed
with established DBS populations. We
hypothesized that following the initial
release of RMBS in the area the mean
distance moved by RMBS would decrease
during subsequent releases. We believed that
with other RMBS present in the area, the
sheep from subsequent releases would move
less.

Methods
In November 2005–2007, the AGFD,
in cooperation with the Arizona Desert
Bighorn Sheep Society, Phelps Dodge Mine,
and other interested parties, captured 29
(9M:20 F), 31 (6M:25F), and 18 (5M:13F)
RMBS by year, respectively, from the area
near Morenci and released them in West
Clear Creek. Animals were captured using
chemical immobilization by darting them
from the ground. All releases occurred
within Maverick Basin (34o33’8.73”N,
111o35’22.29”W) along the south rim of
West Clear Creek in Unit 6A. Estimated
ages of RMBS ranged from 1 to 6 years. Of
the 78 RMBS released, 29 (2M, 27F) were

released with Telonics (MOD-500 VHF)
radiocollars (Telonics, Mesa, Ariz.) to
facilitate monitoring of their status, location,
and survival. All RMBS were fitted with
colored ear tags in their right ear. Ear tag
colors differed by year, with red or pink tags
used in 2005, blue or yellow in 2006, and
orange in 2007. Radiocollar frequencies and
ear tag color and numbers were recorded
along with the estimated age and sex of
RMBS.
We used fixed-wing aircraft to
conduct biweekly telemetry flights for 3
months following the releases, then monthly
for the next 6 months, then quarterly until
2009, then annually through 2010, or the life
of the collars (about 4–5 years). RMBS from
these telemetry flights and other confirmed
sightings where an ear tag could be
identified were recorded and entered into
ArcView software to create a map of
locations for each release. For each RMBS,
we determined straight-line distances and
direction of movement from the release site
to each subsequent location. We compared
the mean maximum straight-line distances
moved among years. In addition, we
compared the mean maximum distances
moved for males and females. One-factor
ANOVA tests were used to determine
differences in movements.
We determined the proportion of the
RMBS that survived, as well as recruitment.
We used a simple population model and the
2010 hunter verbal report to estimate the
current population of RMBS.

Results
The mean maximum distance moved
for all releases was 37.6 km (range = 0.8–
188.0, SE = 7.9) (Table 1). The longest
straight-line distance moved was 188.0 km
to Winkelman, Arizona by a 2-year-old
female (Table 2, Figure 1). The second
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Figure 1. Locations of radiocollared and ear-tagged RMBS translocated to West Clear Creek, Arizona and
monitored during 2005–2010.
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Table 1. Mean maximum distance (km) moved by radiocollared and ear-tagged male and female RMBS
released in West Clear Creek, Arizona, 2005–2010.
Release
year
2005
2006
2007
Total

Mean
52.0
79.5
6.3
56.6

Male
SE
Range
37.6
3.7–163.5
38.0
3.7–122.3
23.1

3.7–163.5

n
4
3
1
8

Mean
28.6
38.0
25.1
31.6

SE
6.1
17.3
6.6
7.3

Female
Range
3.7–56.6
7.4–188.0
0.8–40.0
0.8–188.0

n
10
10
5
25

Table 2. Longest movements (km) of RMBS released in central Arizona, 2005–2010.
Release year
2006
2005
2006
2006

Distance
188.0
163.5
122.3
112.4

Location
Winkelman, AZ
Pinetop, AZ
Wickenburg, AZ
Lake Pleasant, AZ

longest was 163.5 km to Pinetop by a 2year-old male.
Mean
maximum
straight-line
distance RMBS moved did not differ (P =
0.52) among years. The mean maximum
straight-line distance moved by RMBS
released in 2005 was 35.3 km (range = 3.7–
163.5, n = 14), 47.4 for 2006 (range = 1.7–
188.0, n = 13), and 22.0 for 2007 (range =
0.8–40.0, n = 6) (Table 1).
There was no difference (P = 0.18)
in the mean maximum distance traveled by
males and females during the study (Table
1). Three of 8 males traveled over 112.3
km, and 4 of 25 females (16%) moved over
49.8 km.
The predominant direction moved
was southwest, comprising 67% of the
locations, followed by northwest with 13%
of the locations. The predominant direction
of movement southwest followed the
direction of most typical RMBS habitat.
However, most of the longer movements
were across some areas that were not typical
bighorn sheep habitat (e.g. forested, lack of
steep terrain).
Most radiocollared female RMBS
(12 of 20) traveled long distances (>22 km)
from the release site. Six of 12 females later

Sex
F
M
M
M

Age
2
2
Adult
Adult

returned to the release site, whereas 6 never
returned to the release site. One
radiocollared male RMBS traveled >22 km
and returned to the release site, while
another radiocollared male never left the
area of the release.
The small number of radiocollared animals precluded a thorough
analysis of sex-specific, cause specific, and
season-specific mortality rates. The mean
annual proportion of radiocollared RMBS
that survived from 2005 to 2010 was 0.89
for the study (range = 71–100%). Three
RMBS were killed due to highway collisions
(2M, 1F).
Two winter helicopter surveys
indicated that the population was increasing.
A mean of 42 RMBS were classified in 2008
and 2009. A mean of 21 ewes, 10 lambs, and
11 rams were observed. The mean ram:ewe
ratio was 52:100 and lamb:ewe ratio was
46:100. The population in December 2010
was estimated between 100–120 animals
based on a population model (AGFD
unpublished data) and a hunter report.
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Discussion
The long-range movements of
translocated RMBS in this study were
unexpected. Five RMBS in this study
traveled further than RMBS in other studies
that were reviewed; however, the other
RMBS studies were of existing populations.
Heffelfinger et al. (1995) collared 17 RMBS
in southeast Arizona for 26 months and
found that the longest distance moved was
52.8 km for a 5-year old ram. In Montana,
DeCesare and Pletscher (2006) found that 4
of 5 male RMBS moved 19–33 km. FestaBianchet (1986) documented male RMBS
move up to 48 km from the capture site in
southern Alberta. Six California bighorn
sheep (O. c. californiana) rams translocated
to Hart Mountain, Oregon moved from 96.6
km between mountain ranges (Deming
1961). The translocated RMBS in our study
may have moved further as they explored
their new habitat.
At least 4 RMBS in our study
traveled far enough (>80 km) to have passed
through at least 1 occupied DBS range to the
south or west of the release area. The female
RMBS that moved 188 km could have
passed through 12 DBS ranges. The
movements of RMBS in our study
demonstrate that they had the opportunity to
interbreed with DBS, which could influence
the genetic diversity of the DBS in central
Arizona.
RMBS and native DBS exist
adjacent to each other in other parts of the
United States. While it remains unclear if
RMBS were native to Nevada or Utah, they
exist there now because of translocation
efforts conducted >50 years ago (Buechner
1960). RMBS are native to New Mexico
(Buechner 1960). In Arizona, the historical
presence of RMBS is unsubstantiated
(Hoffmeister 1986). All current populations
of RMBS within Arizona are the result of
translocations
or
emigration
from
translocated populations.

15

Future
management
decisions
involving the translocation of subspecies
could
increase
the
likelihood
for
interbreeding.
While this may have
implications for record book keeping, hunter
harvests, and genetic testing, these decisions
also have the potential to influence
ecological relationships in unknown ways.
In essence, we have never examined the
genetic fitness of subspecific hybrids in
most species.
If the public is concerned with
interbreeding between RMBS and DBS, our
movement data suggests that no additional
releases of RMBS should be conducted
within 200 km of a DBS population.
Furthermore, because no areas would likely
meet these criteria, it is probable that no
future RMBS would be released in Arizona.
While we did not detect RMBS contacting
domestic sheep or goats in this study, the
long movements suggest that contact with
domestic animals could have occurred.
The mean proportion of RMBS
surviving in this study (0.89) was similar to
the 0.94 that Heffelfinger et al. (1995) found
for RMBS in southeast Arizona during their
26-month study. Recruitment averaged 46
lambs:100 ewes in this study. This
recruitment was similar to the 53:100 found
by Heffelfinger et al (1995) in October. The
high reproduction and high survival of adult
RMBS in our study indicate that the
population is increasing. In 2010, we
estimated this population at 100–120
animals.
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Abstract

In a given year, about 10% of the estimated local Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep
(RMBS; Ovis canadensis) population in the Morenci, Arizona area is lost to
vehicle-related mortality. A majority of these collisions occur on US Highway
191 (US 191) within the boundary of the Freeport McMoRan, Inc. Morenci Mine
(Mine). Collisions with RMBS pose a hazard to motorists. Understanding the
movements of this herd in relation to US 191 and the mine can help define
options to reduce these collisions. We obtained data from 11 (4 male and 7
female) RMBS in the mine area along US 191 from spring 2009 to fall 2010. The
radiocollars collected 8 locations/day providing 31,845 Global Position System
(GPS) locations. We also evaluated RMBS-vehicle collision data collected from
2001 to 2011 including those previously evaluated by Wakeling et al. (2007).
Our objectives were to: 1) identify peak RMBS crossing areas along US 191, 2)
identify and evaluate RMBS-vehicle collision data peaks and trends, 3) evaluate
habitat selection within and around the Mine, including the Eagle Creek and San
Francisco River drainages, and 4) provide recommendations for mitigations to
reduce vehicle caused mortality of RMBS along US 191 while maintaining
habitat connectivity. The 146 collisions documented along US 191 between 2001
and 2011 were closely associated with peaks in GPS radiocollar movement data
through areas without security fence. They showed that RMBS-vehicle collisions
peaked during May and June with the fewest occurrences on Mondays and a trend
upward into the weekends. Habitat selection analysis showed that RMBS selected
undisturbed areas within the Mine or areas at the fringe of mining activity. Nine
RMBS made occasional trips to the Eagle Creek and Gila River drainages,
returning to the Mine within weeks. We recommend standard ungulate-proof
fencing that includes a series of animal activated "sheep crosswalks" to reduce
RMBS-vehicle collisions while maintaining habitat connectivity.
Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 51:17–31

Key Words

bighorn sheep, habitat connectivity, highways, Ovis canadensis, wildlife
crossings, wildlife-vehicle collisions
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Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep
(RMBS; Ovis canadensis canadensis) were
introduced through various efforts from
1964–1979 in New Mexico and Arizona
(Heffelfinger et al. 1995). By the mid1980s, RMBS occupied the San Francisco
River drainage from the New Mexico border
to the town of Clifton in southeastern
Arizona. Small numbers of RMBS were
observed west of Freeport McMoRan
Copper and Gold, Inc. Morenci Mine (Mine)
along Eagle Creek, which joins the Gila
River 4 km west of its confluence with the
San Francisco River (Heffelfinger et. al.
1995). The number of RMBS has increased
over time, and surveys since 2003 have
observed over 180 RMBS in the area and the
population is estimated at >250. This is
currently a robust population that yields
recreational opportunities as well as source
stock for establishing additional RMBS
populations (Arizona Game and Fish
Department, unpublished data).
The
open-pit
copper-mining
activities have produced a modified
landscape in southeastern Arizona in which
RMBS appear to select intact habitat within
close proximity to mining activities. It is not
uncommon for RMBS to be observed using
the cliffs and talus slopes created by the
mining activity. US Highway 191 (US 191)
passes through a portion of the Mine and
collisions with RMBS have become an
increasing public safety concern. Wakeling
et al. (2007) documented 92 RMBS killed
by vehicles over a 5 ½ year period (17
mortalities/year) along a 13-km stretch of
US 191 that passes through the Mine; this
annual loss comprises a significant
percentage of the local population.
In addition to direct mortality from
vehicles, there is also a concern of roadcaused habitat fragmentation. Throughout
the Southwest, including Arizona, many
populations of desert bighorn sheep (DBS;
Ovis canadensis mexicana and O. c. nelsoni)
are small (<100) and isolated (Krausman

and Leopold 1986).
Berger (1990)
concluded that bighorn sheep populations
with fewer than 50 individuals tend to
become extirpated. DBS populations may
be
fragmented
and
isolated
by
anthropogenic influences such as highways,
fences, railroads, agricultural developments,
canals, and housing developments (Leslie
and Douglas 1979, Gionfriddo and
Krausman 1986, Epps 2005, McKinney and
Smith 2007).
As major roadways are
upgraded and development in Arizona
increases, RMBS populations may similarly
be isolated.
Traditional management
techniques such as habitat protection, habitat
improvement, and maintenance of dispersal
corridors are important in conservation of
DBS populations (Schwartz et al. 1986).
Though wildlife passage structures have
been widely used in North America to
enhance permeability and reduce wildlifevehicle collisions for a range of wildlife
species, limited information exists on the
efficacy of passage structures in promoting
permeability for RMBS populations.
Using a combination of GPS location
data and RMBS-vehicle collision data, we
evaluated movements of RMBS along US
191 and areas adjacent to the Mine. Our
objectives were to: 1) identify peak RMBS
crossing areas along US 191, 2) identify
peaks and evaluate trends in RMBS-vehicle
collision data, 3) evaluate habitat selection
within and around the Mine, including the
Eagle Creek and San Francisco River
drainages, and 4) provide recommendations
for mitigations to reduce vehicle-caused
mortality of RMBS along US 191 while
maintaining habitat connectivity.

Study Area
The Mine is in Greenlee County,
Arizona, near the historic mining town of
Clifton. The town sits on the banks of the
San Francisco River at an elevation of 1,086
m. Covering about 24,000 ha, the Mine is
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the largest copper mine in North America
and among the largest open-pit mines in the
world. The Mine operates continuously
with a workforce of >2,000 employees that
extracts 382 million kgs of copper per year.
The section of US 191 that travels through
the Morenci area is a primary scenic route
between Interstate-10 and Interstate-40. US
191 between Springerville and Morenci was
designated a National Scenic Byway and
given the name of Coronado Trail Scenic
Byway, as this approximates the path taken
by Francisco Vásquez de Coronado between
1540 and 1542. The study area extends
between US 191 MP 165 and 174 and
includes the stretch of road evaluated by
Wakeling et al. (2007).
New road
alignments are in the planning stages. US
191 traffic volumes in the vicinity of
Morenci exceeded 7,000 vehicles/day in
2007. The area north of Mine headquarters
experienced substantially lower traffic
volumes despite surges during the summer
months. Heffelfinger et al. (1995) described
RMBS movements primarily within the
Eagle Creek and San Francisco River
drainages, but also noted occasional RMBS
traffic between these features, onto the mine,
and into New Mexico. To further evaluate
these inter- and extra-drainage movements
our study area spanned the Mine and both
drainages.

Methods
We captured RMBS within the study
area using ground-delivered chemical
immobilization drugs. All RMBS were
instrumented with Global Positioning
System (GPS) radiocollars equipped with a
Global Star satellite system that provides
real-time locations. We programmed GPS
radiocollars to receive 8 fixes/day from
0500–1900 hrs. This series of 2 hr intervals
between fixes was sufficient to determine
highway crossings (Dodd et al. 2007a) for
the crepuscular-diurnal RMBS.
We

19

analyzed GPS data in a geographic
information system (GIS) using ArcGIS and
Animal Movement ArcView Extension
software (Dodd et al. 2007a). To quantify
RMBS highway-crossing distributions, we
divided the highway into sequentially
numbered 0.16-km segments corresponding
to the 0.1 mile delineation used by the
Arizona Department of Transportation for
tracking wildlife-vehicle collisions and
highway maintenance activities (Dodd et al.
2007b). We then used Animal Movement
ArcView Extension Version 1.1 software
(Hooge and Eichenlaub 1997) to create
movement lines that connected consecutive
GPS fixes. We inferred crossings where the
movement lines intersected the highway. To
prevent bias caused by individual RMBS,
we derived Shannon Diversity Indices (SDI;
Shannon and Weaver 1949) to account for
the diversity of use (Ranta et al. 1981,
Turnbaugh et al. 2008) with the following
formula:

where pi is the proportion of crossings of a
highway segment made by the ith RMBS.
We applied these SDI values to the tallied
crossings to generate a weighted estimate of
crossing frequency for each highway
segment.
This weighted metric better
reflected the use distribution of the sampled
RMBS population, similar to Dodd et al.
(2007b, 2011) and Gagnon et al. (2010).
To evaluate the spatial and temporal
trends of RMBS-vehicle collisions, we used
data collected from 2001–2011, including 92
collisions previously considered in an
evaluation by Wakeling et al. (2007). We
evaluated the temporal incidence of RMBSvehicle collisions by year, month, and day
and used spatial analysis to determine peak
collision locations.
We used GPS movement and
RMBS-vehicle collision data to identify
potential locations for collision reducing
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mitigation measures along US 191. These
recommendations accounted for current
development
and
road
alignment,
topography, and the possibility of a
complete realignment of US 191 within or
around the Mine.
To evaluate habitat selection and
movement among the Mine and adjacent
areas, we calculated the proportion of
RMBS that visited the Mine, Eagle Creek,
San Francisco River, and Gila River
drainages (Figure 1). We used RMBS
behavior to define habitat availability
(Buskirk and Millspaugh 2006) by using
individual RMBS movements to create a
Minimum Convex Polygon (MCP) to define
individual RMBS use areas (White and
Garrott 1990). Our MCP encompassed all
points for individual RMBS and assumed
everything within this range was available to
that individual during the study. We used
recent satellite imagery to divide available
habitat into 8 categories: 1) Mine (6,079 ha)
– the area actively being mined, 2) Fringe
Habitat (7,486 ha) – includes a 1.6 km
buffer area around the mine, 3) Habitat
Patches (455 ha) – 49 undisturbed patches of
habitat within the actual footprint of the
mine, 4) Development (360 ha) – Towns of
Clifton, Morenci, and any mining
headquarter buildings, 5) Eagle Creek
drainage (3,233 ha), 6) San Francisco River
drainage (2,259 ha), 7) Gila River drainage
(1,891 ha, and 8) Other – includes remaining
areas within MCP. We used paired t-tests to
compare the proportion of locations falling
within each category (used) to expected
values derived from the composition of
individual animal use ranges (available).

Results
In 2009, we captured 13 RMBS
(6M:7F) instrumented with GPS satellite
receiver radio collars, that resulted in
useable data from 11 RMBS (4M:7F). GPS

collars accrued 31,845 GPS relocations for a
mean of 2,895 fixes/sheep (465.3; Figure
2). Collared RMBS crossed US 191 1,705
times, for a mean of 155 crossings/sheep
(31.7), with a range of 4–323 highway
crossings/sheep. Crossings were not random
and we identified obvious peaks at several
locations (Figure 3).
Between August 2001 and May 2011
158 RMBS were killed in and around the
mine by vehicles: 146 of these were killed
on US 191, and consisted of 22 rams, 99
ewes, 25 lambs and 3 yearlings. Vehicular
collisions occurred non-randomly and were
focused between MP 165 and 173 with
several large peaks along this 13 kilometer
stretch of road. The annual mean of RMBSvehicle collisions on US 191 was 14.3 and
ranged from 8–27 for years with
comprehensive data collection (2002–2010).
Temporally, collisions occurred throughout
the year with large peaks in May (22) and
June (24) and relatively few collisions in
December (4) and January (5). Collisions
by day of week showed an increasing trend
from Monday-Sunday, possibly reflective of
tourist traffic volumes given the summer
peak (Figure 4).
RMBS MCP use areas averaged
144.6 km2 (±33.6); though the mean male
MCP (258.3 km2 79.0) was larger than
female use ranges (95.9 km2 14.5; P =
0.007; figure 5).
RMBS used the area
within the Mine footprint less than expected,
with a greater divergence for rams than
ewes. Only 3% of ram locations were within
the footprint which represented 24% of
available habitat. Ewes were relocated
within the Mine footprint 32% of the time
versus 49% availability. We found that
RMBS selected intact habitat patches more
than expected when compared to availability
(19% use versus 4% availability, P = 0.005).
This appeared to be driven by the ewes, as it
was the only category they used more than
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Figure 1. Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep habitat availability in and around Freeport McMoRan Copper and
Gold, Inc. Morenci Mine, including Eagle Creek, San Francisco River, and Gila River drainages.
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Figure 2. GPS locations obtained from 11 radiocollared RMBS in the vicinity of the Freeport McMoRan
Copper and Gold, Inc. Morenci Mine, Arizona, during 2009–2010.
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Figure 3. Weighted distribution of crossings identified through GPS movements of RMBS along US 191 in the
Freeport McMoRan Copper and Gold, Inc. Morenci Mine area during 2009–2010.

would be expected based on availability
(31% use versus 4% availability; P < 0.001).
The rams appeared to prefer the fringe areas
around the mine (44% use versus 20%
availability; P = 0.02; Table 1; Figure 6).
Movement to the Eagle Creek, San
Francisco River, and Gila River drainages
from the Mine occurred regularly. In some
cases individuals moved among 2 or more of
the drainages. Overall, 2 ewes were never
relocated in a drainage. Of the individuals
that visited drainages, 3 RMBS (2M:1F)
visited the San Francisco River drainage, 4
ewes visited the Eagle Creek and San

Francisco River drainages, and 2 rams
visited all 3 drainages and traveled well
downstream of the confluence of Eagle
Creek and the Gila River. RMBS that
traveled to Eagle Creek and the Gila River
generally returned to the Mine within a
couple weeks. RMBS trips to the San
Francisco River drainage tended to be of
greater duration. However, in all cases, more
relocations occurred in and around the Mine
than the in the 3 drainages. Travel to these
drainages appeared to occur across all
months of the year.
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a)

b)

6-7’ Security
Fence

c)

d)

Figure 4. Distribution of 146 vehicle collisions with Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep between milepost 163
and 179 along US Highway 191 near Clifton, Arizona by a) 0.16 km segment, b) year, c) month, and d)
day of week during 2001-2011.
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Figure 5. Map of available habitat types and minimum convex polygon utilization ranges for 11 Rocky
Mountain bighorn sheep (4M:7F) fitted with GPS radio collars near Morenci, Arizona during 2009–2010.
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Table 1. Mean values of use versus availability of habitat types for 11 (4M:7F) Rocky Mountain bighorn
sheep in the vicinity of Clifton, Arizona during 2009–2010.
Rams (n = 4)

a

Ewes (n = 7)

Habitat Type

Use

Available

Difference

Use

Available

Difference

Mine

0.03

0.24

-0.20

0.32

0.49

-0.18

Fringe

0.44

0.20

0.24a

0.26

0.28

-0.02a

Habitat Patches

0.03

0.02

0.01a

0.31

0.04

0.26a

Other

0.31

0.37

-0.06

0.10

0.14

-0.05

Developed

0.02

0.02

0.00

0.01

0.02

-0.01

Eagle Creek

0.02

0.10

-0.07

0.02

0.06

-0.04

SF River

0.15

0.07

0.07

0.04

0.04

-0.01

Gila River

0.03

0.04

-0.01

0.01

0.03

-0.02

Denotes significant (P < 0.05) differences between ram and ewe habitat selection in fringe and habitat patches.

Discussion
Collisions with RMBS along US 191
continue to be a problem and a major source
of mortality for the local RMBS population.
While motorist safety is a primary concern,
the substantial loss in hunter opportunity and
the conservation dollars that opportunity
provides should also be noted. For example,
an individual RMBS tag can be auctioned
for $75,000–85,000 USD, which can be
used toward the conservation of Arizona’s
bighorn sheep populations. The loss of 146
RMBS in about 10 years thus equates to an
inordinate amount of conservation dollars
lost. Additionally, the number of RMBS
available for translocation to supplement or
establish new populations is reduced.
Wildlife passage structures (i.e.,
underpasses
and
overpasses)
when
combined with appropriate fencing are
becoming a frequent and successful method
to provide safe passage across roadways for
many wildlife species (Foster and
Humphrey 1995; Dodd et al. 2007c, Gagnon
et al. 2011). However, passage structures
built specifically for wildlife are costly, and
in some cases, not feasible as immediate
mitigation options due to budgetary

constraints,
topography,
construction
schedules, or in the case of US 191, the
constant potential for realignment of the
road to facilitate mining operations. In these
cases, Roadside Animal Detection Systems
(RADS) can provide a cost-effective
alternative to expensive passage structures
with significant documented reductions in
wildlife-vehicle collisions (Huijser and
McGowen 2003, Gagnon et al. 2010). The
approach of a RADS is to modify driver
behavior using flashing signs to warn
motorists when animals are within the
transportation corridor.
Wildlife are
detected via cameras or beams that trigger a
signal
to
activate
warning
signs,
encouraging motorists to reduce their
speeds. This in turn curbs human safety risk
with the associated decreases in impact
inertia and the enabling of collision
avoidance in many scenarios (Huijser et al.
2009).
This technology provides less
opportunity for motorists to become
habituated to the warning message as
opposed to static or continuously activated
signs. The RADS in conjunction with
appropriate
exclusion
funnel-fencing
simultaneously addresses wildlife-vehicle
collisions and connectivity issues for target
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Figure 6. Habitat selection by Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep a) rams and b) ewes along US Highway 191
and adjacent areas in the vicinity of Morenci, Arizona from spring 2009 to fall 2010. White bars indicate the
proportional use of each habitat category, and black bars indicate proportional habitat availability. EC is
Eagle Creek, SFR is San Francisco River, and GR is Gila River.

wildlife species in limited scenarios (e.g.
low traffic volume).
Interestingly, rams used the closely
associated fringe habitat within 1.6 km of
the mine more than expected and ewes spent
more time on the intact habitat patches
within the Mine footprint.
This may
indicate a geographical separation of sexes
during non-breeding times of the year,
which may be attributable to a preference

for lambing in areas with lower predator
densities than those outside the footprint of
the Mine. These fringe and intact habitat
patches may also be preferred given their
close association with the Mine’s steep
escape terrain, an important component to
bighorn sheep survival (McKinney et al.
2003). These fringe and intact habitat
patches seem closely associated with some
of the peaks in collisions and should be
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a)

b)

Figure 7. Distribution of a) collisions (2001–2011) with boxes representing recommended locations of
crosswalks and b) GPS crossings obtained from radiocollared RMBS (2009–2010) with various geographic
points of reference along US 191.

considered in plans for mitigation of RMBSvehicle collisions.

Recommendations
Given the potential for realignment
of US 191 through the Mine, we recommend
ungulate-proof fencing with a series of
animal activated RADS crosswalks located
at areas that have peaks in RMBS-vehicle
collisions or RMBS crossings and in
alignment with the undisturbed habitat
patches preferred by ewes within the
footprint of the Mine (Figure 7). A
delineated crosswalk described by Lehnert
and Bissonette (1997) and area cover type

RADS (Huijser et al. 2009) should
effectively
address
RMBS-vehicle
collisions. A system of this nature has
reduced elk-vehicle collisions by 97% along
SR 260 in central Arizona (Gagnon et al.
2010).
These RMBS crosswalks are
appropriate for the Mine’s situation because
they are more elastic than wildlife
underpasses or overpasses and can be shifted
along with the Mine’s transient road
alignments. Due to the diurnal nature of
RMBS and the relatively low traffic
volumes along this section of US 191, this
solution should be highly effective from
both the driver safety and wildlife
connectivity perspectives. Fencing can also
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be used to funnel RMBS to existing
structures such as bridges and tunnels to
provide additional areas of safe movement
across the highway. To minimize RMBS
movement into the highway corridor via
cattle guards or similar openings, electrified
cattle guards similar to those used in
Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, California, and
Alaska for large ungulates appear to be the
best option.
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Desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis mexicana) were extirpated in the state of
Chihuahua, Mexico in the early 1980s. After the Federal Mexican Office of
Wildlife authorized the establishment of a desert bighorn sheep breeding program
in Chihuahua in 1998, 4 ewes and a ram from Sonora, Mexico were introduced in
2000 into a 40-ha captive breeding enclosure on a private ranch in northeastern
Chihuahua. In 2002 and 2003, an additional 5 males and 20 females from Sonora
were added to the captive breeding herd and 5 more animals (2 rams, 3 ewes) also
from Sonora were added in 2005. The captive herd increased from 43 animals
(18 males and 25 females) in 2004 to 116 (51 males and 65 females) in 2009.
Between 2007 and 2009, 28 desert bighorn sheep (14 males and 14 females) were
removed from the breeding facility and donated to the state government to
establish 2 additional breeding herds at other sites. The first legal desert bighorn
sheep hunt after the reintroduction of the species in Chihuahua was held in 2009.
The desert bighorn sheep captive breeding program has been successful in
reestablishing native wild sheep in Chihuahua.
Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 51:32–38

Key words

reintroduction, captive breeding program, Chihuahua, Chihuahuan desert, desert
bighorn sheep , La Guarida, Ovis canadensis

Desert
bighorn
sheep
(Ovis
canadensis mexicana) were probably
common in northwestern and eastern
Chihuahua on most desert mountain ranges
prior to European settlement. O. c. mexicana
was described in 1901 by C. Hart Merriam
based on a specimen collected near Laguna
de Santa Maria in northwestern Chihuahua
(Anderson 1972).
Monson and Sumner
(1980) reported there were as many as 50
desert bighorn sheep in 1978 in the

combined Sierra Mojada, Sierra de El
Diablo, and Sierra de San Francisco
mountain ranges situated in extreme
southeastern Chihuahua. Increasing human
population, mineral extraction, livestock
industry (including cattle, sheep, and goats
and related overgrazed ranges and disease
transmission), and illegal hunting were the
principal factors causing the extirpation of
desert bighorn sheep throughout the state.
Desert bighorn sheep probably became
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extirpated from the state of Chihuahua in the
early 1980s (Heffelfinger and Marquez
2005). Desert bighorn sheep are a
designated priority species in Mexico
(Instituto Nacional de Ecologia 2000).
In 1998, the Federal Mexican Office
of Wildlife authorized the establishment of a
captive desert bighorn sheep breeding
program in the state of Chihuahua.
According to a verbal agreement, the
Mexican federal government would provide
12 wild desert bighorn sheep at no cost to
the state of Chihuahua. The federal
government subsequently provided the state
with 9 animals and Chihuahua purchased 25
additional sheep. Chihuahua, in consultation
with the federal government, selected the
captive rearing site on private property at La
Guarida ranch, located in northeastern
Chihuahua. The land owner paid all costs
associated
with
the
building
and
maintenance of the rearing facilities and
caring for the desert bighorn sheep herd. A
desert
bighorn
sheep
management
agreement was signed between the
Chihuahua state government and the owner
of La Guarida in October 2003. According
to this agreement, La Guarida would donate
28 desert bighorn sheep (14 rams and 14
ewes) to the state to establish another
breeding site when the population grew to
48 animals. Although the captive population
grew to 54 animals in 2005, desert bighorn
sheep were not transferred to the state
government until 2007, 2008, and 2009. In
this paper, we document the captive
population breeding program from 2000 to
2009,
after
which
time
detailed
documentation ceased.

Rearing Site
La Guarida ranch (formerly known
as El Tony) is situated about 190 km
northeast of Chihuahua City and about 100
km from the international border with
Texas. The ranch encompasses about 3,000
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ha of Chihuahuan desert (Figure 1).
Elevations range from 1,200 to 1,900 m and
the entire perimeter of the ranch is fenced
with a 2.5 m-tall, game-proof fence. The
ranch has not been grazed by livestock since
1988. For several years prior to the arrival
of the desert bighorn sheep, the ranch had
been moderately stocked with cattle.
The Chihuahuan desert is broken by
isolated, parallel chains of steep-walled
massive mountains, with a north–south
orientation, rising above broad shrub and
grass-covered plains. Most of the mountains
are composed of sedimentary limestone
(Brown 1994). The majority of rainfall
occurs in summer, and varies from 8 to 30
cm annually. Temperatures in the summer
exceed 40°C, and may be as low as -30°C in
the winter (Brown 1994). Vegetation on the
ranch is typical of the Chihuahuan desert
including lechuguilla (Agave lechuguilla),
sotol (Dasylirion wheeleri), and candelilla
(Euphorbia antisyphilitica) (Uranga-Thomas
1998). The ranch has 49% ground cover
with shrubs and small trees comprising 39%,
and grasses and forbs 10% (Uranga-Thomas
1998). Desert bighorn sheep food plants
common on the ranch include grama grasses
(Bouteloua
spp.),
tanglehead
grass
(Heteropogon contortus), agaves (Agaves
spp.), sotol, Mormon tea (Ephedra trifurca),
mariola (Parthenium incanum), cacti
(Opuntia spp.), yuccas (Yucca spp.), oaks
(Quercus spp.), junipers (Juniperus spp.),
sumacs (Rhus spp.), and mountain
mahogany
(Cercocarpus
montanus)
(Uranga-Thomas 1998).
The ranch is located in historical
desert bighorn sheep habitat. A portion of
the eastern slope of the central portion of the
Sierra La Tinaja Verde, where desert
bighorn sheep persisted until the 1940s, is
within the ranch boundaries. The habitat in
the ranch was evaluated as potential desert
bighorn sheep habitat in 1998 to determine
its suitability relative to reintroducing desert
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bighorn sheep. Uranga-Thomas (1998)
determined that the habitat was suitable.
The only other native ungulates
within the ranch boundaries are mule deer
(Odocoileus hemionus) (about 300) and
peccary (Pecari tajacu), which were not
observed within the ranch until 2006.
Mountain lions (Puma concolor), bobcats
(Lynx rufus), and coyotes (Canis latrans) are
resident predators. Introduced exotic
ungulates were aoudad (Ammotragus lervia)
and 6 bison (Bison bison). Bison were
removed in 2006. During 2005 and 2006 in
an attempt to eradicate aoudad, 215 aoudad
were removed by shooting from a
helicopter. After 2006, only a solitary
female aoudad was observed on the ranch,
and it was removed in 2009.
In 2005, blood and tissue samples
were taken from 20 aoudad shot during the
eradication program, and examined in the
School of Veterinary Medicine at
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico
in Mexico City. Aoudad tested positive for
antibodies
of
Anaplasma,
Brucella,
Mycobacterium
bovis,
Blue tongue,
Infectious
Bovine
Rhinotracheitis,
Leptospira, Campylobacter fetus, Bovine
Viral Diarrhea, Parainfluenza-3, Pasteurella
multocida, Manheimia haemolytica, and
Mycoplasma.

Desert Bighorn Sheep Captive
Breeding Management Program
Desert
bighorn
sheep
were
introduced into the captive 40-ha breeding
pen in November 2000. The initial breeding
group consisted of 1 ram and 3 ewes from
an unknown site in Sonora that were
captured in the wild and provided by the
federal government. Each of the ewes gave
birth to a lamb in 2001 but 2 ewes and 2
lambs died that year, leaving only 2 rams
and 1 ewe in spring 2002. There were 3
other additions of desert bighorn sheep to

supplement the initial breeding group. The
first and second additions consisted of 25
desert bighorn sheep purchased in Sonora
from 4 separate captive rearing facilities: 10
from La Esperanza ranch (1 ram and 9 ewes)
in November 2002, and 5 from San Jose de
Buenaventura ranch (1 ram and 4 ewes), 5
from El Churi ranch (1 ram and 4 ewes) and
5 from Rancho Grande ranch (2 rams and 3
ewes) in November 2003. The third
consisted of 5 desert bighorn sheep from
Sonora provided by the federal government
from Punta de Cirios ranch (2 rams and 3
ewes), a private captive herd, in December
2005. After these 3 additions of desert
bighorn sheep from Sonora, the number of
lambs born were 12, 17, 22, 23, 23, and 27
in 2004–2009, respectively. During that
same period, only 8 lambs and 9 adults (2
rams and 7 ewes) died. The population
increased from 43 (18 rams and 25 ewes) in
2004 to 116 (51 rams and 65 ewes) in 2009.
In 2007, 2008, and 2009, 14 desert bighorn
sheep (5 rams and 9 ewes), 12 (7 rams and 5
ewes), and 2 (2 rams), respectively, were
removed from the population and donated to
the state government. Captures on the ranch
were conducted using drop-net and net-gun
methods, and no animal mortalities
occurred. The captive population grew
substantially between 2000 and 2009 (Table
1).
Blood samples were obtained from 7
of the 10 desert bighorn sheep that were
purchased soon after the captures and before
shipment in 2002 from La Esperanza ranch
in Sonora. Samples were also obtained from
17 of the 77 desert bighorn sheep present in
2006 in La Guarida ranch. All samples were
tested
using
the
enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) test. Tested
sheep from La Esperanza and from La
Guarida had antibodies of Campilobacter
fetus, Mycoplasma, Pasteurella, and
Manheimia. Antibodies of Leptospira were
detected only at La Guarida. None of
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Figure 1. Generalized outline of the Chihuahuan desert according to Schmidt (1979). The dot in the map
center identifies the location of La Guarida ranch study site (Uranga-Thomas 1998)

the samples were retained for genetic
studies.
Mountain lions, bobcats, and coyotes
are constantly controlled in the ranch to
prevent the possibility of predators entering
the rearing enclosure. Every year
supplemental feed "Becerrina" (balanced
feed by Purina) is provided twice a week to
desert bighorn sheep in the rearing pen
during the dry season of the year (from early
March until early July), and once a week
after the initiation of the rainy season. Also,
the supplemental feed is provided to desert
bighorn sheep and mule deer that are outside
the rearing pen once a week, but only during
the dry season. Each year in March and
October for 5 consecutive days, an antibiotic
"Terramicina" (oxitetraciclin by Pfizer) and

parasiticide "Ivermectina" (Ivermectin salt
by Merial) are provided to the desert
bighorn sheep and mule deer as a disease
preventive measure. The antibiotic is
dissolved in the water troughs, and the
parasiticide is mixed in the supplemental
feed.
To fund the desert bighorn sheep
repopulation project, permission was
obtained from the Federal Office of Wildlife
to sell the first legal desert bighorn sheep
permit in Chihuahua after the reintroduction
of the species. This first desert bighorn
sheep hunt was held in March 2009 at La
Guarida, and a ram was taken with archery
equipment.
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Table 1. Re-established desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis mexicana) population growth at La Guarida
ranch, Chihuahua, Mexico, 2000–2009.
Total Population
Before Lambing
4 (1 ram and 3
ewes)

Lambs
Born

2001

4 (1 ram and 3
ewes)

3 lambs

2002

3 (2 rams and 1
ewe)

1 lamb

2003

14 (4 rams and 10
ewes)

4 lambs

2004

32 (11 rams and 21
ewes)

2005

Year
2000

Mortalities

4 (2 ewes and 2
lambs)

Total Population
Increase After
Lossesa
4

Comments
Initial introduction in November with
wild sheep from Sonora

3

14

10 bighorn sheep (1 ram and 9 ewes)
were purchased in November.

1 ewe

32

15 bighorn sheep (4 rams and 11
ewes) were purchased in November.
Rearing pen expanded to 120 ha.

12 lambs

1 ewe

43

43 (18 rams and 25
ewes)

17 lambs

6 (1 ram, 2
ewes, and 3
lambs)

59

5 bighorn sheep (2 rams and 3 ewes)
were added in December.

2006

59 (25 rams and 34
ewes)

22 lambs

4 (2 ewes and 2
lambs)

77

53 bighorn sheep (27 rams and 26
ewes) liberated on ranch outside
rearing pen in October. 24 bighorn
sheep (7 rams and 17 ewes) remained
in rearing pen.

2007

77 (34 rams and 43
ewes)

23 lambs

2 (1 ram and 1
ewe)

84

14 bighorn sheep (5 rams and 9 ewes)
were captured in rearing pen and
delivered to the State government in
October.

2008

84 (39 rams and 45
ewes)

23 lambs

2 (2 lambs)

93

4 rams were captured outside rearing
pen and delivered to the State
government in April.
8 (3 rams and 5 ewes) were captured
and delivered to the State government
in November.
10 ewes liberated on ranch in
November.
15 (4 rams and 11 ewes) remained in
rearing pen.

2009

93 (42 rams and 51
ewes)

27 lambs

2 (1 ewe and 1
lamb)

116

2 rams were captured and delivered to
the State government in November.
Based on an aerial count in
November, 115 animals (7 rams and
14 ewes in rearing pen, and 43 rams
and 51 ewes outside rearing pen)
were on the ranch.

a

Losses include mortalities and sheep donated to state government.
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The desert bighorn sheep restoration
project in Chihuahua has been successful.
The project has been supported through a
collaborative effort between the federal and
state governments and a private landowner.
The high birth rate of the captive population
should continue and efforts should be made
to reduce the captive population through
hunts and the sale of desert bighorn sheep to
other landowners. The success of the
restoration project has been further assured
with the establishment of 2 separate
additional captive populations in Chihuahua.
The other 2 captive desert bighorn sheep
populations were established at Santa Anita
ranch in northeastern Chihuahua and at
Santa Monica ranch in northwestern
Chihuahua.
As of June 2012, there were 4
captive breeding desert bighorn sheep herds
in Chihuahua. There were 281 desert
bighorn sheep (115 rams and 166 ewes) at
La Guarida (J. A. Vallina, personal
communication); 61 (16 rams, 28 ewes and
17 lambs) at Santa Monica (V. Cruz
personal communication); and 53 (14 rams,
25 ewes and 14 lambs) at Santa Anita (E.
Baeza, personal communication). In May
2012, another captive desert bighorn sheep
population was established at Santa Rosa
ranch in southwestern Chihuahua with 6
animals (2 rams and 4 ewes) purchased from
Santa Anita ranch (E. Villalobos, personal
communication).
Sheep
hunts
have
continued to be allowed at La Guarida and 1
ram was harvested with archery equipment
in 2010, and 2 rams were harvested with a
rifle in 2011 (J. A. Vallina, personal
communication).
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Importing desert bighorn sheep rams from
Coahuila, Mexico to
New Mexico, United States
Elise J. Goldstein and Eric M. Rominger
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, 1 Wildlife Way, Santa Fe, NM 87507, USA
Abstract

Desert bighorn sheep rams (Ovis canadensis) were captured in the Pilares
Wildlife Management Area in Coahuila, Mexico and transplanted to the Red Rock
Wildlife Management Area in New Mexico, United States in February 2011. The
United States Department of Agriculture Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service (APHIS) required the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish to
follow a health care and disease testing protocol in conjunction with importation.
The protocol required a quarantine period in both Mexico and New Mexico, and
multiple bighorn sheep capture events to test for diseases that have not been found
in bighorn sheep. Prior to future importations, we recommend working with
APHIS to develop a protocol that addresses both livestock and wildlife health
concerns.
Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 50:39–45

Key words

disease testing protocol, international, translocation, wildlife health

In 2008, the New Mexico
Department of Game and Fish (NMDGF)
entered into a Wildlife Conservation and
Sustainable Management Agreement with
the Mexican government. NMDGF sent
about
300
pronghorn
(Antilocapra
Americana) to Mexico and was required by
state statute to receive something in
exchange. The New Mexico State Game
Commission agreed to receive 10 desert
bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) rams from
the Pilares Wildlife Management Area in
Coahuila, Mexico (Pilares) and place them
in the Red Rock Captive Breeding Facility
(Red Rock) in New Mexico to assist with
bighorn sheep management programs.
Pilares is owned and operated by CEMEX,
who played a central role in the transplant.

Importing bighorn sheep from Mexico to the
United States has occurred several times in
the past, including the 1972 transplant from
Sonora to New Mexico and the 1976
transplant from Baja California to Texas
(Winkler 1977; Gates 1972), as have
importation of other species (Maddrey and
Wakeling 2006).
The United States
Department of Agriculture Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service (APHIS) had a
ban on importation of sheep from Mexico.
APHIS agreed to grant NMDGF an
exception for bighorn sheep provided
NMDGF follow explicit directions in a
developing protocol, which is described in
this manuscript. The Mexican counterpart
of APHIS, the Secretaría de Agricutura
Ganadería, Desarrollo Rural, Pesca y
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Alimentación (SAGARPA) agreed
conform to the APHIS protocol.

to

APHIS Quarantine Facility
Requirements and Construction
A 60-day quarantine period was
required at the Pilares pre-embarkation and
the Red Rock post-entry facilities. Both
quarantine facilities were required to have
2.5 meter high mesh wire double-fences
with a minimum of 9 meters separation, with
all vegetation between the fences removed.
The pre-embarkation facility in Mexico also
had to prevent entry of small animals from
underneath the fence. Personnel entering
quarantine facilities were to wear protective
outerwear to prevent contamination between
bighorn sheep in the captive facility and in
the quarantine pens.
To construct the pre-embarkation
quarantine facility, personnel at Pilares
double-fenced an existing ~0.5 ha facility
and built a wing fence and handling cells to
facilitate capture. The wing fence was
constructed on 1 side of the quarantine pen
and flared to create a funnel. The quarantine
area was surrounded with an electric fence.
For the post-entry quarantine facility at Red
Rock, NMDGF built a similar facility ~ 0.25
ha for about $15,000 USD.

APHIS Initial Health Care
Requirements
In
Mexico,
a
SAGARPA
veterinarian was required to administer a
variety of health testing and treatments
including 1 tuberculosis, 2 brucellosis, and 1
malignant catarrhal fever test. Bighorn
sheep were to be marked with official
SAGARPA ear tags, and all bighorn sheep
had to be drenched with a topical acaracide.
A SAGARPA veterinarian had to remain on
site to visually inspect the bighorn sheep
once every 5 days and examine them for

ticks within 24 hrs of crossing the border to
verify the bighorn sheep were tick-free.
Prior to being presented at the port of entry,
all animals had to be sheared and treated for
domestic sheep scabies.
Transport trailers were to be cleaned,
disinfected, and treated for ticks with
chlorpyrifos or equivalent before loading
bighorn sheep. The interior of the trailers
were to be, "wrapped in leak-proof material
underneath and to a minimum height of 2
feet on the sides… in such a manner that no
material,
accumulated
wastes
or
accompanying feed can escape." Once
loaded, the trailers would be sealed with an
official SAGARPA seal. Upon arrival at
Red Rock, the trailer wrapping and wastes
had to be incinerated. Bighorn sheep were
released into a post-entry quarantine pen and
2 tuberculosis and 1 brucellosis tests were
required. The trailers had to be disinfected
with chlorpyrifos or equivalent after the
bighorn sheep were released. All waste in
the quarantine facility was to be collected
and incinerated weekly, and chlorpyrifos or
equivalent was to be sprayed over the
quarantine facility once a week. An APHIS
veterinarian had to inspect the animals at
least once every 5 days.

Developing APHIS Final Health
Care Requirements
Many of the disease testing
requirements were based on minimizing
disease transmission risk from domestic
sheep rather than from bighorn sheep.
Repeated capturing and prolonged handling
to implement the protocol increased risk of
mortality for bighorn sheep. Therefore,
NMDGF held a conference call with APHIS
headquarters veterinarians. Several new
versions of the protocol were sent to
NMDGF over the next few months, with
different requirements each time. In the
final protocol, APHIS reduced some of the
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health care and disease testing requirements.
A Mexican veterinarian was no longer
required to visually inspect the bighorn
sheep once every 5 days in Pilares, and
bighorn sheep were not required to be
sheared. Tuberculosis and brucellosis tests
were reduced to 1 each in Pilares and 1 each
in Red Rock, and the quarantine period at
Red Rock was reduced from 60 to 48 days.
Several requirements were added to
the final protocol, including an increased
number of topical pesticide treatments from
1 to 2, regardless if ticks were detected. An
injection of Ivomec Gold (a formulation not
available in the United States), as well as the
application of abamectin ear tags in each ear
were also required. Presence of an APHIS
veterinarian was required for all antiparasitic treatments in both Mexico and the
United States.
All of the remaining
requirements remained in place in the final
protocol.

Initial Capture in Mexico
Del Rio, Texas and Ciudad Acuña,
Coahuila was chosen for the border crossing
location because CEMEX personnel had
experience working with the border crossing
officials during previous wildlife importations into Mexico. It also offered the most
direct route to Pilares. In December 2010, a
NMDGF capture crew of 6 people went to
Mexico to helicopter net-gun 10 rams.
NMDGF employees crossing at Ciudad
Acuña were met by a representative from
the Secretaria de Medio Ambiente de
Coahuila,
(SEMAC),
the
wildlife
management agency in Coahuila, who
accompanied them to Pilares. NMDGF
obtained a waiver from the Mexican Army
to bring the net guns and charges into
Mexico because they are considered a firearm by Mexico and therefore not allowed
entry into the country. The helicopter was
required to cross from Eagle Pass, TX to the
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airport at Piedras Negras, Coahuila so the
military could clear the helicopter and netgun for entry into Mexico.
The 10 rams were captured under the
supervision of a SAGARPA veterinarian.
APHIS required 1 of their veterinarians to
be present but no APHIS personnel attended
the capture. Rams were inspected for ticks,
had blood drawn, were sprayed with
permethrin, and placed in quarantine.
Dermacentor spp. ticks were found on the
bighorn sheep, but no Boophilus spp. ticks
were found. Brucellosis tests were negative.

Second Capture During the Mexico
Quarantine Period – Postponed
A second trip to Mexico was planned
during the Mexico quarantine period to
implement several health care requirements.
Shortly before the trip, APHIS inspectors on
the border noticed that the required APHIS
representative had not been present at the
initial capture.
APHIS headquarters
postponed the second capture but did not
inform NMDGF or respond to NMDGF’s
inquiries, resulting in NMDGF cancelling
the trip 1 day before the departure date.
APHIS arranged to send a representative to
the next capture, and waived the
requirement that they be present during the
initial capture. The new capture dates were
relayed to NMDGF 4 days before NMDGF
employees departed for Mexico.

Crossing the Border into Mexico
To implement the final health testing
requirements during the Mexico quarantine
period and to drive the bighorn sheep to
New Mexico, 4 NMDGF employees drove
to Ciudad Acuña, Mexico in ¾-ton pickup
trucks pulling gooseneck stock trailers. A
representative from SEMAC met them to
accompany them to Pilares. After entering
Mexico, NMDGF was informed that ¾-ton
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pickup trucks could not enter the interior of
the country, only lighter weight vehicles that
are not capable of hauling a large quantity of
Mexican goods out of the country were
allowed to enter. NMDGF was unable to
negotiate a concession to this requirement at
the border, resulting in 2 NMDGF
employees returning to New Mexico to
procure ½-ton pickup trucks and permits.
They returned to Pilares in time to construct
a leak-proof wrap for the trailers before
capturing and loading the bighorn sheep into
trailers to drive them to New Mexico.
CEMEX flew a small plane to Del Rio to
bring the other 2 NMDGF employees to
Pilares.
This was especially important
because it kept the capture on schedule, and
did not disrupt APHIS and SAGAPRA
officials’ plans to attend the next 2 captures.

Second and Third Captures During
the Mexico Quarantine Period
The second capture of bighorn sheep
occurred within the quarantine facility
Bighorn sheep were captured by using a line
of people to drive them into a chute created
by the wing fence. The back of the chute
was closed with a gate and 2 darkened
compartments held the bighorn sheep. The
bighorn sheep were pushed singly into a
small third compartment where they were
removed and a SAGARPA veterinarian
administered tuberculin. No ectoparasites
were found. Bighorn sheep were handled
briefly and released back into the preembarkation quarantine facility.
Three days later, 4 additional
SAGARPA veterinarians and 1 APHIS
veterinarian attended the third capture at
Pilares, which was conducted as described
for the second capture.
The APHIS
representative requested that if ticks were
found on bighorn sheep that CEMEX burn
the ground of the quarantine area to get rid
of the ticks. When CEMEX declined, he

suggested that any bighorn sheep on which
ticks were detected should be quarantined in
a horse trailer for the next 10 days, despite
daytime high temperatures around 30°C.
However, APHIS headquarters denied the
request, opting not to change the previously
agreed-upon protocol.
No ticks were detected and the
bighorn sheep were thoroughly sprayed with
permethrin. All animals were negative for
tuberculosis and were fitted with a
SAGARPA ear tag that verified their
tuberculosis-free status. Handling times of
about 20 minutes per animal in combination
high ambient temperatures led many of the
animals to exhibit signs of stress, such as
trembling and rapid respiration. Restricted
by the protocol, biologists were unable to
minimize or treat handling stress. Following
the capture bighorn sheep appeared agitated
and ran around the enclosure. Their hip
bones were more prominent and their sides
were drawn in for several days. One
yearling had a neck injury but recovered
after several days.

Permits
NMDGF could not locate an official
list of required import documents. CEMEX
provided permit and contact information for
people who could assist with the process.
NMDGF contacted APHIS inspectors at the
border, the US Fish and Wildlife Service,
and US Customs several months prior to the
importation to discuss regulations and
proper documentation. Details regarding
obtaining many of the permits were outlined
by SAGARPA veterinarians about a week
before the bighorn sheep crossed the border.
The following permits were required for this
project:
 New Mexico – Out of state employee
travel and vehicle permits,
 Texas Parks and Wildlife – transit
permit;
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APHIS – Importation permit, transit
permit, cleaning and disinfection
certificate for the horse trailers,
certificate of origin, brucellosis test
results
and
brucellosis-free
certificate,
tick-free
certificate,
tuberculosis
test
results
and
tuberculosis-free certificate, health
record for bighorn sheep export,
international
export
health
certificate, and domestic health
certificate;
USFWS – Port Exception Permit,
importation permit;
Mexico – Vehicle permit, vehicle
insurance,
CITES
permit;
SAGARPA permit.

Crossing the Border into the United
States
One NMDGF employee and a
CEMEX biologist travelled to the border 1
day prior to the arrival of bighorn sheep to
finalize the paperwork. All permits and
certifications were submitted to a Mexican
broker, who is a liaison to the Customs
officials. He procured the required stamps,
signatures, and approvals, and paid for some
fees. This paperwork was submitted to an
American broker who performed the same
service in the United States.
Broker
assistance is essential when moving live
animals between Mexico and the United
States. The Mexican broker was reluctant to
disclose his fees and told us the price the
day we crossed the border, which was much
higher than anticipated. Once the bighorn
sheep arrived, it took about 3 hours to clear
Customs. Water was provided for the
bighorn sheep at several stops during the
drive. Food was not offered based on
observations during previous transplants that
bighorn sheep do not appear to eat while in
transit.
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Red Rock Quarantine
After arriving at Red Rock, an
APHIS veterinarian performed a rapid
examination of each ram that revealed no
ticks and released each bighorn sheep. They
appeared to be in poor condition after 30
hours in the trailer. They ran to the water
trough (some even jumped in it) to drink and
started feeding immediately. All trailer
wrappings were incinerated, and the
transport trailers were decontaminated.
The Red Rock caretaker continued to
provide feed and water for the bighorn
sheep. NMDGF personnel travelled weekly
to the quarantine facility to apply the
chlorpyrifos or equivalent and pick up
bighorn sheep pellets and burn them. The
APHIS veterinarian travelled to Red Rock
every 5 days to visually examine the bighorn
sheep.
After 6 weeks in quarantine, the
bighorn sheep were captured again using the
methods described for the second capture,
tuberculin was administered, and blood was
drawn for brucellosis and genetic diversity
testing. Three days later, bighorn sheep
were captured a final time, fitted with
radiocollars, and the APHIS veterinarian
determined that all bighorn sheep were
negative for tuberculosis. The brucellosis
tests were also negative, and the APHISimposed quarantine ended. Several injuries
were sustained by NMDGF personnel
during the captures including cuts, bruises, a
sprained knee, and a cracked rib.
NMDGF was concerned about
potential pneumonia transmission between
the Mexican and resident Red Rock bighorn
sheep. A disease transmission experiment
was conducted by dart-gunning 2 young
resident Red Rock rams with carfentanil and
xylazine and adding them to the quarantine
pen. After 3 weeks of comingling, no
bighorn sheep demonstrated signs of disease
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and all 14 bighorn sheep were released into
the general pens at Red Rock.

Evaluating the Potential for Future
Transplants
Transplanting bighorn sheep from
Mexico to the United States may be a useful
management tool. We found that close
coordination with US Customs and APHIS
officials working on the border was
invaluable for getting the proper paperwork
in place and to assure that we were
complying with all regulations. The capture
technique of using a wing fence was
effective but resulted in injuries to the
capture crew. Having a larger capture crew
helped reduce injury as there were more
people to control the animals. Covering the
mesh wire on top of the capture chute with
tarps reduced the amount of jumping by
bighorn sheep, which also reduced injury to
personnel.
Communications
with
APHIS
personnel needed improvement. Having a
meeting early on, as opposed to relying on
email, to discuss APHIS’s concerns relative
to wildlife disease transmission to livestock
may have developed common understanding
early in the process. Involving a wildlife
veterinarian may similarly promote mutual
understanding of domestic and wildlife
disease transmission concerns.
Finally,
establishing a timeline for receiving a final
protocol would avoid difficulties in
conforming to late changes.
The current APHIS protocol for
importing bighorn sheep from Mexico
makes
transplants
expensive,
time
consuming, and hazardous to animals and
humans.
APHIS has an enormous
responsibility to protect the livestock
industry of the United States, and may
impose requirements on wildlife that
wildlife agencies may not endorse.
However, until these protocols incorporate

wildlife disease knowledge, they will
continue to require an inordinate amount of
time and money to execute and pose an
unnecessary risk to people and wildlife.
Prior to future importations, we recommend
that agencies or outside organizations work
with APHIS to develop a reasonable
protocol that includes current wildlife
biological and health standards. Otherwise,
importation from Mexico may not be a
viable management tool.
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Economic aspects of and the market
for desert bighorn sheep
Raymond Lee
Ray Lee LLC, P. O. Box 1448,
Cody, Wyoming, 82414, USA
Abstract

Desert bighorn sheep (DBS; Ovis canadensis spp.), managed properly, can
sustainably provide humans with both aesthetic and economic benefits.
Opportunities to obtain DBS hunting permits have been available through wildlife
conservation auctions since 1980, and these auctions give some hunters an avenue
to pursue their philanthropic goal to provide economic support for wildlife
conservation programs that enhance DBS. Every state with free-ranging DBS
(including 4 states in Mexico) offers these opportunities, except for Baja
California; which is also the only state with free-ranging DBS that does not offer
a hunting season for this species. The auctions of DBS permits have generated
over $20,000,000 USD for wildlife conservation efforts, with many of these
dollars being expended locally. In addition, particularly in some parts of Mexico,
many local residents obtain employment supporting these management programs.
This direct connection provides self respect for the individuals involved, as well
as an enhanced appreciation for the wildlife. In every state with auction-revenuesupported conservation programs, DBS numbers have increased. This increase
has led to a larger and more diverse market for DBS. It has also led to an increase
in the number of permits being offered for auction, necessitating increased skill in
the promotion of the permits.
Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 51:46–49
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Desert
bighorn
sheep
(Ovis
canadensis), managed properly, can
sustainably provide humans with both
aesthetic and economic benefits.
The
aesthetic value to possibly observe desert
bighorn sheep (DBS) in their native habitat
is considerable; even the knowledge that
these animals exist in nearby mountains is of
demonstrable value (Shaw and Zube 1980;
Purdy and Shaw 1981; Shaw and Mangun
1984).
Opportunities to obtain DBS hunting
permits have been available through wildlife

conservation auctions, in Utah since 1980,
and at nationwide conventions since 1983
(Lee 1989). These auctions give some
hunters an avenue to pursue their
philanthropic goal to provide economic
support for wildlife conservation programs
that enhance DBS. Every state with freeranging DBS (including 4 states in Mexico)
offers these opportunities, except for Baja
California (which is also the only state with
free-ranging DBS that does not offer a
hunting season for this species). The
auctions of DBS permits have generated
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over $20,000,000 USD for wildlife
conservation efforts, with many of these
dollars being expended locally. In addition,
particularly in some parts of Mexico, many
local
residents
obtain
employment
supporting these management programs
(Lee 2000).
Money is essential for wildlife
management. In particular, that revenue that
comes from the auction or raffle of special
permits; which is routinely beyond the
regular administrative budget, and is often
used to fund the management programs that
actually augment wildlife numbers and
distribution.
Since the first wildlife conservation
fundraising permit was offered in 1980 (Lee
1989), the Wild Sheep Foundation (WSF)
has provided the largest market for DBS
special permits.
Five hundred thirty
fundraising permits have been auctioned at
WSF Annual Conventions. While wild
sheep make up the majority with 412
permits, the other 118 permits include bear,
bison, caribou, elk, moose, mountain goat,
mule deer, and pronghorn. Permits have
been promoted for 16 United States, 4
Mexican States, and 3 Canadian Provinces.
During WSF auctions, DBS rams
have brought 37 successful bids of over
$100,000 USD. While some hunters will
pay a lot to acquire these permits, many are
also philanthropists. Most of the hunters
who have made winning bids on these
special permits have also contributed
generously to schools, medical facilities, and
similar charities. These hunt auctions allow
them to make substantial contributions to
wildlife conservation.
To put these
contributions in perspective, in Arizona in
1996, the income from the 106 bighorn
sheep permits (application fees - 6,843 at $3
USD each; resident tag fees - 96 at $150
USD each; and non-resident tag fees - 10 at
$750 USD) totaled $42,429 (Lee 1999).
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The single auction permit that year brought
$285,000 USD.
While various bidders have donated
their tags back for re-auction to raise more
money, or used their permit to capture an
animal for transplant, most of the successful
bidders are indeed interested in harvesting a
ram; and the larger the ram the better. From
historical auction data, the possibility of
harvesting a 170 Boone and Crockett point
ram will bring a bid of $50,000 USD. The
possibility of taking a 180 point ram is
worth $100,000 USD, while the possibility
of taking a 190 point ram will produce bids
approaching, and sometimes exceeding,
$250,000 USD.
The record bid of $303,000 USD for
a DBS permit in Arizona was made in 1993.
Of the 10 highest bids, 6 were for DBS in
Arizona, 2 for Sonora (Tiburon Island), and
2 for New Mexico. There have been 6
successful bids of $200,000 or more. In
addition, another 18 DBS permits from 7
different states have sold for $115,000 or
more. Of these permits, 1 was sold in 2011,
3 in 2010, and 2 in 2008; so 1/3 of these
highest value permits have been sold in just
the past few years.
From WSF auctions, Arizona is the
state that has received the most total
revenue, with 28 permits producing
$3,627,000 USD. Sonora is second with
$3,495,000 USD from 38 permits. When
the revenue from the state permits sold at
WSF Annual Conventions is added to that
from permits sold for the Navajo, Hualapai,
and San Carlos tribes; and from those
permits which were sold by various WSF
Chapters or Affiliates, or by other
organizations; the total revenue raised from
DBS permits exceeds $20,000,000 USD.
Even after 25 years of auctions, and
an increased supply of permits, special
fundraising permits continue to sell. To
compare the recent history of auction prices,
at the 2011 WSF Annual Convention: the
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California permit sold for $97,500 USD –
this was the highest price in the past 12
years, and the fifth highest ever of 21
permits; the Nevada permit sold for $90,000
USD – this was the fifth highest price ever
of 26 permits; the New Mexico permit sold
for $145,000 USD – this was the fourth
highest price ever of 23 permits; the Texas
permit sold for $115,000 USD – the highest
of 12 permits; and the Utah permit sold for
$72,500 USD – the second highest price
ever of 19 permits. Even the Mexico
permits have increased, with the second
Coahuila permit selling for $92,400 USD –
again the highest on record.
The auction program remains
popular and DBS permits continue to
increase.
Each year has seen more
jurisdictions engage in this program through
the WSF Convention: 1983 – Utah; 1984 –
Arizona; 1984 – Baja California; 1986 –
Hualapai Nation; 1987 – Texas; 1988 –
California; 1989 – Nevada; 1990 – New
Mexico; 1995 – Navajo Nation; 1996 – Baja
California Sur; 1998 – Sonora; 2009 –
Chihuahua; and 2010 – Coahuila. The
number of permits available each year
continues to increase (Table 1).
Table 1. Number of DBS permits available for
auction at a WSF Annual Convention by year.
Year
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000
2005
2010

Permits
0
2
6
6
9
15
19

During the status report session at
the 2011 Desert Bighorn Council (DBC)
Meeting, 9 states reported increases in their
DBS populations, while 3 reported that their
DBS populations were at historically high
levels (see State 2011 Status Reports, Desert
Bighorn Council Transactions, Volume 51).

Nevada reported that the state held so many
DBS that they no longer had viable release
sites for transplants and were even
considering ewe hunts. When the DBC
formed in 1957, there was DBS hunting in
only 2 states; now there is DBS hunting in
11 states, with over 500 hunting permits
issued annually.
I believe that increases in the number
of permits available are due to the success of
the management activities that have been
funded from the auction or raffle proceeds
from these permits. These activities include
waterhole developments, translocations, and
research projects. Increases in the number
of DBS have occurred despite huge
increases in human populations, and their
associated influences. For example, in
1950, Arizona had a human population of
749,587; by 2010, this had increased 9 times
to 6,482,505. In 1950, Nevada had a human
population of 160,083; by 2010, this had
increased 17 times to 2,690,531 (U. S.
Census Bureau 2010).
That DBS
populations have been able to increase in the
face of these human population increases is
a tremendous wildlife management success
story.
There have also been substantial
increases in the availability of DBS in
Mexico.
Because all DBS hunting in
Mexico was closed in 1994, there were no
hunting permits available in 1995; today,
110 permits are available in Baja California
Sur, Sonora, Chihuahua, and Coahuila. The
special fundraising permits in these states
generate nearly $1 million USD annually.
At the 2011 WSF Annual Convention, there
were 19 special DBS permits available for
auction, including 10 from Mexico. And it
appears that Baja California may reopen to
DBS hunting in the near future.
The value of special permits varies
considerably from place to place and from
year to year. For example, the special
permit for Arizona sold for $165,000 USD
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in 2001. In 2004, it had fallen to $65,000
USD, yet in 2005 it rebounded to $199,000
USD. In New Mexico, the years 2004,
2006, and 2008 produced bids of $100,000,
$185,000, and $90,000, respectively.
Auction bids for DBS permits have varied
from a low of $18,000 for Baja California to
a high of $303,000 for Arizona. While
much of the reason for these variations is
typically beyond the control of wildlife
managers, well prepared managers can still
have influence upon the prices bid for their
state’s permits.
Recognizing the proliferation of
DBS auction permits, and the increasing
competition for bidders, DBS managers can
still promote a high value for their state’s
permits.
Managers will need to help
promote their product by: (1) keeping a
good record of the harvest, taking quality
photographs during the surveys, and
showcasing the product opportunity; (2)
developing ways to enhance the hunter’s
experience - the most popular (profitable)
programs have considerable departmenthunter interaction; and (3) being able to
easily demonstrate how the hunter’s money
will be put to good use. By having current
information, and by interacting with
potential bidders, managers can ensure that
their special permits continue to raise the
funds necessary to put and keep DBS on the
rugged desert mountains.
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Foundation to run his own international
wildlife consulting company.
This
background in the academic, government,
NGO, and private sectors provides Ray with
a
unique
perspective
on
wildlife
management issues.
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Status of bighorn sheep in
Arizona, 2010–2011
Brian F. Wakeling
Arizona Game and Fish Department, Game Branch,
5000 West Carefree Highway, Phoenix, AZ 85086, USA
email: bwakeling@azgfd.gov
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Populations

Research

Estimates of Arizona's desert
bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis mexicana
and O. c. nelsoni) populations have
stabilized or slightly increased over the past
2 years statewide. Ram:100 ewes:lamb
ratios averaged 54:100:25 in 2010 (n =
1,537) and 52:100:33 in 2011 (n = 1,859).
Based on survey data, Arizona currently has
an estimated population of 4,500–5,000
desert bighorn sheep
The desert bighorn sheep population
in the Kofa Mountains (Units 45A, 45B, and
45C) in southwestern Arizona has stabilized
at about 400 animals (the population had
been at about 800 in 2000). Good increases
have been observed in portions of the Black
Mountains (Units 15C and 15D) of
northwestern Arizona.
Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep (O.
c. candensis) continue to prosper in Arizona.
This population is estimated at about 800
animals. Ram:100 ewes:lamb ratios averaged 38:100:35 in 2010 (n = 240) and
38:100:38 in 2011 (n = 470). For both
Rocky Mountain and desert bighorn sheep,
Arizona surveys about one third of the
population annually, although the Kofa and
Black Mountain populations have been
surveyed annually since declines were first
noted.

Active research continues primarily
on effects of roadways and mitigating
features on permeability for desert bighorn
sheep. The Arizona Desert Bighorn Sheep
Society (ADBSS) recently published
Borrego II, which includes information on
bighorn sheep management and hunting in
Arizona (Wakeling 2011a, b). A chapter on
Arizona's bighorn sheep restoration efforts
was included in the latest Arizona Wildlife
Trophies as well (O'Dell 2010). Another
paper regarding remote sensing and forage
phenology was also recently published
(Sesnie et al. 2011). This volume of the
Desert Bighorn Council Transactions
contains several papers about research
conducted on bighorn sheep in Arizona,
which topics include disease prevalence
(Justice-Allen et al. 2011), highway
influences (Gagnon et al. 2011), and postrelease movements on Rocky Mountain
bighorn sheep (McCall and Brown 2011).

Habitat
The Department works with private
organizations (primarily ADBSS) and
federal agencies to achieve habitat
improvements for bighorn sheep. Many of
these projects are solicited each year through
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the Department's Habitat Partnership
Committees and are funded with Special Big
Game License-Tag funds generated through
the sale of 3 bighorn sheep tags.
In 2010, the Department and ADBSS
coordinated on 20 individual projects for
$442,551 USD, and in 2011 we coordinated
on 16 projects for $398,668 USD. Projects
involved building or maintaining water
sources, habitat, sheep survey, genetics
studies, and translocations.

Translocations
Arizona reinitiated several bighorn
sheep translocations during the past 2 years.
In 2010, 12 desert bighorn sheep were
captured on 13 November in the Trigo
Mountains and Imperial Hills in Unit 43B
and relocated to the Buckeye Hills in Unit
39 (2 females) and the Big Horn Mountains
in Unit 42 (2 males, 8 females). Another 34
desert bighorn sheep (2 died of traumatic
injury, 2 showed clinical symptoms of
contagious echthyma and were released on
site) were captured on 17 and 18 November
in Units 22 and 24B, and 30 (8 males, 22
females) were relocated to the Mineral
Mountains in Unit 37B. All captures were
completed using helicopters and net guns.
In 2011, Arizona participated in a
cooperative capture effort on 14 and 15
December with the Navajo Nation involving
a desert bighorn sheep population in
southeastern Utah. Forty-two bighorn sheep
were captured and 20 (5 male, 15 female)
were relocated to Arizona. The remaining
bighorn sheep were ear tagged or
radiomarked and released on site for study
by the Navajo Nation or transported to the
zoo in Window Rock, Arizona. The 20
bighorn sheep were transported to Peeples
Canyon in Unit 16A and released. Again,
helicopters and net guns were used to
conduct this translocation. This brings the

total of bighorn sheep moved in Arizona to
1,941.

Harvest
Bighorn sheep permits remain the
most sought after hunting permits in
Arizona. In 2010, 8,206 individuals applied
for the 100 available permits, and in 2011,
8,315 individuals applied for the 99
available permits.
During the 2010 season, 100 hunters
participated, harvesting 92 rams in 589 days
of hunting. Hunt success averaged 92%. In
2011, 99 hunters participated, harvesting 96
rams in 589 days of hunting. Hunt success
averaged 96% in 2011.
In 2010, age of harvested rams
ranged from 4 to 11 (x̄ = 8), and horns green
scored from 123 4/8 to 190 (x̄ = 162 4/8
B&C). In 2011, age ranged from 2 to 11 (x̄
= 7) on harvested rams, and green scores on
horns ranged from 93 to 188 7/8 (x̄ = 160
3/8 B&C).
Continuing a long history, the
Arizona Game and Fish Commission
awarded the Special Big Game License Tags
for bighorn sheep (2 tags per year) to
ADBSS in 2010 and 2011, with a third tag
in each year to the Arizona Big Game Super
Raffle (AZBGSR). Each year, ADBSS has
traditionally auctioned 1 tag at the Wild
Sheep Foundation Annual Convention and
auctions the second at their fundraising
banquet.
The third is raffled through
AZBGSR. In 2010 and 2011, $311,075 USD
and $309,550 USD were raised with these
permits, respectively.
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It is the mission of the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) to
manage wild sheep (Ovis canadensis) and
the habitat they depend upon for their
ecological values and for use and enjoyment
by the public. Up-to-date information on the
status of bighorn sheep populations,
distribution, and habitat are pivotal for
achieving CDFW’s management goals. We
have compiled this report as an update to
previous status reports (Torres et al. 1994,
1996; Epps et al. 2003). This assessment
addresses the sizes, distributions, and
identities of these populations (Table 1),
which represent fragments of what was once
a continuous metapopulation.

Populations
In the past 2 decades several
apparent natural colonizations have been
documented (Epps et al. 2005, 2010),
compared with 2 apparent extirpations
(Table 1), suggesting that metapopulation

processes
continue
to
function.
Additionally, new information on what
previously
appeared
to
be
failed
translocations (San Rafael Peak and North
Bristol Mountains; Torres et al. 1994, Epps
et al. 2003) has resulted in the recognition of
two additional populations (Table 1). The
Eagle Crags population also was thought to
be faltering based on an observation of few
females, but numerous males, during a 2002
helicopter survey. In 2006 that population
was augmented with 13 adult females.
Recent research has resulted in the
redefinition of several populations. In the
Peninsular
Ranges
Metapopulation
Fragment, the Carrizo Canyon population
now consists of three separate populations
— Jacumba-Inkopah, Pinto-Inkopah Gorge,
and Tierra Blanca. These were previously
combined (Torres et al. 1994) into a single
population, but separate ewe groups are now
recognized.
The
Coyote
Mountains
population continues to be included with the
Jacumba-Inkopah population, based on
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Table 1. Extant and extirpated populations of bighorn sheep in California as of the end of 2010.
Metapopulation
(Fragment)
Peninsular Ranges

Population
Jacumba-Inkopah
Pinto-InkoPah Gorge
Tierra Blanca

25–50

Data Source-Year of Most
Recent Data
CDFW 20105,6

N3

2010

<25

CDFW 20105,6

3

50–100

CDFW 20105,6

3

N

Vallecito-Fish Creek

N

101–150

CDFW 20105,6

South San Ysidro

N

51–100

CDFW 20105,6

North San Ysidro

N

51–100

CDFW 20105, 6

Coyote Cyn.

N

51–100

CDFW 20105,6

3

51–100

CDFW 20105,6

3

South Santa Rosa

Western Transverse Range

Population
Status
N3

N

Central Santa Rosa

N

101–150

CDFW 20105,6

North Santa Rosa

N3

51–100

CDFW 20105,6

San Jacinto

N

<25

CDFW 20105,6

San Rafael Peak

R

25–50

CDFW 20025

Caliente Peak

E

0

No new data

San Gabriel

San Gabriel

N

301–350

Holl and Bleich 2009

Sonoran

W. Chocolate (Gunnery)

N

51–100

CDFW 20095

E. Chocolate (Colorado R.)

N

51–100

CDFW 20045

Orocopia-Mecca Hills

N

101–150

CDFW 20095

Chuckwalla

A

25–50

No new data

Cargo Muchacho

E

0

No new data

Palo Verde
South Mojave

Newberry-Ord-Rodman

E

0

No new data

N2,3

51–100

C. Epps 2001–20038,9

Bullion

R

<25

No new data

Sheephole

A

101–150

CDFW 20095

San Gorgonio

N

101–150

CDFW 20115

N. San Bernardino
(Cushenbury)
Little San Bernardino

N

<25

CDFW 20025,6

N

151–200

CDFW 20015

Queen

N

51–100

Longshore et al. (2009)

Pinto

E

0

No new data

Eagle

N

51–100

C. Epps 2002–20038,9

Coxcomb

N

<25

C. Epps 2002–20038,9

Granite-Palen

N

<25

C. Epps 2002–20038,9

McCoy

T

0

J. Colby 19959

Little Maria

C

<25

Wehausen 20099

Big Maria

T

0

G. Mulcahy 20099

Riverside

T

0

G. Mulcahy 20099

<25

C. Epps 2001–20038,9

51–100

3

Iron

C

Turtle

N

Whipple

R

25–50

C. Epps 2001–20038,9; CDFW
20005
CDFW 19995

Old Woman

N

51–100

C. Epps 2001–20038,9

Chemehuevi

N

25–50

C. Epps 2002–20038,9

Sacramento

E

0

C. Epps 2001–20038,9

Clipper

N

25–50

South Bristol

C2

101–150

C. Epps 2001–20038,9; CDFW
20045
CDFW 20045

Marble

N

151–200

CDFW 20095
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Table 1 (continued)
Central Mojave

Cady
South Soda

North Mojave

C

CDFW 20105

25–50

S. Parmenter9

2

51–100

G.Sudmeier 2009–109

North Bristol

R

Old Dad-Kelso-Marl

N

201–300

CDFW 20045,6

Club Peak

N

25–50

C. Epps 20028,9

Granite

N

25–50

C. Epps 2001–20038,9

Providence

N

51–100

C. Epps 2001–20038,9

Wood/ Hackberry

N

25–50

C. Epps 2001–20038,9

Castle/Hart/Piute

N

51–100

Dead

N

25–50

C. Epps 2001–20038,9;
Viceroy Mine 20037
No new data

Granite-Quail

E

0

No new data

Owlshead

T2

0

Owlshead, CDFW 20085

Eagle Crags

R

25–50

T. Campbell 2010

Argus-Slate

R

51–100

Coso

C

<25

R. Osgood 20039; CDFW
19935
Epps et al. (2010)

South Panamint

N

51–100

Oehler et al. 2005

Tucki

N

25–50

No new data

Panamint Butte/Hunter

N

51–100

No new data

Tin

N

51–100

J. Wehausen 20068

Dry Mountain/Last Chance

N

51–100

J. Wehausen 20038,9

Inyo

N

51–100

J. Wehausen 20038,920085

Deep Springs

C

<25

S. Hetzler 20009

North White

N

201–300

CDFW 20047

South White

R

25–50

CDFW 20047

Clark

N

25–50

CDFW 20045

Kingston-Mesquite

N

51–100

CDFW 20045

Nopah

N

51–100

CDFW 19995

0

G. Sudmeier 20109

2,3

North Soda
Sierra Nevada

201–300

2,3

N

T

Avawatz

A

51–100

CDFW 19955

Twin Lakes

E

0

SNBS Report 20113

Green Creek

E

0

SNBS Report 20113

Mt. Warren

R

25–50

SNBS Report 20113

Mt. Gibbs

R

<25

SNBS Report 20113

4

<25

SNBS Report 20113

Convict Creek/McGee Creek

C

Wheeler Ridge

R

51–100

SNBS Report 20113

Coyote Ridge

E

0

SNBS Report 20113

Taboose Creek

E

0

SNBS Report 20113

Sawmill Canyon

N

51–100

SNBS Report 20113

Bubbs Creek

C

25–50

SNBS Report 20113

Mt. Baxter

N

51–100

SNBS Report 20113

Mt. Williamson

N

25–50

SNBS Report 20113

Mt. Langley

R

51–100

SNBS Report 20113

Olancha Peak

E

0

SNBS Report 20113

Big Arroyo

E

0

SNBS Report 20113

Laurel Creek

E

0

SNBS Report 20113
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Table 1 (continued)
Northeastern California

Truckee River

E

0

No new data

Skedaddle-Smoke Cr.

E

0

No new data

Warner

E

0

No new data

Lava Beds-Mt. Dome

E

0

No new data

Mt. Shasta

E

0

No new data

Goosenest

E

0

No new data

Bogus Mt.

E

0

No new data

1

N = native; C = natural re-colonization (population may have been re-established by remnants of a previous population or re-colonized by
nearby populations); A = augmented; R = reintroduced; E = extirpated; T = transient range, seasonal use
2
Population status has been revised since 2003
3
Population has been redefined since 2003
4
Newly-discovered population
5
Helicopter survey/capture
6
Mark/resight population estimates
7
Direct counts from ground observations
8
Partially based on minimum genotypic counts from non-invasive genetic data
9
Field observations of animals or sign

Table 2. Bighorn sheep population size class profile and summary by metapopulation fragment for the 2010
population inventory, with comparison to total population numbers from the 2003 inventory (Epps et al.
2003).
Metapopulation Fragment

0

<25

25-50

51-100

101-150

151-200

201-300

>300

Peninsular Ranges

0

2

1

6

2

0

0

0

San Gabriel

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Western Transverse

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

Sonoran

2

0

1

2

1

0

0

0

South Mojave

5

6

3

5

3

2

0

0

Central Mojave

0

0

5

3

0

0

2

0

North Mojave

3

2

4

9

0

0

1

0

Sierra Nevada

7

4

3

4

0

0

0

0

Northeastern California

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

25

14

16

29

6

2

3

1

2004 Total

30

9

21

23

5

1

4

0

Net Change Since 2004

-5

+5

-5

+6

+1

+1

-1

+1

Table 3. Bighorn sheep population estimates by metapopulation (2010). Low, median, and high totals result
from summing the low, mid, and high values of each size class.

Metapopulation Fragment
Peninsular Ranges
San Gabriel
Western Transverse Range
Sonoran
South Mojave
Central Mojave
North Mojave
Sierra Nevada
Northeastern California
Total
2003 Total (Epps et al. 2003)
Net Change Since 2003

Low
535
301
25
228
941
680
762
281
0
3705
3167
+538
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Median
772
351
38
316
1302
920
1113
444
0
5206
4473
+733

High
998
400
50
400
1644
1150
1448
598
0
6636
4712
+1924
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seasonal use by male and female bighorn
sheep. Recent year-round occupancy by
females in the Coyote Mountains suggests
the potential for establishment of a separate
ewe group. The Fish Creek Mountains
continue to be included as part of the
Vallecito Mountains population, but
research indicates increasing use of that area
by bighorn sheep from the Sunset Mountain
and Split Mountain regions of the Vallecito
Mountains. The Santa Rosa Mountains
continue to be divided based on occurrence
east or west of California Highway 74. The
Santa Rosa Mountains East population has
been further sub-divided into the Southern
and Central Santa Rosa Mountains
populations. The population of bighorn
sheep occurring west of Highway 74 in the
Santa Rosa Mountains is now designated the
Northern Santa Rosa Mountains population.
Recent photo documentation of an adult
female bighorn sheep moving south toward
the San Jacinto Mountains from the San
Bernardino Mountains, and crossing under
Interstate Highway 10 along the Whitewater
River, is encouraging and indicates a link
between populations that were thought to
have been separated by that heavily traveled
freeway.
In the South Mojave Metapopulation
Fragment, we have recombined the
Newberry, Ord, and Rodman populations
into a single population, as had been done
by Weaver (1974).
In the Sonoran
Metapopulation
Fragment,
the
East
Chocolate Mountains previously supported a
thriving population, estimated to be >200
sheep (Andrew 1994, Andrew et al. 1997).
In the mid-1990s a decline became evident
(Epps et al. 2003). This population exhibits
low genetic diversity (Epps et al. 2006), and
inhabits an area characterized by low rainfall
(Andrew et al. 1997); competition with
burros for resources during especially dry
periods (Marshal et al. 2008) and
concomitant habitat degradation (Weaver

1959) also are of concern. As a result of
intensive habitat enhancement efforts using
state-of-the-art techniques (Lesicka and
Hervert 1995, Andrew et al. 1997),
conditions are much improved and this
population could benefit from a future
augmentation, an action that has been
considered for some time. Ensuring that the
distribution and numbers of burros remain
within established limits will be necessary,
however, for such an augmentation to be
successful.
In the Sierra Nevada Metapopulation
Fragment, the presence of bighorn sheep in
Bubbs Creek on the west side of the range is
now well documented (USFWS 2007).
More recently, a small population has been
discovered at the southern end of the
Convict Creek herd unit, most probably a
colonization from the Wheeler Ridge herd.
In the summer of 2009, two females were
photographed in the Coyote Flat herd unit,
but attempts to further document a
population there have been unsuccessful.
Overall, the population inventory
(Table 1) continues to show an upward
trend. There was a decrease of 1 in the 201300 size class, which was offset by an
increase of 1 in the >301–350 size class.
The decrease in size classes 0 and 25–50 and
increases in the remaining size classes
indicate population growth across the
metapopulation fragments (Table 2). As a
result, the median total population has
increased by 773 sheep since 2004 (Table
3).
Regional totals indicate a continued
upward trend for bighorn sheep in the
Peninsular
Ranges
Metapopulation
Fragment (Table 4). Sierra Nevada bighorn
sheep also show an increase, reflecting their
recovery from a low of just over 100
individuals in 1995. Desert bighorn sheep
numbers outside the peninsular ranges have
also increased. Although an upward trend is
evident in the data, few populations are
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Table 4. Bighorn sheep population estimates by geographical region in 2010. Estimates for 2004 (calculated
from or reported in Epps et al. 2003) are indicated in parentheses.

Region
Peninsular Ranges
Sierra Nevada
Other
Total

Low
535 (554)
281 (205)
2937 (2408)
3705 (3167)

Median
772 (731)
444 (330)
4040 (3412)
5206 (4473)

High
998 (900)
598 (448)
5092 (4368)
6636 (5716)

Table 5. Summary of desert bighorn (O. c. nelsoni) sheep tag allocations, harvest, and tag revenue (USD)
from 1987–2010 in California.

Year
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
Total

# Tags
Allocated
9
9
9
6
8
12
11
14
16
14
11
10
11
10
14
14
10
13
16
18
21
23
19
22
320

# Tags
Filled
9
7
9
6
7
12
9
10
14
10
11
9
11
10
12
12
10
12
16
14
18
21
18
22
289

Draw Tag Revenue
$800.00
$1,600.00
$1,895.00
$1,495.00
$1,600.00
$3,095.00
$2,913.00
$2,616.00
$4,084.00
$3,487.00
$2,613.00
$2,428.00
$2,717.00
$2,757.00
$4,377.00
$4,243.00
$2,725.00
$3,878.00
$5,001.00
$5,604.00
$6,720.00
$8,009.00
$6,736.00
$8,008.00
$89,401.00

Fundraising Tag
Revenue
$70,000.00
$59,000.00
$40,000.00
$37,000.00
$42,000.00
$61,000.00
$100,000.00
$162,000.00
$187,000.00
$193,500.00
$84,000.00
$150,000.00
$95,000.00
$76,000.00
$148,000.00
$138,000.00
$51,691.00
$58,884.50
$160,000.00
$132,500.00
$147,000.00
$145,000.00
$105,000.00
$190,000.00
$2,632,575.50

Abella et al. • California

Totals
$70,800.00
$60,600.00
$41,895.00
$38,495.00
$43,600.00
$64,095.00
$102,913.00
$164,616.00
$191,084.00
$196,987.00
$86,613.00
$152,428.00
$97,717.00
$78,757.00
$152,377.00
$142,243.00
$54,416.00
$62,762.50
$165,001.00
$138,104.00
$153,720.00
$153,009.00
$111,736.00
$198,008.00
$2,721,976.50
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afforded consistent or continued monitoring.
Many areas of current or former wild sheep
habitat have not been investigated for
numerous years and need to be revisited.

Research
As a result of partnerships among
universities and agencies, the understanding
of bighorn sheep biology continues to
advance. Over the past 8 years, areas of
study in California include evolution and
taxonomy,
demography,
distribution,
ecology, nutritional condition, behavior,
population genetics, population viability,
and metapopulation dynamics. CDFW has
(1) continued to conduct annual surveys in
the hunt zones (Figure 1), endangered
populations and, occasionally, other
populations; (2) translocated bighorn sheep
into the Eagle Crags, San Bernardino
County; and (3) captured and radio-collared
desert bighorn sheep at Old Dad Peak, in the
vicinity of Cushenbury Canyon in the San
Bernardino Mountains, South Bristol
Mountains, Marble Mountains, White
Mountains, San Gabriel Mountains,
Vallecito Mountains, Coyote Mountains,
Jacumba Mountains, South San Ysidro
Mountains, North San Ysidro Mountains,
Coyote Canyon, Southern Santa Rosa
Mountains, Central Santa Rosa Mountains,
Northern Santa Rosa Mountains, and San
Jacinto Mountains. Sierra Nevada bighorn
sheep were captured and collared in the
Mount Gibbs, Mount Warren, Wheeler
Ridge, Sawmill Canyon, Mount Baxter,
Bubbs Creek, Mount Williamson, and
Mount Langley populations during 2004–
2010.
A substantial number of publications
concerning bighorn sheep in California were
produced during 2003–2010 (Appendix I).

Habitat Improvements
Water development and maintenance
projects long have been part of the CDFW
strategy for maintaining and enhancing
populations of bighorn sheep (Bleich et al.
2005). Since 1994, however, the pace of
development
projects
has
slowed
considerably, largely the result of the
California Desert Protection Act, which
created
numerous
wilderness
areas.
Nevertheless, several habitat enhancement
projects were completed by the Society for
the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep and
Desert Wildlife Unlimited, largely in
cooperation with private landowners or the
Bureau of Land Management. Maintenance
of existing developments has been continued
by volunteer organizations, which also
monitor and maintain remote-sensing
stations that provide information useful in
scheduling inspections or repairs (Hill and
Bleich 1999). Additionally, prescribed burn
plans were developed to enhance winter
range habitat for Sierra Nevada bighorn
sheep; one prescribed burn was initiated in
2010, but it affected only about 8 ha of
habitat.

Harvest
Hunting of bighorn sheep in
California began in 1987, and 2011 will
mark the 25th hunting season for that
species. Since the onset of the hunting
program, a total of ten hunt zones have been
established including the East Chocolate
Mountains, which was closed after the
1996–1997 hunting season. A total of 289
bighorn sheep have been harvested since
1987 (Table 5), and the nine hunt zones
currently open (Figure 1) continue to
produce mature rams. To date, preliminary
indications are that 58 (22%) of the bighorn
sheep harvested in California have qualified
for entry either in the Boone and Crockett
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Figure 1. Locations of desert bighorn sheep hunt zones anticipated to be open in California during 2011. The
California Fish and Game Commission will act on hunts proposed for the South Bristol Mountains and the
Cady Mountains during May 2011.
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Club Awards Program (minimum score of
166) or the Boone and Crockett Club All
Time Records Program (minimum score of
168).
Since 2003, additional hunt zones
have provided more hunter opportunity, and
hunter success remains in excess of 90%
(Table 5); slight changes in hunter
opportunity by hunt zone on an annual basis
reflect the conservative nature of the harvest
program and annual adjustments based on
current survey results. In general, revenue
from the sale of fund-raising tags has
increased since 2003 (Table 5).

Problems and Opportunities
A recovery plan has been completed
for Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep (USFWS
2007) and bighorn sheep have increased
from a low of about 100 individual in 1995
to about 400 in 2010 (Table 4). Twentythree mountain lions (Puma concolor) have
been removed in the Sierra Nevada to
protect bighorn sheep since this subspecies
was federally listed as endangered in 1999.
Although mountain lions are specially
protected mammals in California, they can
be removed if they pose "… an imminent
threat to the survival of any threatened,
endangered, candidate, or fully protected
sheep species."
In the peninsular ranges, new
information resulted in the redefinition of
several subpopulations (Table 1). Recovery
efforts are being carried out cooperatively
by the USFWS, CDFW, University of
California, California Department of Parks
and
Recreation,
and
several
nongovernmental organizations.
Bighorn sheep inhabiting the San
Gabriel Mountains once represented the
largest population in California (Torres et al.
1994), but declined substantially as a result
of habitat changes associated with fire
suppression and a lack of wildfires (Holl et

al. 2004). The population has been
increasing slowly since 1995, largely the
result of wildfires that occurred in 1997 and
2003 that burned 36% of winter and spring
ranges occupied by bighorn sheep (Holl and
Bleich 2009). Lack of funds continues to
plague efforts to implement a cooperative
restoration plan (Holl 2004) initiated by
CDFW, the U.S. Forest Service, and Los
Angeles
County
Fish
and
Game
Commission, and no prescribed burns have
been conducted to enhance bighorn sheep
habitat in that range (Holl and Bleich 2009,
2010). Although there has been an increase
in the total number of bighorn sheep
inhabiting the San Gabriel Mountains (Holl
and Bleich 2009), the population can be
expected to decline in the absence of
prescribed or natural fire (Holl and Bleich
2010).
A small, semi-isolated population of
desert bighorn sheep occupies the
Cushenbury Canyon area on the northern
slope of the San Bernardino Mountains,
where infestation with mites (Psoroptes sp.)
that cause scabies appears to be endemic. In
2000, 2001, 2002 and 2006 bighorn sheep
were captured to evaluate habitat use,
evaluate clinical evidence of Psoroptes
infestation, and to treat affected individuals.
Captured bighorn sheep were treated with
ear cleaning, Amitraz collars, Cyfluthrin ear
tags, and injectable ivermectin or
doramectin. Results suggest that unless all
infected potential contacts are eliminated, as
was done in the San Andres, New Mexico
population (Boyce and Weisenberger 2005),
treatment of individual bighorn sheep for
Psoroptes infestation will not significantly
influence infection rates.
Adult bighorn sheep in the Old
Woman Mountains exhibited clinical signs
of respiratory disease, but no mortality of
marked sheep occurred during 2001–2002.
An adult mortality event occurred in the
Santa Rosa Mountains in 2005.
Five
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marked adult bighorn that died exhibited
pneumonia lesions. High titers of antibodies
to bovine respiratory syncitial virus were
detected throughout the range, but no
statistical link was made due to small
sample size.
Herds in the southern
peninsular ranges, (North and South San
Ysidro mountains, Coyote Canyon, and
Southern Santa Rosa Mountains) and in the
White Mountains continue to experience
lamb mortality due to pneumonia. In spite
of these issues, desert bighorn sheep
numbers continue to increase in many
populations.
Contagious ecthyma (CE) was
diagnosed in desert bighorn sheep in the
South Bristol Mountains in 2005 and in
Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep at Wheeler
Ridge in 2007. Although CE lesions were
severe, in both cases this disease exhibited
its usual self-limiting pattern and there were
no known CE-related deaths. The Wheeler
Ridge outbreak was unexpected given an
active surveillance program and the general
absence of disease in that mountain range.
The recovery plan for Sierra Nevada
bighorn sheep (USFWS 2007) specifically
calls for elimination of disease risk from
domestic sheep and goats. Risk assessment
teams developed a process and identified
high-risk grazing allotments (Baumer et al.
2009, Croft et al. 2010). Land management
agencies are working to implement changes
to grazing that will reduce risk to Sierra
Nevada bighorn sheep.
In 1994, the California Desert
Protection Act transferred management
authority for much of the eastern Mojave
Desert from the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) to the National Park
Service, which administers the Mojave
National Preserve (MNP; Bleich and Pauli
1999). Although that legislation initially
confounded
CDFW
bighorn
sheep
management efforts, MNP staff, CDFW
personnel, and several non-governmental
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organizations
are
now
working
cooperatively on several projects important
to the conservation of bighorn sheep and
other desert wildlife. A memorandum of
agreement between CDFW and BLM
continues to facilitate access to wilderness
areas by CDFW and its agents, although
wilderness advocacy groups routinely file
lawsuits aimed at halting conservation
activities. One project, a wildlife water
development proposed for the Sheephole
Mountains, took >7 years to achieve
approval, and several others have been
stalled for >10 years. As a result of the
California
Desert
Protection
Act,
management on behalf of bighorn sheep,
and wildlife in general, continues to be
difficult and remains controversial (Bleich
1999, 2005).
Attention has refocused on the desert
regions of California due to numerous
proposals for renewable energy projects.
The desert has been chosen as a location for
wind and solar projects because of low
human occupancy. As a result, desert
tortoises, golden eagles, and desert bighorn
sheep run the risk of losing important
habitat. Renewable energy projects have
been proposed in the Cady and South Bristol
mountains, both of which will be proposed
as new hunt zones in 2011. The South
Bristol Mountains were colonized by sheep
from the Marble Mountains and the
proposed project will occupy the valley
between the two ranges, potentially
threatening connectivity in the South
Mojave Metapopulation Fragment. Equally
concerning is a proposed project along
Interstate Highway 15 in the Soda
Mountains. That project would preclude
bighorn sheep movements under the
highway in the one of the few places where
major highway bridges provide bighorn
sheep with opportunities for migration
between 2 metapopulation fragments.
Numerous other renewable energy projects
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have been proposed across the desert, many
of which also have onerous implications for,
and present substantial challenges to, efforts
to conserve bighorn sheep.
Funding for desert bighorn sheep
management relies heavily upon the sale of
fund-raising auction tags. Though funds
from auction tags have generally increased
since 2003 (Table 5), the growing number of
desert sheep hunting opportunities in
Mexico, particularly those on private lands,
have the potential to affect the demand for
one of California’s most coveted auction
tags, as well as those available for fundraising purposes in other western states.
CDFW will continue to explore new
opportunities to raise funds for bighorn
sheep. In 2010, state legislation consolidated
monies raised from the sale of big game tags
and licenses into a single account that is to
be used specifically for management of big
game species.
The continued fiscal crisis in
California has resulted in the overall loss of
personnel and activities related to wildlife
management programs. Other priorities in
CDFW have resulted in 2 positions, which
previously worked largely with bighorn
sheep projects being redirected. With few
exceptions, supervisors are unable to hire
new biologists. Two of those exceptions are
a new full time biologist for Sierra Nevada
Bighorn Sheep Recovery Program and a
Desert Bighorn Sheep Coordinator at the
statewide level. Long-term benefits of
conservation planning on a metapopulation
basis are clear (Bleich et al. 1996) and are
key to the future of a successful
management
program.
However,
implementation of that effort remains a
function of human resources, as well as
fiscal and legislative constraints.
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Unit S-56 (Black Ridge) Desert
Bighorn Sheep Herd
Since 2007, the Colorado Division of
Wildlife has been monitoring the Black
Ridge desert bighorn sheep (Ovis
canadensis) herd to learn more about the
herd and to manage these sheep more
effectively. Monitoring efforts annually
document population size, distribution,
reproduction, recruitment, survival, evidence
of disease in captured or dead animals,
mortality causes, overall range, habitat
selection within that range, and interaction
with other desert bighorn sheep herds.
Thirty-eight sheep have been captured and
fitted with radiocollars and unique eartags
for this project from across the range of the
Black Ridge herd.
The Black Ridge herd is stable at
about 200 bighorn sheep. Lamb:ewe ratios
are good (averaging over 60 lambs:100 ewes
for the last 2 years). There are 5 ram
licenses issued for this unit, and there has
been 100% success since the reintroduction
of hunting in 2007.
Monitoring efforts have produced
valuable information about the Black Ridge
herd. Lambing has been documented in late
January through early May, a much longer
time period and with a substantially earlier
start than previously documented.
No
interchange between the Black Ridge and

the Dominguez-Escalante herd has been
documented.
There have been 13 mortalities
during the nearly 4 years of the project.
Five collared sheep were killed by mountain
lions (Puma concolor), reaffirming that
mountain lions continue to be a major cause
of mortality. One ewe died in a fall, and 1
died in a flash flood. The cause of death in
the other 5 instances was undetermined.
One ram was legally harvested by a hunter.
Disease monitoring has produced
valuable information, as well. In January,
2008, 18 desert bighorn sheep were captured
by helicopter net gun (HNG). There was no
serologic evidence of exposure to bovine
respiratory syncytial virus (BRSV) and 39%
of the animals showed evidence of prior
exposure
to
parainfluenza
(PI3).
Oropharyngeal (OP) swabs showed presence
of
hemolytic
and
nonhemolytic
Pasteurellaceae. In 2009 an additional 6
bighorn sheep were captured by HNG and 1
of those animals showed an active serologic
titer to BRSV and 2 animals showed
evidence of exposure to PI3. An additional
4 bighorn sheep ewes were darted in 2009
and all 4 of these animals showed active
titers to BRSV and 3 had evidence of
exposure to PI3. Culture of OP swabs
demonstrated nonhemolytic strains of either
B. trehalosi 2 or B. trehalosi 2s in all 4
animals (considered normal) and a
hemolytic strain of M. haemolytica 1 in an
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animal.
To date there have been no
submissions of clinically ill animals and no
evidence of pneumonia found on necropsy
of
animals
submitted
for
routine
surveillance.

Unit S-62 (Uncompahgre) Desert
Bighorn Sheep Herd
The S-62 desert bighorn sheep
population appears to be stable throughout
most of the unit with a 2010 posthunt
population estimate of 150. Most of the
population appears healthy with a 2011
spring lamb:ewe ratio of 36:100, other than
the Roubideau Canyon herd.
The
Roubideau herd has been declining with
very little documented lamb recruitment
over the last 3 years. Disease and predation
appear to be the primary factors affecting
lamb recruitment and adult survival in the
Roubideau Canyon and throughout the rest
of S-62. Harvest success has been 100%
and license numbers were increased to 3 ram
tags from 2. The majority of the desert
bighorn sheep range was recently designated
a National Conservation Area (NCA) and
the Bureau of Land Management is
developing a Resource Management Plan
(RMP) for the new NCA as well as the area
outside of the NCA within the desert
bighorn sheep range. Management of desert
bighorn sheep and domestic sheep and goat
interactions are expected to be contentious
elements of the new RMP, but will need to
be addressed for the long-term survival of
desert bighorn sheep in the area.

Unit S-63 (Middle Dolores) Desert
Bighorn Sheep Herd
In December 2010, 15 desert bighorn
sheep were trapped from S-64 and
transplanted into S-63 to augment the
adjacent herd. Twelve ewes (≥1.5 yr) and 2
rams (3 and 5 yr) were fitted with satellite

global
positioning
system
(GPS)
radiocollars, while 1 ram lamb was fitted
with a VHF drop-off collar. Within 2
months of release, 4 ewes moved back
upstream along the Dolores to the herd from
which they were caught and 1 GPS collar
dropped off early.
Based on ground
observations, the majority of ewes produced
lambs that were still alive as of late April.
In addition to the augmentation effort, the
Colorado Division of Wildlife submitted a
proposal to the Wildlife Commission, and
received approval, to attempt to harvest any
mountain lion that killed a GPS
radiocollared desert bighorn sheep. The
frequency of satellite locations and the
ability to receive mortality reports from the
collars via satellite on a daily schedule
should provide us the means to identify
mortalities and attempt to harvest the
offending mountain lion within 48 hrs after
predation on bighorn sheep. To date, no
transplanted bighorn sheep have died. The
current population estimate for S-63 is 45
based on the augmentation effort, observed
native bighorn sheep accompanying
radiocollared animals, and a good lamb
crop. One ram was harvested in S-63 in
2010 when the S-64 hunt area was opened
up to include S-63. Recent surveys and
observations lead us to believe that there
may be extensive movement of bighorn
sheep and specifically rams between S-63
and S-64.

Unit S-64 (Upper Dolores River)
Desert Bighorn Sheep Herd
Desert bighorn sheep populations
thrived in S-64 for several years following
their introduction in 1986. This herd has
been inventoried with an April ground count
since 1994, and has had occasional
helicopter inventory. In 1995, 142 sheep
were classified during the May helicopter
survey. In the late 1990s, the population
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was estimated to be about 200 sheep. Only
24 sheep were observed during the 2000
ground survey and 25 during the 2001
helicopter survey (0 lambs with 14 ewes). A
disease outbreak is suspected as the cause
for the decline and low recruitment.
Reproduction was still low through 2003 (0
lambs among 9 ewes).
In 2005, even
though total counts remained low, lamb crop
increased significantly during the helicopter
(83 lambs:100 ewes) and ground (60–80
lambs:100 ewes) surveys.
The past 3 years’ (2009–2011)
spring ground count has produced a mean of
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74 bighorn sheep observed with a ram to
ewe ratio of 37:100 and a young ratio of
52:100. After several years of low lamb:ewe
ratios and a drop in the population, it seems
that the herd has made it through and is
producing healthy numbers again.
Fifteen sheep were translocated from
S-64 to the adjacent S-63 herd to augment
that herd. S-64 was chosen as a source herd
due to increasing population size, high
lamb:ewe ratios and concerns about disease
transmission from other possible source
herds.
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Status of desert bighorn sheep in
New Mexico, 2007–2010
Elise J. Goldstein and Eric M. Rominger
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish,
1 Wildlife Way, Santa Fe, NM 87507, USA
Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 51:72–75

Synopsis
Desert
bighorn
sheep
(Ovis
canadensis) in New Mexico were
downlisted from state endangered to state
threatened status in December 2008. The
statewide population estimate in autumn
2010 was 565 bighorn (range = 535–595).
Mean annual adult bighorn sheep mortality
rates declined from 0.23 during years prior
to mountain lion (Puma concolor) control,
to 0.10 once mountain lion control was
established. A combination of mountain
lion control and translocations has allowed
desert bighorn sheep populations to increase.

Desert Bighorn Sheep Downlisted
to State Threatened
Twenty-eight years after being listed
as a state-endangered species in 1980, desert
bighorn sheep in New Mexico were
downlisted to state-threatened status in
2008. Autumn 2008 population estimates
were 455 statewide, including the Fra
Cristobal–Caballo metapopulation (n = 125),
and the Bootheel metapopulation (n = 210).
This exceeded the Plan for the Recovery of
Desert Bighorn Sheep in New Mexico
(Recovery
Plan)
requirements
for
downlisting which were a minimum
population of 250 statewide with 2
populations or metapopulations of 100
animals or greater.

In 2010, desert bighorn sheep met
the Recovery Plan requirements for delisting
of a minimum population of 500 statewide
(Figure 1), with 3 populations or
metapopulations of 100 animals or greater.
The autumn 2010 population estimates were
565 statewide, including the Fra Cristobal–
Caballo metapopulation (n = 210), the
Bootheel metapopulation (n = 205), and the
San Andres population (n = 107). The
process to delist desert bighorn sheep was
initiated in 2010, and it is anticipated that
the delisting will occur in autumn 2011.

Mountain Lion Control
A preventative mountain lion control
program was initiated in 4 desert bighorn
sheep ranges in 1999, although it was not
effectively implemented until 2001. New
Mexico Department of Game and Fish
(NMDGF) currently conducts mountain lion
control in all 6 desert bighorn sheep
populations.
Data from monitoring
radiocollared bighorn sheep from 1992–
2010 were used to calculate mean annual
mortality rates statewide and for individual
herds using program MARK. The average
annual mortality rate was 0.23 from all
causes and 0.17 from mountain lion
predation, before mountain lion control was
established. These rates dropped to 0.10 and
0.5, respectively, once mountain lion control
was established. During the preventative
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mountain lion control program, an average
of 2.8 mountain lions was removed from
each of 6 mountain ranges annually.
Mountain lions are a game animal in New
Mexico, and the area where preventative
mountain lion control occurs comprises <1%
of the statewide mountain lion habitat.
Two documents assessing the
efficacy of the mountain lion control
management action were produced. These
are The Evaluation of an 8-year Mountain
Lion Removal Management Action on
Endangered
Desert
Bighorn
Sheep
Recovery, and the Fra Cristobal Mountains:
Evaluation of an 8-year Mountain Lion
Removal
Management
Action
on
Endangered
Desert
Bighorn
Sheep
Recovery. History of the bighorn sheep
program, economics of mountain lion
control, fates of radiocollared bighorn sheep,
number of mountain lions killed, total
mortality rates, and cause-specific mortality
rates from mountain lion predation were
explored in these publications.
The
Management Strategy for Cougar Control to
Protect Desert Bighorn Sheep describing the
level of mountain lion removal that will
occur at varying desert bighorn sheep
population sizes was also produced. All of
these documents are available at:
http://www.wildlife.state.nm.us/conservatio
n/bighorn/documents/lions.htm.

augment the Caballos herd. A mountain lion
snareman and a ½ time bighorn sheep
monitor work in the mountain range.
The Fra Cristobal’s population has
been steadily increasing since 2006, which
coincides with the implementation of a more
aggressive mountain lion removal program.
There continues to be a full time bighorn
sheep and mountain lion monitor in the Fra
Cristobals. The Turner Endangered Species
Fund and New Mexico Ranch Properties,
Inc. remain important partners in this herd’s
recovery.

Fra Cristobal–Caballo Mountains
Metapopulation

San Andres Mountains

There are about 205–220 bighorn
sheep in the Fra Cristobal–Caballo
Mountains metapopulation. The Caballo
herd (n = 55–60) is assumed to have selfstarted from the Fra Cristobals in about
2002. Six radiocollars were deployed in
2006 and 2007, and a ram radiocollared in
the Caballo Mountains was documented
moving to the Fra Cristobals and back again.
In 2009, 18 bighorn were transplanted to

Bootheel Metapopulation
The 2 populations in the Bootheel
remain stable at 200–215 total bighorn
sheep. Low lamb recruitment and moderate
mountain lion predation are believed to be
the primary factors limiting population
growth. High temperatures, in combination
with mortalities occurring in remote
locations, have resulted in minimal success
in capturing offending mountain lions.
Fifteen
additional radiocollars
were
deployed in 2007 in the Peloncillos to
continue our ability to monitor the herd. A
houndsman works in each of the Hatchet
and Peloncillo mountains and a full time
bighorn sheep monitor divides time between
the 2 populations.

This population remained stable at
80–90 animals since the autumn 2006 dieoff, which resulted in an about a 20%
decline, and has slowly increased for the
past 2 years. Cause of death for 2 ewes
during the die-off was determined to be
bacterial pneumonia. It is unknown if it was
the causative agent in the other mortalities.
A full time monitor was employed by
NMDGF until February 2009 when
NMDGF access to the majority of the
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habitat was prohibited by the US Fish and
Wildlife Service and monitoring activities
were curtailed.
Regular monitoring
activities were allowed to resume 9 months
later in November 2009. A mountain lion
snareman is available to work in the
mountain range.

Red Rock Captive Facility
Twenty-eight bighorn sheep were
transplanted out of Red Rock in 2009.
Thirteen ewes and 5 rams augmented the
Caballos population, and 5 rams augmented
each of the Peloncillo and Ladron
populations.
A half-time contractor
maintains the fence, supplies supplemental
feed and water, and removes mountain lions
from inside and a buffer zone around the
outside of the facility.
Visitors to Red Rock.—In 2007, 3
rams apparently escaped from the facility
and remained close to the perimeter fence.
At the time they were observed, it was
unknown if they came from Red Rock, from
a wild desert bighorn sheep population, or a
nearby Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep
population. One of the rams was captured,
fitted with a radiocollar, and had blood
drawn for genetic testing. After genetic
confirmation that he was a desert bighorn
sheep, these rams were allowed to return to
the facility.

During the 2009 capture, one of the
rams was noticeably taller and more
aggressive than the others.
He was
transplanted to the Ladrones. Blood was
drawn from all bighorn sheep to evaluate
genetic diversity, and the results from the
tall ram indicated that he was from a
different population. Presumably, he is one
of the 3 rams let into the pens in 2007, and
may be from the population in Arizona's
Peloncillos as that is the closest desert
bighorn sheep herd that has an origin that
differs from Red Rock.

Hunting
In 2007, the new Pope and Young
world record desert bighorn sheep was
harvested in the Peloncillo Mountains,
scoring 178 6/8 Boone and Crockett points.
Each year, 1 auction tag is sold at the Wild
Sheep Foundation convention to hunt either
Rocky Mountain or desert bighorn sheep,
and 1 permit is drawn in a raffle conducted
by the New Mexico Chapter of the Wild
Sheep Foundation. From 2007–2010, there
was 1 public hunter and either the auction or
the raffle hunter chose to hunt desert
bighorn sheep in the Pelconcillos (Table 1),
and they enjoyed a 100% hunt success rate.
In 2007, the auction tag sold for $105,000.
The man who purchased it then donated it
back to NMDGF, and WSF was able to sell
it a second time for an additional $105,000.

Table 1. Auction bighorn sheep tag prices, and the scores of desert bighorn rams taken by the auction, raffle,
and public hunters from 2007–2010 in the Peloncillo Mountains, New Mexico.

Auction Tag Price
Auction Score
Raffle Score
Public Score

2007
$210,000
N/A
178 6/8
158 6/8

2008
$90,000
164 1/8
N/A
153 2/8

2009
$90,000
N/A
169 6/9
172 0/8
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2010
$107,500
N/A
170 4/8
181 2/8
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Figure 1. Population estimate of desert bighorn sheep in New Mexico, 1980–2010.
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Status of desert bighorn sheep in
Texas, 2009–2010
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Texas Parks and Wildlife Department,
109 S. Cockrell, Alpine, Texas 79830, USA
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Populations
Extirpated by the early 1960s, desert
bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) in Texas
have been successfully restored to the late
1800 population levels and continue to
expand.
All desert bighorn sheep
populations in Texas occur in the TransPecos region of the state with the following
areas supporting herds: Baylor, Beach,
Eagle, Sierra Diablo, Sierra Vieja, and Van
Horn Mountains, as well as the Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department’s (TPWD) Big
Bend Ranch State Park (SP), Black Gap
Wildlife Management Area (WMA), and
Elephant Mountain WMA.
Smaller
populations have been observed within the
travel corridor between Black Gap and
Elephant Mountain, various mountains
along the lower canyons of the Rio Grande
River, and Big Bend National Park, with
limited recruitment occurring in these areas.
Estimates of desert bighorn sheep
populations in Texas remained relatively
stable during the last 2 years. Helicopter
surveys conducted in 2009 produced 1,144
classifications during 74.3 hours of flight
time (15.4 sheep/hour). Survey results
yielded ratios of 63 rams:100 ewes:30
lambs. Survey efforts in 2010 produced a
1,115 classifications during 79.7 hours of

flight time (14.0 sheep/hour) with survey
results yielding ratios of 64 rams:100
ewes:32 lambs.

Translocations
In December 2010, the largest instate transplant in the history of the desert
bighorn sheep restoration program was
conducted. Forty-six bighorns consisting of
12 rams and 34 ewes were captured by netgun from Elephant Mountain WMA and
released at Big Bend Ranch SP. This is a
milestone for Texas that has been in the
planning for a number of years. Achieving
success in managing this resource will
require cooperative efforts on both sides of
the river. No mortalities occurred during the
operation or since the release. Supplemental
transplants from the Baylor, Beach, and
Sierra Diablo metapopulation to Big Bend
Ranch SP and Black Gap WMA are planned
for next year.

Research
A study concerning movements,
habitat use, and survival of the reintroduced
population at Big Bend Ranch State Park is
currently being conducted by the
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Borderlands Research Institute of Sul Ross
State University.

Habitat Improvements
Habitat improvement projects in
Texas are accomplished through the
cooperative efforts of the Texas Bighorn
Society (TBS), private landowners, and
TPWD.
In March 2009, 2 water
developments were constructed and another
refurbished on the Lado Ranch located in
the Van Horn Mountains. In 2010, 2 water
developments were constructed and 3 slickrock guzzlers were refurbished on private
land in the Beach Mountains.

Harvest
Bighorn sheep restoration and
management in Texas continues to be
funded by hunters through the Federal Aid
in Wildlife Restoration Program, Wild
Sheep Foundation (WSF) auction permits,
the Texas Grand Slam Hunt Program, the
Texas Bighorn Society, and other Texas
nongovernmental organizations.
One
hundred thirty desert bighorn sheep hunting
permits have been issued since the Texas
Legislature reinstated hunting in 1988.
These include: 85 private landowner
permits, 28 public hunting permits, 10 WSF
permits, 3 TBS permits, and 1 permit each to
Big Bend National Park, Dallas Safari Club,
Operation Game Thief, and Texas Parks and
Wildlife Foundation (Table 1, Figure 1).
Since 1989, $830,500 has been generated
from 10 WSF permits. Overall success for
desert bighorn sheep hunting in Texas is
94%. Fifty-three percent of the rams
harvested in Texas have made minimum
score to enter the Boone and Crockett record
book, and the current state record stands at
184 Boone and Crockett points.
A record 16 hunting permits were
issued for both the 2009 and 2010 hunting
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seasons. Permits issued for the 2009–2010
hunting season included: 12 to private
landowners (7 Sierra Diablo Mountains, 2
Baylor Mountain, 2 Beach Mountain, and 1
adjacent to Black Gap WMA), 1 Texas
Grand Slam Permit (Elephant Mountain
WMA), 1 public hunting permit (Sierra
Diablo WMA), 1 permit to the TBS
(Elephant Mountain WMA), and 1 to Big
Bend National Park that was not used.
Permits for the 2010–2011 season included:
12 to private landowners (8 Sierra Diablo
Mountains and 1 each to Baylor Mountain,
Beach Mountain, Sierra Vieja Mountains,
and adjacent to Black Gap WMA), 2 public
hunters (Black Gap WMA and Sierra Diablo
WMA), 1 WSF (Elephant Mountain WMA)
and 1 Texas Grand Slam Permit (Elephant
Mountain WMA).

Problems–Opportunities
Desert bighorn sheep populations in
Texas continue to expand in numbers and
distribution. Monitoring these populations
will require expanded survey efforts which
will continue to be a challenge as a result of
manpower and budget shortfalls.
The recent establishment of bighorn
sheep at Big Bend Ranch SP is a significant
achievement for the bighorn sheep program
in Texas. Maintaining a viable population
will require overcoming many obstacles on
both sides of the river including human
disturbances, predator issues, free-ranging
exotics, and pressure from diverse user
groups within the park.
Aoudad sheep (Ammotragus lervia)
continue to be observed in bighorn sheep
habitat in Texas and in potential desert
bighorn sheep range, especially in the
southern mountain ranges. Competition for
forage, dominance over bighorn sheep at
water locations, interruption of social
behavior, and disease risks are among the
concerns. TPWD has the authority, with
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landowner consent, to eliminate aoudads by
lethal means for controlling encroachment in
desert bighorn sheep habitat. About 2,000
aoudads were removed from bighorn sheep
habitat during the reporting period.
The
El
Carmen–Big
Bend
Conservation Corridor Initiative represents
our greatest opportunity for landscape level
restoration and management of desert
bighorn sheep. This international mission
involves the conservation of a large, diverse,
contiguous tract of land—a transboundary
megacorridor. The multi-partner project
includes Cemex, TPWD, National Park
Service, private landowners, Mexican
conservation agencies, and TBS. While
protecting a diversity of flora and fauna,
desert bighorn sheep will benefit greatly by
the establishment of free-ranging bighorn
sheep population in the Maderas del Carmen
Protection Area (233,636 ha) that is
immediately south and southeast of Black
Gap and Big Bend National Park,
respectively. As a result of growing bighorn
sheep populations at Black Gap WMA and
recent expansion into Big Bend National
Park and nearby private ranches, this area
has tremendous potential for supporting a
stable desert bighorn metapopulation.
Success will depend on our ability to
address many obstacles and to work
cooperatively.

Mountain lion (Puma concolor)
predation continues to be 1 of the limiting
factors for desert bighorn sheep populations
in Texas. Predator control efforts must be
continued in restoration areas to minimize
losses to desert bighorn sheep brood stock.
Construction
of
wind-power
generators within desert bighorn sheep
habitat continues to be a threat. A "wind
farm" has been constructed in the Delaware
Mountains, a potential movement corridor
movement from the Sierra Diablos to the
Guadalupe
Mountains
(currently
uninhabited by bighorn sheep). The noise
and motion produced by the structures, and
increased human disturbances resulting from
road construction and other maintenance
activities, are among the factors which may
detrimentally influence the likelihood for
bighorn sheep use.
Efforts to inform
landowners about potential conflicts of
wind-power development within critical
bighorn sheep habitat must continue.
Partners such as the TBS are critical
to continued success of the Texas bighorn
sheep restoration program. However, the
private landowner remains the single most
important factor in restoring and
maintaining viable bighorn sheep
populations in Texas. Efforts to educate
landowners regarding proper management of
desert bighorn sheep must continue to be
expanded.

Table 1. Summary of desert bighorn sheep numbers and locations in Texas, 2009 and 2010

Location
Black Gap WMA
Eagle Mts
Elephant Mt WMA
Metapopulation
Baylor Mt.
Beach Mt.
Sierra Diablo Mts
Van Horn Mts
Totals

Rams
2009 2010
33
46
1
5
66
47

Ewes
2009 2010
46
54
0
7
70
90

Lambs
2009 2010
16
17
0
0
23
30

Totals
2009 2010
95
117
1
12
159
167

54
67
148
8
377

75
125
253
20
569

19
25
86
9
178

148
217
487
37
1,144

35
58
155
18
364

78
66
242
32
569
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Figure 1. Bighorn sheep numbers observed annually during August–September helicopter surveys and
number of hunting permits issued annually since 1990.
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Status report on desert bighorn sheep in
various states in Mexico
Raymond Lee1 and Juan Manuel Segundo Galan2
1

2

Ray Lee LLC, P. O. Box 1448, Cody, WY, 82414, USA

Union Ganadera Regional de Sonora-Ganadera Diversificada, Blvd. de los Ganaderos s/n, Colo.
Parque Industrial, Hermosillo, SON, C. P. 83290, MX

Abstract

Free-ranging desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) occur in Arizona, California,
Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas, and Utah. They also occur in Mexico in the
states of Baja California, Baja California Sur, Chihuahua, Coahuila, and Sonora.
The wildlife management agencies in the United States have worked diligently to
increase their populations of desert bighorn sheep - and have been hugely successful.
Indeed, even in the face of large increases in human populations, desert bighorn
sheep populations are at comparatively high levels. The
wildlife
management
programs to augment desert bighorn sheep populations in Mexico mirror those in the
United States. Considering just the western states of Baja California, Baja California
Sur, and Sonora, enhancement efforts yielded considerable success. Recent surveys
have led to a better understanding of the number and distribution of desert bighorn
sheep in northwestern Mexico.
Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 51:80–84

Rather than review the rich history of
bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) and bighorn
sheep management in Mexico (previously
discussed by Lee 2009), this paper will
address the most current status of bighorn
sheep in Baja California, Baja California Sur,
and Sonora.

Baja California
There is considerable interest in the
bighorn sheep of Baja California. Of the top
25 desert bighorn sheep trophies of all time,
13 came from Baja California, despite the fact
that Baja California was closed to hunting for
the last 20 years! And of course, the 205-1/8
Boone and Crockett points "Scrivens" ram
remains, by a considerable margin, the

World’s Record for desert bighorn sheep
(Boone and Crockett 2005).
The
most
recent
standardized
helicopter survey of Baja California was
conducted in December 2010 (Lee et al.
2011). The primary purpose of this survey
was to provide a comparison with those
surveys conducted in 1992 (De Forge et al.
1993), 1995 (Lee and Mellink 1996), and
1999 (Alaniz-Garcia and Lee 2001), with a
more recent survey.
This survey was
conducted to determine changes in
distribution, demographics, and relative
abundance of bighorn sheep in the northern
portion of Baja California. The secondary
purpose was to obtain better information
regarding the distribution and relative
abundance of bighorn sheep throughout the
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peninsula.
The southern third of Baja
California is quite difficult to survey due to
the distances and logistics (long ferry flights
and lack of fuel) involved; this has limited
previous
helicopter
surveys
of
the
southernmost mountain ranges in the state.
From 6–13 December 2010, a
standardized helicopter survey was conducted
in some of the mountainous areas of Baja
California. To ensure consistency and to
allow comparisons with other helicopter
survey efforts in Mexico, the survey
methodology was the same as that described
for these previous surveys (Lee and LopezSaavedra 1993). During the 2010 survey, 13
mountain ranges were flown, 91 groups of
bighorn sheep were seen in 30.5 hours of
helicopter survey time, resulting in an
observation rate of 12.5 animals/hour. During
this survey 86 rams, 170 ewes, 91 lambs, and
34 yearlings were observed for a total of 381
bighorn sheep classified, with resulting ratios
of 51 rams:100 ewes:54 lambs:20 yearlings.
The mean group size was 4.2 animals/group;
with a group size range from 1 to 21 animals.
Due to differences in terrain, it is
difficult to make comparisons regarding the
specific number of animals in a given area.
Therefore, evaluating the number of animals
per unit of survey effort provides a more
comparable method for evaluating bighorn
sheep densities. Reviewing the current survey
results shows that there is nothing to indicate
that the bighorn sheep population in Baja
California has decreased since the 1992
survey. Indeed, there is evidence to suggest
that in some areas the bighorn sheep
population has actually increased since 1992.
For example, the observation rates show an
increase between 1992 (8.9 sheep/hour) and
2010 (12.5 sheep/hour).
Baja California is a relatively large
area with substantial variation in local
climates.
This leads to considerable
differences in the plants and animals which
inhabit the mountains from the north to the
south.
Lee et al. (2011) describes the
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elevational, geographic, and vegetative
differences through the peninsula. These
differences have led to 3 relatively distinct
areas.
Considering these 3 areas as
supporting
different
meta-populations
(Martinez and Eaton 2008) allows for some
valuable comparisons between surveys to be
made, which will help to determine the
trajectory of Baja California’s bighorn sheep
population.
The northern area comprises 6 major
mountain ranges. While there has been a
decline in the bighorn sheep populations in
Sierra San Felipe and Sierra San Pedro
Martir, there has also been an increase in
bighorn sheep observed in both Sierra Cucapa
and in Sierra Juarez. The fact that there was
relatively little change in the number of
animals observed per hour (8.5 versus 10.0),
supports the idea of a metapopulation in that
bighorn sheep use these various ranges as
their territory, moving between mountain
ranges, and that the total population in this
area has not changed much between the
surveys.
The central area is between Sierra
Santa Isabel and Sierra La Asamblea. In
2010, only 7 bighorn sheep were observed in
4.4 hours of survey in this area. While this
area consists of many square kilometers of
apparent bighorn sheep habitat, it does not
appear to support very many bighorn sheep.
The southern area supported the
highest densities and numbers of bighorn
sheep in Baja California. Observation rates
averaged 35 bighorn sheep per survey hour in
the 4 mountain ranges surveyed.
The results of this survey provide a
better understanding of the distribution and
the dynamics of bighorn sheep in Baja
California. Using the data available, the
present estimated population of bighorn sheep
in Baja California is about 2,500 adult
animals. This is essentially the same number
as was obtained following the 1992 survey,
when the results are extrapolated into the
habitat that had not been surveyed. This
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indicates that the bighorn sheep population in
Baja California, while fluid in movement, is
essentially unchanged in number over the past
2 decades.
Throughout the world, sustainable use
has been found to be the basis for wildlife
conservation. Some believe that in Baja
California, as has occurred in many areas, the
initiation of a wildlife conservation program,
incorporating sport harvest, would lead to
better management of bighorn sheep, a greater
appreciation of bighorn sheep and other
wildlife by the local inhabitants, and the
opportunity to fund wildlife conservation
projects and programs for social development
in local communities.
The long term welfare of wildlife is
inevitably in the hands of the local people.
When they perceive a value to themselves,
they will conserve wildlife. Therefore, the
“ejiditarios” will play a crucial role in any
bighorn sheep management activities in Baja
California.
The First Workshop of Experts on the
Conservation and Sustainable Management of
the Bighorn Sheep in Baja California was
held in Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico,
16–18 February 2011. This workshop was
organized by the State Department for the
Protection of the Environment and
Cremnobates Consultants.
Collaborators
included the National Commission on the
Protection of Natural Areas, the General
Director of Mexico’s Wildlife, and the
Autonomous University of Baja California.
Included
in
the
Workshop
were
representatives from both State and Federal
governments, academia, as well as
landowners and interested conservationists.
After the objectives of the workshop
had been discussed, there were a number of
presentations about the general biology of
bighorn sheep and the quantity and quality of
available habitat. A report was then given on
the results of the various bighorn sheep
surveys that had been conducted in Baja
California; particularly the most recent

conducted in December 2010. A presentation
was given regarding the potential market for
desert bighorn sheep.
The outcome of the meeting was a
guideline to involve all of the interested
groups in the development of a plan for the
sustainable management of bighorn sheep in
Baja California. This plan will likely make
provisions for the opening of a bighorn sheep
hunting season in 2012. While the bighorn
sheep population in Baja California can
certainly support a hunting harvest; the where,
when, how many, and who benefits from the
revenue must still be determined.

Baja California Sur
The 25,600 km2 "El Vizcaino"
Biosphere Reserve straddles the Baja
Peninsula. The Biosphere was first surveyed
by helicopter in 1996 and a large number of
animals were observed (Lee 1998). Through
great efforts, the federal government
authorized 4 permits for the Biosphere that
year.
The age and scores of the rams
harvested have increased through time (with 3
rams green scoring over 180 points) showing the conservative nature of the
harvest strategy - and also resulting in
increased value for the permits. Permits have
since increased, along with the bighorn sheep
population, to 6 annually.
The revenue from these permits is
placed into a bank trust.
A technical
committee reviews proposals for either
wildlife conservation projects or for social
development projects in the local community,
and allocates the funds.
In 1995 and 1996, 30 bighorn sheep
were captured in Baja California Sur and
relocated to Carmen Island. This 150 km2
island, located a few km east of Loreto, is
privately owned and managed by the Mexican
Foundation OVIS.
The bighorn sheep
population grew quickly, recent ground
surveys estimated over 300 animals, so that
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beginning in 2005 special hunting permits for
Carmen Island have been auctioned. In
addition, in 2005, 10 bighorn sheep from the
island were captured and returned to the
peninsula. Carmen Island was authorized to
issue 17 permits for 2009–2010.
Hunt
success for the past 4 years is 98%. Some of
these are used as "management" permits,
where lower scoring rams are removed from
the population.
There are other opportunities to hunt
bighorn sheep in Baja California Sur. Baja
California Sur reopened in 1998–1999 with 5
permits in 3 specific management units for the
conservation of wildlife, or UMAs (the
Spanish acronym).
The following year
permits jumped to 15 permits in 6 UMAs. In
2009–2010 there were 34 permits issued for 8
UMAs. Hunt success for the past 4 years
averaged 91%.

Sonora
Bighorn sheep management history in
Sonora has been previously reviewed by Lee
(2003). Sonora is currently on a 3-year
survey schedule. In 2006, 1,114 animals were
classified (18.8/hour) in 59.1 survey hours,
for a population estimate of 2,475 animals.
The male:female:young:yearling ratios were
67:100:33:22. In 2009, 972 animals were
classified (17.2/hour) in 56.4 survey hours,
for a population estimate of 2,160 animals.
The ratios were 68:100:26:18.
When Sonora reopened for bighorn
sheep hunting in 1995–1996 there were 8
permits for 7 UMAs. This number steadily
increased to 62 permits for 35 UMAs in
2000–2001. Permits have fluctuated since
then to the 40 authorized permits for 2008–
2009. Sonora has a history of enclosure
facilities. These have occurred at the Centro
Ecologico de Sonora, the CEMEX facility,
and now at a number of private landowners.
Fifty-nine permits were authorized for 17
enclosures for 2008–2009.
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A huge ecotourism program (Tourist
Megaproject Sea of Cortez) is being
developed, initially in Puerto Penasco. It is
yet unknown what influence this program will
have on the bighorn sheep in this area.
Tiburon
Island
is
surveyed
independently from the mainland. The island,
Mexico’s largest, is approximately 1,150 km2,
with mountains reaching nearly 1,250 m. In
1975, bighorn sheep were caught on the
mainland and 19 were released on the Island.
In 2006, 366 animals were classified
(101.2/hour) in 3.6 survey hours, for a
population estimate of 800 animals. The
male:female:young:yearling
ratios
were
63:100:31:20. In 2009, 265 animals were
classified (58.8/hour) in 4.5 survey hours, for
a population estimate of 600 animals. The
ratios were 66:100:45:15.
The Tiburon Island population
supported translocations in 2007 and 2008. In
2007, 129 animals (46 males and 83 females)
were removed. In 2008, 143 animals (70
males and 73 females) were removed. The
majority of the animals went to Chihuahua.
Coahuila, and Nuevo Leon; others went to
fenced facilities in Sonora, including the
PATROCIPES facility near Hermosillo.
In addition, there were 9 permits
authorized for Tiburon Island in 2008/2009.
Nearly 20 rams have been harvested on the
island that have green scored greater than 180
points. Since 1996, fundraising permits have
been auctioned and raffled for Tiburon Island
and PATROCIPES, Sonora; for the "El
Vizcaino" Biosphere Reserve and Carmen
Island, Baja California Sur; for the CEMEX
program in Coahuila, and for the recovery
program in Chihuahua. These permits have
generated over $8,000,000 USD. The local
communities derive jobs and a source of selfrespect from these programs. Bighorn sheep
are now the principal source of income in
some communities.
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GENETIC VARIATION IN CAPTIVE BIGHORN SHEEP IN COAHUILA
Carolina Durán Alvarez, Instituto de Ecología, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
Jaime Gasca Pineda, Instituto de Ecología, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
Alejandro Espinoza T., CEMEX-Vice-presidency of Energy and Sustainability, Independencia 901 Ote. Colonia
Cementos, C.P. 64520, Monterrey, NL, MX
The bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis mexicana) populations in México have declined due to factors such as illegal
hunting, the introduction of livestock, and the loss and fragmentation of their habitat. Hunting of bighorn sheep has been
recognized as an important activity in the country, and it is protected by NOM-059 and CITES 2010 (Appendix II) as a
priority species for conservation. In México there have been breeding programs to increase bighorn sheep populations.
However, some reports have shown that such populations have been founded with a small number of individuals, which
could influence genetic variation and potential viability. The purpose of this study is to analyze the genetic variation of
a captive population of bighorn sheep in Coahuila. The particular characteristics of these populations are indicative of
source captive populations from Hermosillo, Sonora. For these comparisons, we used 10 nuclear microsatellite loci and
sequences of the mitochondrial control region. We compare these results with other captive and wild populations
previously analyzed. As expected, we found higher genetic variation in the captive population we studied when
compared to other captive populations and with variation similar to the wild population previously analyzed.

QUANTIFYING STEROID HORMONES IN BIGHORN FECES, OVIS CANADENSIS (MAMMALIA:
ARTYODACTILA), ON THE SAN FELIPE SIERRA, BAJA CALIFORNIA, MÉXICO.
Jonathan G. Escobar-Flores, Universidad Autónoma de Baja California, Facultad de Ciencias. Carretera Federal
Tijuana-ensenada Km. 103 C.P. 22830, Ensenada, Baja California, MX
Arturo Salame-Méndez, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, Unidad Iztapalapa. Av. San Rafael Atlixco N° 186,
Col. Vicentina C.P. 09340, Iztapalapa, México D.F
Aldo Guevar-Carrizales, Universidad Autónoma de Baja California, Facultad de Ciencias. Carretera Federal Tijuanaensenada Km. 103 C.P. 22830, Ensenada, Baja California, MX
Roberto Martínez-Gallardo, Universidad Autónoma de Baja California, Facultad de Ciencias. Carretera Federal
Tijuana-ensenada Km. 103 C.P. 22830, Ensenada, Baja California, MX
The sexual steroid hormones (SSH) quantification can determine sex and reproductive physiology from feces in a
systematized way without the need to manipulate or stress the animals. The objectives for our study were: 1) determine
the sex in fecal samples from bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis mexicana) based on the SSH concentrations; 2) analyze
the temporal relationship with the hormone profiles in males and females; and 3) examine the relationship between
feces size and SSH concentration. We quantified androgens (testosterone, T), progestagens (Progesterone, P4), and
estrogens (Stradiol, E2) using an enzyme immune assay (EIA). The SSH differential analysis results indicates that 96 of
the samples came from males, 65 from females, and 35 from animals whose sex could not be determined. The P4
concentration on females was significantly different (P < 0.05) among seasons, with the highest concentration (280
ng/gr) in spring. E2 and T did not differ. P4 and E2 concentrations in females possibly increase gradually as long as the
environmental conditions get more favorable from winter to spring; there is a coincidental rise of T in males. Our
results are in concordance with the initiation of reproductive activity. We also observed lower concentrations during the
dry season (summer to fall), which is probably indicative of a latent state in bighorn sheep from a reproductive
perspective.
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EVALUATION OF ROCKY MOUNTAIN BIGHORN SHEEP MOVEMENTS ALONG US 191 NEAR
MORENCI, ARIZONA
Jeff Gagnon, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Research Branch, 5000 West Carefree Highway, Phoenix AZ
85086, USA
Scott Sprague, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Research Branch, 5000 West Carefree Highway, Phoenix AZ
85086, USA
Sue Boe, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Research Branch, 5000 West Carefree Highway, Phoenix, AZ 85086,
USA
Rick Langley, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Region I, 2878 E. White Mountain Boulevard, Pinetop AZ 85935,
USA
Ray Schweinsburg, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Research Branch, 5000 West Carefree Highway, Phoenix AZ
85086, USA
In a given year, as high as 10% of the estimated local Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis candensis)
population in the Morenci, Arizona area is lost to vehicle-related mortality. A majority of these collisions occur within
the boundary of the Freeport-McMoRan copper mine where bighorn sheep move across artificial steep rocky areas
unique to this area. Collisions with sheep also pose a hazard to motorists travelling U.S. Highway 191. Understanding
the movements of this herd in relation to U.S. 191 can help define options to reduce these collisions. Further, studying
movements throughout the mine area, including those between the mine and nearby Eagle Creek, allow us to better
understand why the mine is used heavily by these normally high-country animals in southeast Arizona. We captured and
radiocollared 13 (7 M and 6 F) bighorn sheep in the mine area along U.S. 191 in spring 2009. The radiocollars
collected 8 locations/day for about 2 years and have provided about 50,000 GPS locations. To supplement this
information, we also evaluated sheep-vehicle collision data from 2001 to present collected by local wildlife managers,
including those previously evaluated by Wakeling et al. (2007; DBC Transactions 49:18–22). We provide results from
the GPS movement radiocollars and recent sheep-vehicle collision data as well as recommendations to help reduce
collisions while maintaining habitat connectivity.

LOCATING AND EVALUATING DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP OVERPASSES ALONG U.S. HIGHWAY 93
IN ARIZONA
Jeff Gagnon, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Research Branch, 5000 W. Carefree Highway, Phoenix, AZ 85086,
USA
Scott Sprague, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Research Branch, 5000 W. Carefree Highway, Phoenix, AZ
85086, USA
Chad Loberger, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Research Branch, 5000 W. Carefree Highway, Phoenix, AZ
85086, USA
Rob Nelson, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Research Branch, 5000 W. Carefree Highway, Phoenix, AZ 85086,
USA
Sue Boe, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Research Branch, 5000 W. Carefree Highway, Phoenix, AZ 85086, USA
Ray Schweinsburg, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Research Branch, 5000 W. Carefree Highway, Phoenix, AZ
85086, USA
The Black Mountain desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelson) herd is the largest extant herd remaining in the
world. The realigning and widening of U.S. 93 through their habitat and the predicted increases in traffic volumes
could prevent sheep from accessing resources (e.g., food, water, mates, and lambing grounds) and restrict genetic
interchange, threatening the herd’s ultimate existence. Further, the incidence of collisions with sheep by motorists
would increase, risking injury to both motorists and sheep. This potential fragmentation of the habitat and increase in
collisions would both decrease genetic exchange and increase sheep mortality rates. Following the terrorist attacks on
September 11, 2001, commercial truck traffic through the Hoover Dam area was eliminated for safety reasons and the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) began the Hoover Dam Bypass Project. To mitigate the effects of the project
on wildlife, the Arizona Department of Transportation’s Transportation Research Center (ADOT-ATRC) worked with
the Arizona Game and Fish Department (AGFD) to identify locations for sheep crossing structures and placement of
fences to funnel sheep to the crossing structures and keep them off the roadway. In 2004 and 2005, AGFD began
evaluating future crossing structure locations by placing 36 GPS collars on sheep along U.S. 93. This data was used to
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assess where sheep approached or crossed the highway and served as a pre-construction highway permeability measure.
We found that sheep approached and/or crossed the highway at 5 main ridge-highway intersections. Funding was
sufficient for crossing structures to be constructed at the 3 locations with heaviest use. To mitigate the new highway’s
effect on sheep, AGFD suggested fencing heights and lengths to funnel sheep to the overpasses. In conjunction with
double cattle guards on intersecting roads, the fence would block them from entering the highway corridor and escape
ramps would allow sheep to escape if they were caught on the highway side of the fence. AGFD placed additional GPS
collars on sheep to evaluate construction effects (2008–2010) on movements and post-construction use of the
overpasses: 37 during construction and 35 for post-construction overpass monitoring with funding provided by ADOTATRC and the Arizona Desert Bighorn Sheep Society. In addition, AGFD implemented 4-camera video surveillance
systems to assess sheep movement and behavior associated with the overpasses and to document other species’ use of
these overpasses. AGFD will also monitor selected bridges and culverts to assess their ability to allow sheep to safely
cross the highway. We provide methods for locating the overpasses as well as preliminary results from the video
camera surveillance systems.

THE HEBER-RENO DOMESTIC SHEEP DRIVEWAY AND MANAGEMENT OF BIGHORN SHEEP IN
ARIZONA
Jon Hanna, Arizona Game and Fish Department, 7200 East University Avenue, Mesa, AZ 85207, USA
In 1898, Woodrow Wilson created a proclamation allowing for domestic sheep driveways in specifically designated
areas, but the proclamation did not give any rights on U. S. Forest Service lands. The actual record of the Heber-Reno
Domestic Sheep Driveway establishment in Arizona has not been located but the Tonto and Apache-Sitgreaves National
Forests have references to the Forester's marking of the boundaries of the Driveway in 1908. At about the same time an
executive order designated other driveways on State Trust Lands and Bureau of Land Management lands. In 1982, the
Arizona Game and Fish Department released desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis mexicana) in an area that was at
that time thought to be far enough east of the driveway to prevent the mixing of domestic sheep and wild sheep. As the
bighorn sheep herd expanded to the west they occupied the habitat that is adjacent to the driveway. There are currently 2
desert bighorn sheep herds that are now adjacent to this driveway. This paper is an overview of the status of those
desert bighorn sheep herds and the current decision notice by the Tonto and Apache-Sitgreaves Forest Supervisor’s of a
Finding of No Significant Impact for the Heber-Reno Sheep Driveway project.
THE REALITIES OF ESTABLISHING A DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP POPULATION IN ARIZONA’S
MINERAL MOUNTAINS
Jon Hanna, Arizona Game and Fish Department, 7200 East University Avenue, Mesa, AZ 85207, USA
The Mineral Mountains were identified as a priority area to establish a population of desert bighorn sheep (Ovis
canadensis mexicana). In 2000, a statewide bighorn sheep habitat analysis rated the Mineral Mountain range as the
highest unoccupied bighorn sheep habitat in Arizona. In 2003, 8 rams and 22 ewes were released in the Mineral
Mountains and VHF radiocollars were attached to 11 of these sheep. This paper is an overview of biological and
administrative realities of trying to establish this bighorn sheep population since that initial release.

AN UPDATE ON MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES AND DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP RESPONSES ON THE
KOFA NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, ARIZONA
Bob Henry, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Region 4, 9140 East 28 Street, Yuma, AZ 85365, USA
Lindsay A. Smythe, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service – Kofa National Wildlife Refuge, 9300 East 28 Street, Yuma, AZ
85365, USA
A 50% decline in bighorn sheep numbers on the Kofa National Wildlife Refuge (KNWR) from 2000 to 2006 led to the
development of a management plan to address possible causes of the decline and to assist recovery of the population.
KNWR has historically been 1 of the most important sources of bighorn sheep for translocation to areas across the
southwest. In the 4 years since approval of that plan, Arizona Game and Fish Department and KNWR personnel have
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placed radiocollars on bighorn sheep and mountain lions, removed "offending" lions, investigated the possible role of
disease, and improved supplies of drinking water. To date, bighorn sheep numbers have not increased, but neither have
they declined further. A lawsuit was brought against KNWR protesting the placement of drinkers in wilderness and a
recent appeals court decision may affect future water management.

LANDSCAPE MODELS OF WATER RESOURCE AVAILABILITY FOR AND HABITAT USE BY DESERT
BIGHORN SHEEP (OVIS CANADENSIS MEXICANA) IN SOUTHWESTERN ARIZONA
Cerissa Hoglander, Northern Arizona University, Environmental Programs, P.O. Box 5694, Physical Sciences
Building 19, Room 119, Flagstaff, AZ 86001, USA
Brett G. Dickson, Northern Arizona University, Environmental Programs, P.O. Box 5694, Physical Sciences Building
19, Room 119, Flagstaff, AZ 86001, USA
Steven S. Rosenstock, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Research Branch, 5000 West Carefree Highway, Phoenix,
AZ 85086, USA
The desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis mexicana) is 1 of the few ungulate species native to North America that is
capable of surviving in harsh desert mountain environments. However, the increased drought cycles and warmer
temperatures anticipated with ongoing climate change could adversely affect the species’ use of and range of suitable
habitat and, consequently, its survival. In this context, an improved understanding of existing habitat and resource needs
of desert bighorn sheep subpopulations could help to guide future conservation and management of the species. The
desert bighorn sheep herds on the Kofa National Wildlife Refuge (KNWR) and the U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground
(YPG) are subpopulations actively managed by state and federal agencies who work to conserve the subpopulations and
re-establish herds across the Southwest. We used location data for individual sheep outfitted with global positioning
system collars during 2007–2010 to derive spatially explicit statistical models of space and resource use on the KNWR
and YPG. Specifically, we used model selection and an information-theoretic approach to model the intensity of space
and resource use as a function of topography, development, artificial water resources, and the presence of green
vegetation estimated through the use of satellite imagery and vegetation indices. We focused our analyses and inference
on 2 key seasons in the region: peak lambing and drought. Our results can inform future desert bighorn sheep
management and conservation in the Southwest, particularly with respect to maintaining artificial waters as resource
supplements during intense drought seasons.

A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF A VARIABLE FIRE REGIME AND BIGHORN SHEEP
DEMOGRAPHICS
Steve Holl, Steve Holl Consulting, 7049 Pine View Drive, Folsom, CA 95630, USA
In the San Gabriel Mountains wildfires reduce canopy cover, influencing habitat availability and produce an ephemeral
plant association which increases nutrient availability. Bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) are attracted to those
burned areas and recruitment rates and population abundance are positively associated with fire history. The fire regime
in the San Gabriel Mountains consists of frequent small fires during summer and large, wind-driven, high intensity fires
during fall; this variable fire regime results in different effects on habitat suitability. In this analysis I present a
hypothesis that the variable fire regime results in equally variable demographic responses in bighorn sheep and
precipitous population declines following large wildfires that may result in population bottlenecks. I also suggest the
current fire regime has been altered by fire suppression.

GIS MAPPING OF NORTH AMERICAN WILD SHEEP TRANSLOCATIONS
Kevin Hurley, Wild Sheep Foundation, 720 Allen Avenue, Cody, WY 82414, USA
Richard Jones, Wildland Rangers and Department of Biology, Northwest College, 231 West Sixth Street, Powell, WY
82435, USA
At the Tenth Biennial Symposium of the Northern Wild Sheep and Goat Council (1996 in Silverthorne, CO), a
workshop was held to exchange, verify, and update transplant records for wild sheep in 18 central and northern states,
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provinces, and territories, excluding desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) states. Biologists from state-provincialterritorial wildlife management agencies compared donor and recipient transplant records for wild sheep, as far back as
records were available. Tabular summaries were included in the Tenth NWSGC Proceedings. In winter 2005–2006,
transplant actions for each state-province were preliminarily entered into a Geographic Information System (GIS), to
graphically depict inter- and intra-state-province-territory translocation of wild sheep. The WAFWA Wild Sheep
Working Group drafted individual maps for each state, province, and territory, as were composite maps for wild sheep
translocations across central-northern U.S. and Canada. An update on this GIS mapping project was presented at the
2009 Desert Bighorn Council meeting in Grand Junction, CO; this presentation reports progress over the past 24
months. Once finalized, these GIS maps-databases should provide a valuable framework and an historic record for
future genetic review, population implications, possible disease analysis, and other management strategies relative to
wild sheep transplants across the western U.S. and Canada.

ECONOMIC ASPECTS AND THE "MARKET" FOR DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP
Raymond Lee, Ray Lee LLC, 808 Aspen Drive, Cody, WY 82414, USA
Desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis), properly managed, can sustainably provide humans with both aesthetic and
economic benefits. The aesthetic value to people to be able to observe wild sheep in their native habitat is considerable;
even the knowledge that these animals merely exist in the nearby mountains is of demonstrable value. Opportunities to
hunt desert bighorn sheep have been available through wildlife conservation auctions since 1984. These auctions
provide wildlife conservationists with an avenue to pursue their philanthropic goals to provide economic support for
wildlife conservation programs that enhance wild sheep. Every state with free-ranging desert bighorn sheep (including
4 states in Mexico) offers this opportunity, except for Baja California. These auctions have generated over $50,000,000
for wildlife conservation efforts - with many of these dollars being provided locally. In addition, many local people
obtain employment supporting these management programs. This connection provides self respect for the individuals
involved, as well as an enhanced appreciation for the wildlife. In every state where these conservation programs have
been in existence, desert bighorn sheep numbers have increased. This increase has led to a larger and more diverse
market for desert bighorn sheep.

PREVALENCE OF MYCOPLASMA OVIPNEUMONIAE IN
POPULATIONS OF DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP IN ARIZONA

6

GEOGRAPHICALLY

DISTINCT

Clint J. Luedtke, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Research Branch, 5000 West Carefree Hwy, Phoenix, AZ
85086, USA
Matthew Overstreet, Department of Fish, Wildlife and Conservation Ecology, New Mexico State University, P.O. Box
30001, Las Cruces, NM 88003, USA
James W. Cain III, Department of Fish, Wildlife and Conservation Ecology, New Mexico State University, P.O. Box
30001, Las Cruces, NM 88003, USA
Tom Stephenson, Department of Fish, Wildlife and Conservation Ecology, New Mexico State University, P.O. Box
30001, Las Cruces, NM 88003, USA
Anne E. Justice-Allen, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Research Branch, 5000 West Carefree Hwy, Phoenix, AZ
85086, USA
Blood samples and nasal or oropharyngeal swabs were collected from 135 desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis
nelsoni and Ovis canadensis mexicana) from 6 geographically distinct populations in Arizona in 2009 and 2010.
Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae organisms were detected by PCR in 20% (17 of 85) whereas antibodies to M.
ovipneumoniae were detected in 46% (59 of 129) of tested bighorn sheep. Mycoplasma titers were not found in 2 of 6
populations indicating some bighorn sheep populations in Arizona are naïve to this bacterium. In contrast, others had
seroprevalence rates up to 80%. We were able to compare seroprevalence rates and titers over time in 9 individuals (7
individuals included in the 135 sheep sampled in 2009 and 2010, and 2 individuals originally captured in 2006).
Antibody titers persisted for 12 months in individuals from the Kofa National Wildlife Refuge (n = 7) while antibody
titers appeared to decline in the Kanab Creek population (n = 2). Based on these results, M. ovipneumoniae is present or
has been present in multiple populations of bighorn sheep in Arizona. Population declines have been documented in 2
of the bighorn sheep populations studied and we speculate exposure to this organism has contributed to the decline. The
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results also demonstrate the importance of routine health testing for future translocation efforts to minimize risk to naïve
populations.

GENETIC ANALYSIS OF SCATS REVEALS MINIMUM NUMBER, SEX, AND DIET OF MOUNTAIN
LIONS ON KOFA NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, ARIZONA
Ashwin Naidu, Conservation Genetics Laboratory, School of Natural Resources and the Environment, University of
Arizona, 1311 East Fourth Street, Tucson, AZ 85721
Lindsay A. Smythe, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service – Kofa National Wildlife Refuge, 9300 East 28 Street, Yuma, AZ
85365, USA
Ron W. Thompson, Arizona Game and Fish Department, Game Branch, 5000 West Carefree Highway, Phoenix, AZ
85086, USA
Melanie Culver, Conservation Genetics Laboratory, School of Natural Resources and the Environment, University of
Arizona, 1311 East Fourth Street, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA
Recent records of mountain lions (Puma concolor) and concurrent declines in desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis
mexicana) on Kofa National Wildlife Refuge in Arizona have prompted investigations to estimate the number of
mountain lions occurring in the refuge. We performed non-invasive genetic analyses and identified species, individuals,
and sex from scat samples collected from the Kofa and Castle Dome Mountains in the refuge. From 105 scats collected,
we identified a minimum of 11 individual mountain lions. These individuals consisted of 6 males, 2 females, and 3 of
unknown sex. Three of the 11 mountain lion individuals were identified multiple times over the study period. We also
identified prey species from bone and connective tissue prey remains inside the scats. A majority of mountain lion diet
(52%) was composed of desert mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) and 24% was composed of desert bighorn sheep.
These estimates supplement previously recorded information on mountain lions in an area where mountain lions were
historically considered only transient. We demonstrate that non-invasive genetic techniques, when used in conjunction
with camera-trap and radiocollaring methods, can provide additional and reliable information to wildlife managers,
particularly on secretive species like the mountain lion.

CULLING OFFENDING PUMAS FOR ENDANGERED DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP: IS IT PRACTICAL
OR EFFECTIVE?
Eric M. Rominger, Wildlife Management Division, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, Santa Fe, NM, USA
Elise J. Goldstein, Wildlife Management Division, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, Santa Fe, NM, USA
Darrel L. Weybright, Wildlife Management Division, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, Santa Fe, NM,
USA
After determining that puma (Puma concolor) predation was the proximate limiting factor in the recovery of stateendangered desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) in New Mexico, puma control was implemented in 5 bighorn sheep
ranges from 2001 to 2009. A decrease in puma predation rate from 0.17 when pumas were not controlled, to 0.05
following puma control, resulted in the statewide desert bighorn sheep population increasing from <170 to >500.
Killing only offending pumas, those pumas that have killed a bighorn sheep, is an alternative management tool to
protect bighorn sheep. We reviewed the efficacy of culling offending pumas within our larger control effort. During 9
years of primarily range-wide control, 68 puma-killed bighorn sheep were documented. However, only 13 (19.1%)
offending pumas were culled. The 2 primary reasons pumas were not culled were 1) bighorn sheep kill was not
detected and located prior to the puma departing (58.8% of all kills) and 2) puma was present but missed at the kill site
(53.6% of attempts were unsuccessful) (e.g., puma did not step into snare, substrate was not conducive to snare
placement, hounds were unable to tree-bay puma). Although sample sizes were substantially reduced, the data set was
partitioned between attempts to snare offending pumas and attempts to hound-hunt offending pumas. Use of hounds
was successful in 35.7% (5/14) of attempts whereas use of snares was successful in 57.1% (8/14) of attempts.
Additionally, we compared success with and without the presence of a daily monitor to radiotrack desert bighorn sheep.
Without a daily monitor, only 15.6% (5/32) of offending pumas were culled. However, even with a daily monitor, only
22.2% (8/36) of offending pumas were culled. The low success rate of culling offending pumas makes it unlikely that
this technique will provide adequate protection for desert bighorn sheep.
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DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP SURVIVAL RATES IN CANYONLANDS NATIONAL PARK, UTAH
K.S. Sproat, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602, USA
T.S. Smith, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602, USA
W. Sloan, NPS, 125 West 200 South, Moab, UT 84532, USA
P. Riddle, BLM, 82 East Dogwood, Moab, UT, 84532
G. Wallace, UDWR, 319 N. Carbonville Rd., Price, UT, 84501, USA
Between 2002 and 2009, 58 desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) were captured and fitted with either global
positioning system (GPS) or VHF radiocollars in and near Canyonlands National Park in southeastern Utah. We used
Program MARK to analyze survival rates for radiocollared sheep. We included age, sex, average spring precipitation,
average annual precipitation for the previous year, average maximum temperature in May, and average maximum
summer temperature as potential explanatory variables for survival. We also compared survival rates among bighorns
from high and low human use areas. We used lamb:ewe ratios to evaluate population growth rates. Preliminary results
show annual bighorn sheep survival rates are high (S = 0.95). Monthly survival for ewes (S = 0.99) and rams (S = 0.99)
did not differ. Further results and analysis will be discussed.

MOVEMENTS AND SURVIVAL OF TRANSLOCATED ROCKY MOUNTAIN BIGHORN SHEEP IN
CENTRAL ARIZONA
Erin Turnpaugh, Arizona Game and Fish Department, 3500 S. Lake Mary Road, Flagstaff, AZ 86001, USA
Thomas C. McCall, Arizona Game and Fish Department, 3500 S. Lake Mary Road, Flagstaff, AZ 86001, USA
We investigated distances moved and survival by translocated Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis
canadensis) in central Arizona because these movements may result in crossbreeding with native desert bighorn sheep
(O. c. mexicana). In November of 2005–2007, 78 Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep (24 M, 54F) captured near Morenci in
Unit 27 were released into West Clear Creek in Unit 6A. Each bighorn sheep was ear-tagged and 29 were fitted with
radiocollars (2 M, 27 F). We determined the average maximum distance moved of male and female bighorn sheep that
were ear-tagged and radiocollared. In addition, we determined annual survival and production of bighorn sheep. The
mean maximum straight-line distance moved by sheep was 37.6 km (range = 0.8–188.0). There was no difference (P =
0.73) in the mean maximum distance moved among years, and there was no difference (P = 0.18) in the maximum
distance moved between males and females. The longest straight-line distance moved was 188.0 km by a 2-year-old
female. Movements of Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep in central Arizona following translocation seem sufficient to
allow for crossbreeding with native desert bighorn sheep.

PREDICTING BODY FAT IN BIGHORN SHEEP AND ASSESSING NUTRITIONAL STATUS OF
POPULATIONS
Thomas R. Stephenson, Sierra Nevada Bighorn Sheep Recovery Program, California Department of Fish and Game,
407 West Line St., Bishop, CA 93514, USA
Rachel C. Cook, National Council for Air and Stream Improvement, 1401 Gekeler Lane, La Grande, OR 97850, USA
Kevin L. Monteith, Department of Biological Sciences, Idaho State University, Pocatello, ID 83209
Daniel Walsh, Colorado Division of Wildlife, 317 W. Prospect Rd., Fort Collins, CO 80526, USA
E. Frances Cassirer, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, 1540 Warner Ave., Lewiston, ID 83501, USA
Ben J. Gonzales, Wildlife Investigations Lab, California Department of Fish and Game, 1701 Nimbus Rd., Rancho
Cordova, CA 95670, USA
Vernon C. Bleich, California Department of Fish and Game, 407 West Line St., Bishop, CA 93514, USA
Matthew W. Overstreet, Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Ecology, New Mexico State University, P.O.
Box 30003, Las Cruces, NM 88003, USA
Donald G. Whittaker, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, 3406 Cherry Avenue NE, Salem, OR 97303, USA
We used the carcasses of 24 adult female bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) to develop equations to predict total body fat
from measures of rump fat thickness and body condition scores. Carcasses were acquired opportunistically and
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included capture mortalities, captive animals, and accidental deaths. Animals were included from the 3 North American
subspecies: desert (O. c. nelsoni), Sierra Nevada (O. c. sierrae), and Rocky Mountain (O. c. canadensis; including
Rocky Mountain and California ecotypes). Carcasses were dissected and ground samples were analyzed chemically by
ether extract to determine the fat content. We used linear regression to determine relationships between total body fat
and predictive variables. We developed separate equations based on whether rump fat was depleted. When rump fat
was present, body fat was predicted by an equation using rump fat as the predictive variable. When rump fat was
absent, body fat was predicted using a body condition score as the predictive variable. The slope and the intercept for
the predictive equation for total body fat using ultrasonography for bighorn sheep differs from that of the cervids.
Rump fat is depleted in bighorn sheep at a greater level of total body fat than in the cervids. We sampled bighorn sheep
populations across subspecies, ecotypes, and states. During field captures (>500), we measured rump fat using
ultrasound and determined body condition scores; we used these values to predict total body fat in vivo. We also
weighed animals. Mean pre-winter body weights of adult female bighorn for each ecotype were variable as follows:
Rocky Mountain (69 kg), desert (55–63 kg), California (58 kg), and Sierra Nevada (47–66 kg); ranges represent mean
values for different herds. The physiological limit of total body fat in bighorn sheep varies between 0.5 and 24%. In
California bighorn sheep in Oregon, mean estimated pre-winter body fat was 10.4 and 13.7% for lactating and nonlactating adult females, respectively. Mean body fat during early winter in Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep lactating
females was 14.9%. During autumn, desert bighorn sheep ewe mean body fat ranged from 9.9 to 20%. In the Sierra
Nevada, mean pre-winter body fat among herds was 8.2–15.1% and 14.8–23.7% for lactating and non-lactating females,
respectively. On average, non-lactating females were 40% fatter than lactating females. Late winter female mean body
fat in Sierra Nevada herds ranged from 10.1–13.6%. When considered relative to population density and recent weather
patterns, body fat may be used to indicate proximity of populations to nutritional carrying capacity.

POPULATION AND HABITAT USE BY DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP (OVIS CANADENSIS MEXICANA)
TRANSLOCATED INTO SIERRA MADERAS DEL CARMEN, COAHUILA, MÉXICO
Ramiro Velázquez-R, Facultad de Ciencias Forestales, Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo León, Km 145. Carretera
Victoria-Monterrey, Linares, NL, MX
César Cantú-A, Facultad de Ciencias Forestales, Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo León, Km 145. Carretera VictoriaMonterrey, Linares, NL, MX
Alejandro Espinosa-T, Desert Bighorn Sheep Restoration Program, CEMEX, Energy and Sustainability Vicepresidency, Av. Independencia 901 Ote. Colonia Cementos, C.P. 64520, Monterrey, NL, MX
Fernando González-S, Facultad de Ciencias Forestales, Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo León, Km 145. Carretera
Victoria-Monterrey, Linares, NL, MX
José Uvalle-S, Facultad de Ciencias Forestales, Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo León, Km 145. Carretera VictoriaMonterrey, Linares, NL, MX
Jonás A. Delgadillo-V, Desert Bighorn Sheep Restoration Program, CEMEX, Energy and Sustainability Vicepresidency, Av. Independencia 901 Ote. Colonia Cementos, C.P. 64520, Monterrey, NL, MX
We studied habitat use, home range, and demographic status of a translocated desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis
mexicana) population in Sierra Maderas del Carmen, located in the northwest portion of Coahuila State, México.
During our study, we monitored 20 radiocollared bighorn sheep (1 ram and 19 ewes released in 2004 and 2009,
respectively). We also visually monitored other individuals without radiocollars released during the same periods. With
the use of Arc View 3.2, we integrated a geographic information system using the geographical coordinates of bighorn
sheep sightings, digital vegetation maps, and topographic coverage. We used the "Animal Movement" extension of
ArcView to determine the seasonal home range of the entire population. This report includes the first 2 sampling
periods (March to August 2010), which included 48 sightings records from the first period and 40 from the second
period. We use the adaptive Kernel method to estimate the home range. The results shows a home range of 4,631 ha (P
= 0.05) and 883 ha (P = 0.5) for the first sampling period (March to May) and 6,141 ha (P = 0.05) and 743 ha (P = 0.5)
for the second period (June to August). Of the 20 radiocollared bighorn sheep, we detect 6 ewes mortalities and 2 lost
signals. During the same period, 7 lambs were observed.
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DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP METAPOPULATION DYNAMICS IN CALIFORNIA: TRANSLATING
ANALYSIS OF PAST EXTINCTION PATTERNS INTO CONSERVATION PLANNING
John D. Wehausen, White Mountain Research Station, 3000 East Line St., Bishop, CA 93514, USA
Clinton W. Epps, Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331-3803, USA
How we formulate conservation strategies for the future is very much a function of how we interpret past population
dynamics of desert bighorn sheep relative to causal agents. For desert bighorn sheep in California, metapopulation
dynamics are of particular concern because extinction rate greatly exceeded rate of natural colonization during the
twentieth century, resulting in considerable vacant habitat. Existing metapopulation fragments in California clearly will
not easily persist without considerable intervention if those dynamics were due to a continuing or increasing force
driving extinctions. A recent logistic regression analysis of those twentieth century metapopulation dynamics identified
4 variables underlying variation in probability of extinction: past domestic sheep grazing, existence of reliable surface
water, average annual rainfall, and maximum elevation. Management actions have the potential to modify only the first
2 of these variables. However, the second 2 variables potentially offer an opportunity to develop a ranking of
populations relative to their potential long term contributions to metapopulation processes, and therefore their priority
for receiving conservation attention. Because of the potential importance of this statistical model to conservation
decisions, we will test its robustness to a variety of data refinements. Second, we will examine the hypothesis that
directional climate change played an important role in twentieth century extinctions, and its implications for
conservation planning relative to an alternative hypothesis that those metapopulation processes were episodic and lack a
directional component.

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF MYCOPLASMA OVIPNEUMONIAE AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO RESPIRATORY
DISEASE IN BIGHORN SHEEP (OVIS CANADENSIS SPP.) IN CALIFORNIA
Heidi S. Zurawka, Master of Preventive Veterinary Medicine Program, University of California, One Shields Avenue,
Davis, CA 95616, USA
Ben J. Gonzales, Wildlife Investigations Laboratory, California Department of Fish and Game, 1701 Nimbus Road
Suite D, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670, USA
Christine K. Johnson, Wildlife Health Center, University of California, One Shields Avenue, Davis, CA 95616, USA
Pneumonia has been reported to be a population-limiting disease in free-ranging bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis spp.)
throughout North America. In recent years, desert bighorn sheep from the White Mountains of east central California
and those from portions of the Peninsular Ranges of southern California have demonstrated clinical signs of respiratory
disease in adults and have suffered high pneumonia-related lamb mortality. Respiratory pathogens have been isolated
from diseased tissues in affected animals, but it is now suspected that Mycoplasma spp. may play a role in causing
pneumonia in desert bighorn sheep. The purpose of this project was to determine if M. ovipneumoniae is associated with
respiratory disease in free-ranging bighorn sheep in California. Over 700 serum samples were collected between 1999–
2009 by the California Department of Fish and Game during routine bighorn sheep capture operations for population
management and disease surveillance. Samples were sent to the Washington Animal Disease Diagnostic Laboratory at
Washington State University in Pullman, Washington for testing by competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(cELISA) for M. ovipneumoniae antibodies. Overall seroprevalence for M. ovipneumoniae among bighorn sheep was
calculated and statistical analyses were performed to compare seroprevalence among desert, Sierra, and Peninsular
bighorn sheep populations, while evaluating the influence of sex and age classification on M. ovipneumoniae
seropositivity. Temporal trends in M. ovipneumoniae seroprevalence were also evaluated for each population.
Advancing our understanding of the role of Mycoplasma in respiratory disease in bighorn sheep will inform future
interventions which may prove to be instrumental in the stabilization and recovery of bighorn sheep populations in
California.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
DESERT BIGHORN COUNCIL TRANSACTIONS

GENERAL POLICY: Original papers relating to desert bighorn sheep ecology and management
are published in the Desert Bighorn Council Transactions. All papers presented at the Council’s
meetings are eligible for publication. There are 3 types of papers published in the Transactions:
technical papers; state reports; and opinions, comments, and case histories or notes. Technical
papers are peer reviewed. State reports are edited for syntax and style. Opinions, comments, and
case histories and notes provide for philosophical presentations and the presentation of ideas and
concepts. These papers are also peer reviewed. Additional papers may be published when
reviewed and approved by the Editorial Board. Papers must be submitted to the Editor within 1
year of the Council’s annual meeting to be considered for the current edition of the Transactions.
COPY: Use good quality white paper 215 × 280 mm (8.5 × 11 inches), or size A4. Do not use
"erasable," light weight, or mimeo bond paper. Double space throughout, with 3-cm margins.
Do not hyphenate at the right margin. Type the name and complete address of the person who is
to receive editorial correspondence in the top left corner of page 1. On succeeding pages, type
the senior author’s last name in the top left corner and the page number in the top right corner.
The author’s name and affiliation at the time the study was performed follows the title. Present
address, if different, should be indicated in a footnote on the first page. Keep 1 copy. Submit 4
good xerographic copies. Do not fold any copy.
STYLE: Proceed from a clear statement of purpose through introduction, study area, methods,
results, and discussion. Sequence of contents: title, authors, abstract, key words, introduction,
study area, methods, results, discussion, literature cited, tables, and figures. Follow the CBE
Style Manual Committee 1994. The former guidelines for the Wildlife Society Bulletin are the
preferred style and are available from the editor on request. See a recent volume of the Desert
Bighorn Council Transactions for examples.
TITLE: The title should be concise, descriptive, and ≤10 words. Use vernacular names of
organisms.
FOOTNOTES: Use only for author’s address if there are multiple addresses for authors and in
tables.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Include acknowledgements at the end of the paper, before Literature
Cited, as a titled paragraph.
SCIENTIFIC NAMES: Vernacular names of plants and animals should be accompanied by the
appropriate scientific names (in parentheses) the first time each is mentioned.
ABSTRACT: An abstract of about 1–2 typed lines per typed page of text should accompany all
articles. The abstract should be an informative digest of significant content. It should be able to
stand alone as a brief statement of problems examined, the most important findings, and their
use.
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KEY WORDS: Place key words below the abstract. Supply 6–12 key words for indexing:
vernacular and scientific names of principal organisms, geographic area, phenomena and entities
studied, and methods.
REFERENCES: Authors are responsible for accuracy and completeness and must use the style in
Guidelines for Authors and Reviewers of Wildlife Society Bulletin manuscripts. Avoid
unnecessary references. Order multiple references consecutively by date. Show page numbers
for quotations, paraphrases, and for citations in books or bulletins unless reference is to the entire
publication. Cite unpublished reports only if essential. Include source, paging, type of
reproduction, and place for unpublished reports are filed parenthetically in the text.
LITERATURE CITED: Use capital and lower case letters for authors’ last names, initials for given
names. Do not abbreviate titles of serial publications; follow Guidelines for Authors and
Reviewers of Wildlife Society Bulletin manuscripts. Show issue number or month only if
pagination is not consecutive throughout the volume.
TABLES: Prepare tables in keeping with the size of the pages. Tables should be self-explanatory
and referenced in the text. Short tables with lists of pertinent comments are preferred to long
tables. Start each table on a separate page and continue onto 1 or more pages as necessary.
Double space throughout. Omit vertical lines. Identify footnotes by roman letters. Do not show
percentages within small samples (N or n < 26).
ILLUSTRATIONS: Illustrations and drawings must be submitted as an electronic file suitable for
no larger than 215 x 280 mm (8.5 x 11 inches) final layout. Make all letters and numbers large
enough to be ≥1.5 mm tall when reduced. Lettering size and style when reduced should be the
same in all figures. Submit prints of good contrast on glossy paper. Type captions on a separate
page in paragraph form. On the back of each illustration, lightly write the senior author’s name,
figure number, and "Top."
SUBMISSION AND PROOF: All papers will be reviewed for acceptability by the Editorial Board
and 2 outside reviewers. Submit papers to Brian F. Wakeling, Arizona Game and Fish
Department, Game Branch, 5000 West Carefree Highway, Phoenix, AZ 85086, USA. When
papers are returned to authors for revision, please return revised manuscripts within the time
allotted. Galley proofs should be returned within 72 hours.
TRANSMITTAL LETTER: When the manuscript is submitted, send a letter to the Editor, stating
the intent to submit the manuscript exclusively for publication in The Transactions. Explain any
similarities between information in the manuscript and that in any other publications or
concurrent manuscripts by the same author(s), and furnish a copy of such manuscripts or
publications.
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Chandler AZ 85286-6798

Devin Englestead
Bureau of Land Management
1553 S. Main Street
Tonopah NV 89049

Alejandro Espinosa
CEMEX
V.P. de Tecnologic, Av. Independencia
901 Ote. Col. Cementos
Monterrey N. L. 84520 Mexico

Jeremy Lee Felish
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
3500 S. Lake Mary Road
Flagstaff AZ 86001

Alexandra Few
California Dept. of Fish and Wildlife
407 West Line Street
Bishop CA 93514

Jeff Gagnon
Arizona Game and Fish Department
5000 W. Carefree Highway
Phoenix AZ 85086

Bruce Garlinger
Eremico Biological Services
211 Snow Street
Weldon CA 93283-9998

Tim Glenner
California Dept. of Fish and Wildlife
PO Box 2966
Wrightwood CA 92397

Elise Goldstein
New Mexico Dept. of Game and Fish
One Wildlife Way
Santa Fe NM 87507

Ben Gonzales
California Dept. of Fish and
Wildlife
1701 Nimbus Road, Suite D
Rancho Cordova CA 95670

Martin Guerena
Arizona Game and Fish Department
555 N. Greasewood Road
Tucson AZ 85710

Ross Haley
National Park Service
601 Nevada Highway
Boudler City NV 89005

Jon Hanna
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
7200 E. University Drive
Mesa AZ 85207

Patricia Hansen
PO Box 596
Kenwood CA 95452

Duncan Harkleroad
PO Box 390234
Anza CA 92539

Aaron Hartzell
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
2878 E. White Mountain Blvd.
Pinetop AZ 85935

Phil Hedrick
Arizona State University
School of Life Sciences, PO Box
874501
Tempe AZ 85287

Mario Henriques
Lotek Wireless Inc.
115 Pony Drive
Newmarket Ontario L3Y 7B5
Canada

Bob Henry
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
9140 E. 28th Street
Yuma AZ 85365

Kevin Hurley
Wild Sheep Foundation
720 Allen Avenue
Cody WY 82414

Jef Jaeger
University of Nevada, Las
Vegas
School of Life Sciences
4505 S. Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas NV 89154-4004

Cerissa Hoglander
Northern Arizona University,
Environmental Sciences
PO Box 5694
Flagstaff AZ 86001
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Charles Jenner
Bighorn Institute
11381 Loc Lomond Road
Los Alamitos CA 90720

Mark Jorgensen
PO Box 7
Borrego Springs CA 92004

Anne Justice-Allen
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
5000 W. Carefree Highway
Phoenix AZ 85086

George Kerr
Society for the Conservation of
Bighorn Sheep
2802 Avenida Simi
Simi Valley CA 93065

Steve Kimble
Nevada Department of Wildlife
4747 Vegas Drive
Las Vegas NV 89108

Rick Langley
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
2878 E. White Mountain Blvd.
Pinetop AZ 85935

Ray Lee
Ray Lee, LCC
808 Aspen Drive
Cody WY 82414

Chad Loberger
Arizona Game and Fish Department
5000 W. Carefree Highway
Phoenix AZ 85086

Kathy Longshore
U.S. Geological Survey
910 Ambrose Drive
Las Vegas NV 89123

Chris Lowrey
US Geological Survey
160 N. Stephanie Street
Henderson NV 89074

Clint Luedtke
Minnesota Division of Natural Resources
500 Lafayette Road
St. Paul, MN 55155-4040

Jeremy Markuson
National Park Service
400 Pine Canyon Road
Salt Flat TX 79847

Debbie Marschke
Society for Conservation of Bighorn
Sheep
4909 Reynolds Road
Torrance CA 90505

Steve Marschke
Society for Conservation of Bighorn Sheep
4904 Reynolds Road
Torrance CA 90505

Elroy Masters
Bureau of Land Management
One North Central
Phoenix AZ 85004

Dave Mattausch
AZ Desert Bighorn Sheep Society
2800 W. Jacinto Drive
Tucson AZ 85745

Steven Matthews
Ideas of Nature
2938 Thurston Road
Frederick MD 21704

Richard Maxwell
5025 N. First Avenue, #722
Tucson AZ 85718

Tom McCall
Arizona Game and Fish Department
3500 S. Lake Mead Road
Flagstaff AZ 86001

John McGehee
Arizona Game and Fish Department
555 N. Greasewood Road
Tucson AZ 85745

Sue Morgensen
PO Box 1448
Cody WY 82414

Christopher Morris
Nevada Department of Wildlife
1100 Valley Road
Reno NV 89512

Amber Munig
Arizona Game and Fish Department
5000 W. Carefree Highway
Phoenix AZ 85086

Sandra Nagiller
Arizona Wildlife Federation
PO Box 50052
Parks AZ 86018

Aswin Naidu
University of Arizona
1311 E. Fourth Street, Rm 317
Tucson AZ 85721

Alicia Nemlowill
Arizona Game and Fish Department
9140 E. 28th Street
Yuma AZ 85365

Johnathan O'Dell
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
5000 W. Carefree Highway
Phoenix AZ 85086

Teresa O'Neill-Johnson
2763 Sunken Ship Street
Laughlin NV 89029

Jared Oyster
Brigham Young University
642 N. 400 E., #1
Provo UT 84602

Jeff Pebworth
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
5325 N. Stockton Hill Road
Kingman AZ 86401

Bob Posey
Arizona Game and Fish Department
5325 N. Stockton Hill Road
Kingman AZ 86409

Robert Price
Arizona Game and Fish Department
3500 S. Lake Mary Road
Flagstaff AZ 86001
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Tyler Richins
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
2878 E. White Mountain Blvd.
Pinetop AZ 85935
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Pam Riddle
Bureau of Land Management
82 E. Dogwood
Moab UT 84532

Natalie Robb
Arizona Game and Fish Department
7200 E. University Drive
Mesa AZ 85207

Jose Daniel Rodriquez
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
7200 E. University Drive
Mesa AZ 84207

Eric Rominger
NM Dept. of Game and Fish
One Wildlife Way
Santa Fe NM 87507

Esther Rubin
Arizona Game and Fish Department
5000 W. Carefree Highway
Phoenix AZ 85086

Joe Sacco
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
555 N. Greasewood Road
Tucson AZ 85745

Joe Sayer
Arizona Game and Fish Department
7200 E. University Drive
Mesa AZ 85207

Sara Schuster
US Geological Survey
160 N. Stephanie Street
Henderson NV 89074

Joe Sheehey
AZ Desert Bighorn Sheep Society
6381 N. Camino Padre Isidoro
Tucson AZ 85718

John Sherman
Bureau of Land Management
301 Dinosaur Trail
Santa Fe NM 87508

Tom Smith
Brigham Young University
451 WIDB-BYU
Provo UT 84602

Lindsay Smythe
USFWS, Kofa NWR
9300 E. 28th Street
Yuma AZ 85365

Scott Sprague
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
5000 W. Carefree Highway
Phoenix AZ 85086

Kanalu Sproat
Brigham Young University
110 S. 300 E.
Provo UT 84606

Jessie Stegmeier
Bureau of Land Management
4701 N. Torrey Pines Drive
Las Vegas NV 89130-2301

Tom Stephenson
California Dept. of Fish and
Wildlife
407 W. Line Street
Bishop CA 93514

Dave Stevens
15300 Horse Creek Road
Bozeman MT 59715

Nike Goodson Stevens
15300 Horse Creek Road
Bozeman MT 59715

Gary Thomas
Society for the Conservation
of Bighorn Sheep
1039 W. 7th Street
Upland CA 91786

Steve Torres
California Dept. of Fish and Wildlife
1701 Nimbus Road, Suite D
Rancho Cordova CA 95670

Ramiro Uranga
780 Via Mirada Lane
El Paso TX 79922

Dan Urquidez
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
9140 E. 28th Street
Yuma AZ 85365

Brian Wakeling
Arizona Game and Fish Department
5000 W. Carefree Highway
Phoenix AZ 85086

Richard Weaver
PO Box 100
Glenwood NM 88039

Mara Weisenberger
USFWS - San Andres NWR
5686 Santa Gertrudis Drive
Las Cruces NM 88012

Peregrine Wolff
Nevada Division of Wildlife
1100 Valley Road
Reno NV 89572

Raul Valdez
New Mexico State University, Dept of
Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation
Ecology
PO Box 30003, MSC 4901
Las Cruces NM 88003
John Wehausen
1417 Bear Creek Drive
Bishop CA 93514
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Ray Schweinsburg
Arizona Game and Fish
Department
5000 W. Carefree Highway
Phoenix AZ 85086
Laurie Simons
US Fish and Wildlife Service
4701 N. Torrey Pines Road
Las Vegas NV 89130
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Jeff Young
1227 White Sands Drive
San Marcos CA 92078
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Heidi Zurawka
1420 Lake Blvd., #38
Davis CA 95616

Membership

DESERT BIGHORN COUNCIL MEETINGS 1957–2011
Year

Location

Chairperson

Secretary

Treasurer

1957
1958

Las Vegas, NV
Yuma, AZ

1959
1960
1961
1962

Death Valley, CA
Las Cruces, NM
Hermosillo, MX
Grand Canyon, AZ

M. Clair Albous
Gale Monson &
Warren Kelly
M. Clair Albous
Warren Kelly
Jon Akker
James Blaisdell

Fred Jones
Fred Jones
Ralph Welles
Charles Hansen

Fred Jones
Fred Jones
Ralph Welles
Charles Hansen

1963
1964

Las Vegas, NV
Mexicali, MX

Al Jonez
Rudulfo Corzo

Charles Hansen
Charles Hansen

Charles Hansen
Charles Hansen

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

Redlands, CA
Silver City, NM
Kingman, AZ
Las Vegas, NV
Monticello, UT
Bighop, CA
Santa Fe, NM
Tucson, AZ
Hawthorne, NV
Moab, UT
Indio, CA
Bahia Kino, MX
Las Cruces, NM
Kingman, AZ
Boulder City, NV
St. George, UT
Kerrville, TX
Borrego Sprs., CA
Silver City, NM
Bullhead City, AZ
Las Vegas, NV
Page, AZ
Van Horn, TX
Needles, CA
Grand Junction, CO
Hermosillo, MX
Las Cruces, NM
Bullhead City, AZ
Mesquite, NV
Moab, UT
Alpine, TX
Holtville, CA
Grand Junction, CO

John Russo
John Russo
John Russo
John Russo
W. G. Bradley
W. G. Bradley
Tillie Barling
Doris Weaver
Doris Weaver
Lanny Wilson
Lanny Wilson
Peter Sanchez
Peter Sanchez
Peter Sanchez
Peter Sanchez
Peter Sanchez
Peter Sanchez
Rick Brigham
Rick Brigham
Rick Brigham
Rick Brigham
Bill Dunn
Bill Dunn
Don Armentrout
Don Armentrout
Don Armentrout
Don Armentrout
Stan Cunningham
Charles Douglas
Charles Douglas
Charles Douglas
Charles Douglas
Steve Torres

John Russo
John Russo
John Russo
John Russo
W. G. Bradley
W. G. Bradley
Tillie Barling
Doris Weaver
Doris Weaver
Lanny Wilson
Lanny Wilson
Peter Sanchez
Peter Sanchez
Peter Sanchez
Peter Sanchez
Peter Sanchez
Peter Sanchez
Rick Brigham
Rick Brigham
Rick Brigham
Rick Brigham
Bill Dunn
Bill Dunn
Don Armentrout
Don Armentrout
Don Armentrout
Don Armentrout
Stan Cunningham
Charles Douglas
Charles Douglas
Charles Douglas
Charles Douglas
Charles Douglas

1998

Las Cruces, NM

Darren Divine

Charles Douglas

Raymond Lee

1999

Reno, NV

Darren Divine

Charles Douglas

2000

Bullhead City, AZ

Darren Divine

Charles Douglas

Allan Thomas &
Harriet Thomas
Jon Hanna

2001

Hermosillo, Sonora,
Mexico
Palm Springs, CA
St. George, UT
Alpine, TX
Las Vegas, NV
Grand Junction, CO
Laughlin, NV

John Goodman
Cecil Kennedy
Claude Lard
Ray Brechbill
R. & B. Welles
William Graf
Richard Weaver
George Welsh
Warren Kelly
Carl Mahon
Bonnar Blong
Mario Luis Cossio
Jerry Gates
Kelly Neal
Bob McQuivey
Carl Mahon
Jack Kilpatric
Mark Jorgensen
Andrew Sandoval
Jim deVos, Jr.
David Pullman, Jr.
Jim Guymon
Jack Kilpatric
Vernon Bleich
Jerry Wolfe
Raul Valdez
Bill Montoya
Jim deVos, Jr.
Kathy Longshore
Jim Guymon
Doug Humphries
Andy Pauli
Dale Reed &
Van Graham
Eric Rominger &
Dave Holdermann
Rick Brigham &
Kevin Hurley
Ray Lee &
Jim deVos
Carlos Castillo &
Jim deVos
Mark Jorgenson
Jim Karpowitz
Clay Brewer
Ross Haley
Scott Wait
Brian Wakeling

Charles Hansen
& L. Fountein
Jim Yoakum
Charles Hansen
& D. Smith
Jim Yoakum
Jim Yoakum
Jim Yoakum
Jim Yoakum
Jim Yoakum
Jim Yoakum
Jim Yoakum
Charles Hansen
Juan Spillet
Juan Spillet
Charles Hansen
Charles Hansen
Charles Hansen
Charles Hansen
Charles Hansen
Charles Hansen
Charles Hansen
Charles Hansen
Charles Hansen
Charles Hansen
Charles Hansen
Paul Krausman
Paul Krausman
Paul Krausman
Paul Krausman
Paul Krausman
Paul Krausman
Paul Krausman
Walter Boyce
Walter Boyce
Ray Boyd
Ray Boyd
Raymond Lee

Darren Divine

Charles Douglas

Jon Hanna

Darren Divine
Darren Divine
Esther Rubin
Esther Rubin
Esther Rubin
Esther Rubin

Charles Douglas
Darren Divine
Stacey Ostermann
Stacey Ostermann-Kelm
Kathleen Longshore
Kathleen Longshore

Jon Hanna
Brian Wakeling
Brian Wakeling
Brian Wakeling
Brian Wakeling
Brian Wakeling

2002
2003
2005
2007
2009
2011

Transactions Editor

